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REAUTHORIZATION OF THE ELEMENTARY AND
SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT OF 1965

WEDNESDAY, MAY 4, 1994

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in room 485,

Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel K. Inouye (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Inouye, Campbell, Wellstone, and Kassebaum.

STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL K. INOUYE, U.S. SENATOR FROM
HAWAII, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS

The CHAIRMAN. The committee convenes this morning to receive
testimony on the reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965, an act which incorporates virtually all of
the major programs constituting Federal aid to education.

The administration's proposal for the reauthorization has been
introduced in the Senate as S. 1513 and referred to the Committee
on Labor and Human Resources. One title of that bill, the Indian
Education Act, is explicitly within the jurisdiction of this commit-
tee, and our expectation is that much of the testimony received
this morning will be on that title.

Other titles of the proposed reauthorization, however, are of in-
terest and concern to American Indians and Alaska Natives. These
include title I, which authorizes grants to schools whose student
populations live at or below poverty levels; title VII, which author-
izes grants for bilingual education; and provisions authorizing Fed-
eral payments to schools attended by children residing on Federal
or trust lands. As all of us are aware, impact aid payments make
up the largest single contribution the Federal Government makes
to public schools on or near Indian reservations.

Even though this committee has forwarded recommendations of
tribal educators on these and other provisions of the act to the
Committee on Labor and Human Resources, testimony addressed to
other titles is entirely appropriate, given the importance of those
titles to the education of America Indians and Alaska Natives.

The House companion measure, H.R. 6, has also been identified
as a subject of this hearing. That is because the text of H.R. 6 in-
corporates a substantial number of the recommendations that have
been made by tribal educators. It is only the House bill that in-
cludes 100 pages of provisions affecting education programs of the
BIA. While virtually all of these pages would simply reenact one
title of Public Law 95-561, there are perhaps a dozen provisions
which are new.

(1)
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So in closing, let us look ahead. Based upon the testimony re-
ceived this morning and letters f--rn tribal educators, the commit-
tee intends to propose amendn.,..n,s to S. 1513 before the bill is
taken up by the Senate following the Memorial Day recess.

Finally, as a courtesy to the Administration, I have scheduled
Administration witnesses to constitute the first two panels, but I
would like to make a request that theyunless their schedules pre-
vent their doing soremain to hear the testimony of tribal educa-
tors.

Before I call upon the first panel, Senator Wellstone.

STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL WELLSTONE, U.S. SENATOR FROM
MINNESOTA

Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will keep my remarks very brief.
Mr. Chairman, I am ver; interested in the focus of today's hear-

ing as a former teacher, and I am on the Committee on Labor and
Human Resources as well, so I have an opportunity to look at the
reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act in
a number of different ways.

If I had to raise just a few concerns at the beginning, one of
them would beand I raise these now because, as is sometimes the
case, I have a conflict this morning with a couple of other gather-
ings that I must attend.

One has to do with the role of the parents in Indian country and
exactly what the role of parent committees will be in the actual
decisionmaking process. It seems to me that that is critically im-
portant. I have heard some concerns from Indian country around
that question.

Another has to do with the consolidation of the technical assist-
ance centers, how they will work, and who gets defined as experts.
Again, I think this has more to do with whether or not the people
in the communities feel as if they are directly involved in the deci-
sionmaking loop. Then finally, the age-old question I would raise,
Mr. Chairman, has to do with the funding levels. That is always a
question, but I continue to really receive some powerful and elo-
quent testimony from people as to the amount of money we spend
per student and how difficult it is to work within those parameters.
Even if there is not anything directly, I have to keep raising that
question over and over again.

I thank you for the hearing and look forward to hearing from
you all. I apologize for leaving early, but I will try to follow up on
all testimony.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Campbell.

STATEMENT OF HON. BEN NIGHTHORSE CAMPBELL. U.S.
SENATOR FROM COLORADO

Senator CAMPBELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I was once a
teacher and taught in both Indian programs and community
schools that had large Indian student levels. I am still active as a
member of the American Indian College Fund, so I think possibly I
know a little bit about the problem we have in the never-ending

6
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quest for funds. As my colleague has already stated, I too am con-
cerned about the funding level.

Although education was not really on the agenda the other day
when the tribal leaders met with the President, I think if you talkto almost any tribal leader you know that education is really the
key to an awful lot of success or failure, depending on whether or
not educational opportunities are there or not, particularly on res-
ervations.

I am encouraged with this hearing and know that H.R. 6 in-
cludes provisions that will allow the BIA and Indian students to de-
velop and achieve the goals that we're supposed to be trying to put
in place for Goals 2000. I am obviously very supportive and thanks
for conducting this hearing.

[Prepared statement of Senator Campbell appears in appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator.
I now call upon the first witness, the director of the Office of

Indian Education Programs of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Dr.
John Tippeconnic. He will be accompanied by the deputy director
of the Office of Indian Education Programs, William Mehojah.
STATEMENT OF JOHN TIPPECONNIC, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF

INDIAN EDUCATION PROGRAMS, BIA, DEPARTMENT OF THE IN-
TERIOR, WASHINGTON, DC, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM MEHO-
JAH, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN EDUCATION PRO-
GRAMS

Mr. TIPPECONNIC. Thank you. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and
members of the committee.

I am pleased to be here this morning to present the views of the
Department of the Interior on H.R. 6, the Improving America's
Schools Act of 1994. We strongly support the purpose of H.R. 6, to
extend for 5 years the authorization of programs under the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. We also support. S.
1513, the Administration's Elementary and Secondary Education
reauthorization proposal. However, our comments will be directed
to H.R. 6, as passed by the House, because S. 1513 does not include
the reauthorization of Bureau of Indian Affairs' education pro-grams.

Although we support H.R. 6, we have some significant concerns
relative to Title III, part F of the bill and would like to address
these concerns. We strongly recommend that they be addressed to
enhance the benefits to be derived from these programs and in-
crease the involvement and participation of tribes, Indian schools,
school boards, and the Indian children being served.

We recognize the need and agree with the requirement to coordi-
nate the development of our standards with those developed and
implemented purs ant to the Goals 2000 Educate America Act of
1994. We believe the BIA should only develop content, perform-
ance, and opportunity to learn standards as prescribed in Goals
2000.

H.R. 6 would require that we publish our standards within 18
months of enactment and coordinate them with State plans under
Goals 2000. State plans could take over 2 years to develop. We are
concerned with the conflicting timeframes contained in the bill. It
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is unreasonable to require the BIA to submit a plan on July 1, 1995
indicating how it intends to meet standards that are not required
to be finalized, if enacted today, until November 1996. We are con-
cerned about that timing. Instead, we should be given an opportu-
nity to substitute an interim plan for achieving BIA standards
until Goals 2000 standards are available.

We believe that the annual reporting of the progress that we
make toward meeting the standards may also become burdensome.
Instead, we propose reporting on a 2-year cycle as to how we plan
to implement all applicable standards. We recommend requiring
plans to bring schools up to the new revised BIA minimum stand-
ards or to the school's State standards, which will be consistent
with Goals 2000 standards when they are available. Also, we rec-
ommend adopting a process which will result in a fewer number of
basic education standards for BIA schools.

H.R. 6 also proposes that a tribal governing body can submit to
the Secretary a proposal for alternative standards and such revised
standards shall be established and implemented by the Secretary.
To build as much flexibility as possible for the tribes in developing
and implementing standards, we recommend revising the language
to indicate that standards could also be established and implement-
ed by tribal governing bodies.

H.R. 6 also calls for the development of standards and procedures
for the closing, consolidation, and Imtantial curtailment of
schools. The bill proposes that affecte ibes shall be afforded the
opportunity to comment whenever clo.,ure, transfer, consolidation,
or substantial curtailment is under active consideration or review.
We support the opportunity for full and active tribal participation
in such cases, but we would recommend that in cases where the
Secretary may need to close a school for health, safety, or declining
enrollment reasons, the Secretary should also have that authority
to do so.

H.R. 6 proposes the process for approval of an application for the
awarding of a grant or r contract for a school. To ensure that fund-
ing of new schools does not adversely affect existing schools, we
recommend linking the application process with our budget proc-
ess.

Concerning the national criteria for dorm standards, we have
some of the same concerns as for academic standards. They are
very similar and deal with timing, reporting, the study that is
being proposed, and closures. Given that the BIA has already pub-
lished criteria for dormitory situations, we recommend using the
phrase "revision of existing criteria".

The section on facilities construction would require the Secretary
to submit a plan to Congress by January 1, 1996, to bring schools
up to the health and safety standards and to publish, within 6
months of enactment, regulations to establish priorities for school
construction. This section outlines procedures required to close
schools that do not meet health and safety standards. We support
the intent of this section of the bill. Many of our schools are in
need of repair and of renovation to bring them up to minimum
safety and health standards.

For BIA schools that are temporarily closed or consolidated, or
programs of a BIA school that are to be curtailed due to conditions
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that constitute immediate hazard to health and safety, we recom-
mend including provisions requiring the development and imple-
mentation of a plan to ensure continuity of services being received
by the affected students.

A Concern of the allotment formula, is the requirement for the
Secretary to conduct a study to determine the feasibility of changes
from a weighted student unit to a school-based budget system
which is very limiting. We believe it narrows the options for
change in the formula to a predetermined outcome. We recom-
mend that the scope of the study be flexible enough to examine
other possible options in addition to the school-based budget.

The Department opposes special funding for the Richfield dormi-
tory in Richfield, Utah, as would be provided by H.R. 6. We should
not set a precedent in this case by funding the basic operations of a
public school. No other State has asked for or required such pay-
ments. This school district receives Johnson-O'Malley Act and
impact aid funding as well as State funds.

Budget preparation and submission is another concern. We
oppose this section of H.R. 6 because it would alter the budget
preparation and submission process, and in doing so undermine the
authority of the Secretary of the Interior. It is inappropriate for
legislation that transfers the Secretary's authority to determine
the adequacy of the DOI's budget as it relates to the study to be
undertaken by the National Center for Educational Statistics.

In effect, the Secretary of Interior's authority to determine fund-
ing priorities would be curtailed. The Secretary of Education, who
has no authority to administer Interior programs, would be recom-
mending funding levels for the Department of Interior without as-
sessing competing priorities.

The bill requires the National Center for Educational Statistics
to conduct a study. The Secretary of Interior should have the flexi-
bility to choose the best qualified entity to conduct the study, al-
though the Secretary may wish to conduct such a study in consul-
tation with the Secretary of Education. In addition, it is unclear
what the phrase "achieve academic and residential programs"
means. This phrase needs to be clarified.

With regard to the proposed division of budget analysis, further
study is needed to detA..rmine whether the creation of a separate
office would be beneficial. Given the downsizing and FTE reduc-
tions taking place in the Department, the creation of such an office
could only take place by reducing BIA personnel elsewhere. We
oppose including such a provision in law.

With regard to uniform direct funding and support, the fiscal
year 1995 budget proposes language that would allow funding to be
based on a prior year student count. We recommend that such lan-
guage be included in the authorizing language. We continue to sup-
port the broad goal of this language, which is to provide schools
with information as to their funding level at the beginning of the
school year. It is our intention to work with the tribes to determine
an appropriate implementation method.

We oppose the method of payment as specified in this section of
H.R. 6. The House-passed bill requires the BIA to make two pay-
ments to grantees, the first on July 1 and the second by December
1. Funds would not be available for obligation until July 1st. It
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would not be possible to make a payment to grantees on the same
day funds are obligated. We would recommend that the language
be modified so that the July payment is to be made no later thanJuly 30 of each year.

The bill states that the provisions of the Prompt Payment Act
shall apply to payments required to be made under this section.
The Prompt Payment Act applies to contracts for the acquisition of
property or services and agreements. The provisions do not apply
to grants. Prompt payment is based on the invoice date from the
contractor billing for goods and services already rendered or for
progress payments on a construction contract. Grant schools re-
ceive payment in advance of providing a service, for example, oper-
ating a school for a semester. Therefore, they should not be enti-tled to receive interest on payments for services that are not yet
provided.

More problematic, the Prompt Payment Act states that "agencies
shall pay late payment penalties out of amounts made available to
carryout the program for which the penalty has incurred." This
means that school operation's funds are the source of interest pay-
ments. Therefore, it would be necessary to retain a portion of the
school operation's funds to pay interest penalties rather than dis-
tributing all available funds to eligible schools. The Prompt Pay-ment Act does not authorize the appropriation of additional
amounts to pay penalties.

We recommend adding a provision to the bill that would allow
school boards to establish salary schedules other than the Depart-
ment of Defense schedule now required of BR-operated schools.
The DOD pay schedule has served its purpose and we believe that
all BIA-funded schools need the flexibility to determine their own
salary schedules.

Finally, Mr. Chair -flan, we strongly support many of the provi-
sions of H.R. 6 and the recently passed Goals 2000 legislation. We
firmly believe that provisions of H.R. 6 can be made more effective
by including in the legislation a statement of purpose requiring all
children and youth to attend and learn in schools. We believe that
true education reform and school improvement requires communi-
ties and parents to take an active role in setting the goals for their
schools and children.

For Indian country, this e:scussion and debate must fully involve
tribal governments as well as communities and parents. The histo-
ry of school reform in America illustrates that past reforms have
failed, even though they have been worthwhile, because communi-
ties and parents have not been meaningfully involved in the design
of their local education programs.

This concludes my prepared statement. We will be glad to
answer any questions the committee might have.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Tippeconnic appears in appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. I thank you very much, Dr. Tippeconnic.
About 3 decades ago, surveys indicated that the career of first

choice of college students was in the teaching field. So teachers'
colleges were filled. Today, it is just the opposite. Teachers' colleges
are filled with students who cannot qualify for engineering or for
medicine or for law. Sadly, those are the facts. The survey also in-
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dicated that the main reason for this change is the pay that teach-
ers can anticipate.

In Indian country, in every category, pay has been the lowest. In
the Indian Health Service, for example, DOD doctors who do per-
form the same functions as IHS physicians get the highest pay, the
pay for Veteran's Administration ['VA] doctors is just below that,
and far below that is the Indian Health Service. We wonder why
we cannot attract doctors to the Indian Health Service. DOD
nurses receive the highest pay, then the VA nurses, then the IHS
nurses.

So the Congress decided that education was very important and
we decided to lift the pay scale for teachers to the DOD level. Now
you are saying that you want flexibility the rate of pay for teachers
in Indian country, which in the jargon of bureaucrats means to
bring it down. It is not flexibility to raise pay rates.

Why?
Mr. TIPPECONNIC. The difficulty with the pay scale has been that

the BIA-operated schools, as you well knowspend a large part of
their budgetupward of 90 percent and more in many of our
schoolsand the DOD salary eats up our budgets in those schools.
There is little money left over to run programs.

The CHAIRMAN. Why do you not make an effort to get more
money to run the programs?

Mr. TIPPECONNIC. We have made efforts to try to get additional
dollars to

The CHAIRMAN. Zero funding for construction?
Mr. TIPPECONNIC. That is our request this year, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Zero funding for repairs and alteration?
Mr. TIPPECONNIC. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That does not demonstrate much effort.
Mr. TIPPECONNIC. Mr. Chairman, the decisions that we made con-

cerning the budget were very difficult decisions, as you well know,
given the constraints and limitations under which we were placed.
Tough decisions had to be made and those decisions were made.
From all indications, those kinds of constraints are going to be
there tomorrow and on into the future. To have that kind of a con-
straint and have a salary schedule that really takes the majority of
our budget creates real problems in our schools.

We net only want to allow some flexibility, Mr. Chairman, but
we also feel that local decisionmaking and local control comes into
play in that type of situation. Our grant and contract schools have
that kind of authority to determine their own salary schedules. We
feel that %e should be the same across-the-board in all our schools.
The BIA-operated schools should have the same type of authority.

Thrt CHAIRMAN. A few days ago, last Friday, tribal leaden, from
throughout this land gathered here in Washington, DC to meet
with the President of the United States. These tribal leaders re-
minded the President of the concepts of sovereignty and trust re-
sponsibility. This status and this relationship are based on treaties,
the laws of the land, and the Constitution.

Do you not think there is a special obligation, as promised in our
treaties?

Mr. TIPPECONNIC. Yes, I do. I do think that the Federal Govern-
ment has a special obligation for the education of Indians.

11



The CHAIRMAN. Do you believe the authorization you are request-
ing and the budget that you are requesting lives up to this trustresponsibility?

Mr. TIPPECONNIC. If we look at the indicators, which inciade the
need that exists in various program and is articulated by ow cus-
tomers, then we probably don't live up to the need, no.

The CHAIRMAN. May I now go to another question?
You have recommended that we authorize payments to be based

on prior year student count.
Mr. TIPPECONNIC. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Was this proposal discussed at consultation

meetings with tribal leaders?
MT. TIPPECONNIC. Yes, it was.
The CHAIRMAN. And is it true that three-fourths of them wereopposed?
Mr. TIPPF.CONNIC. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. So in the face of that, you are saying that youare not going to listen to consultation?
I raise this because throughout last Friday's historic gathering,

the President of the United States and tribal leaders all spoke elo-
quently about consultation and the importance of consultation. In
my mind-1 have no idea what your definition isif consultationinvolves just listening or advising one of actions taken, it is not
consultation. I think it is rather sad that you would take this stepof asking, "What to you think about this?" and then when three-
fourths say it is no good, you turn right around and say, "Sorry,
boys."

Why did you do that in the face of the massive opposition?
Mr. TIPPECONNIC. Mr. Thairman, we did it because of the concern

we have heard from some of our schools about the need to knowtheir budget early in the year, at the beginning of the school year,
so that they could do some adequate budget planning for the re-mainder of the year. That concern is there,

We put together this language in the 1995 budget request that
indicated we would do our funding on a prior year count. We came
up with a plan. The plan was to base the budget on a prior year
count that took place twice, in the spring and in the fall, and then
we would provide funds July 1 of a given school year and then go
out and do a count in September ofa current school year and make
an adjustment only for those schools that had a 10-percent increase
or more. That was the plan.

We believe in consultation. We support consultation. We fought
to take this plan out to consultation during our March process. The
difficulty was that we went out at the last minute. We went outwith a letter form rather than our consultation booklet. Yes,
people reacted and '70 percent said no. Part of that reaction was
the concern about consultation, about the lateness of it, and some
of the things you mentioned, Mr. Chairman.

We feel that we still need to address the issue. We would like to
do a dry run this coming school year since we have that time to do
that, and then we would like to go back out with information and
data and get an opinion from people, in addition to what we have
now. We feel that we will have better information to provide indi-
viduals on which they can base their judgment.

12
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The CHAIRMAN. I believe what you are proposing is rather
unique in the teaching field. I am certain that you are well aware
that the largest percentage of drop-outs occurs in Indian country,
much more than in the inner cities.

Mr. TIPPECONNIC. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. So when you take a prior year count, that drop-

out is considered. So it is a small number now. In other school sys-
tems, when the drop-out increases, they add money to make certain
that drop-outs don't occur again. But in Indian country, if you have
drop-outs, we penalize that system and reduce the amount we are
going to provide them.

So what happens? You will have less qualified teachers, zero
funding for construction, zero funding for repairs. Don't you think
that when we have this negative sign of drop-outs that we should
do something about it instead of punishing them?

Mr. TIPPECONNIC. Yes, I do. I think we should address the drop-
out problem, as well as other problems that exist with our Indian
students.

Mr. Chairman, I also believe that in order to address the drop-
out problem and the attendance problem and other problems that
exist, we need to look at the situation from a broad perspective.
One thing that I mentioned that we recommend is that we talked
about the purpose of education. We explore that purpose of educa-
tion with those we are serving, our clients, the parents, the tribal
leaders, and we define the type of education they would like to see
for their students. We act upon that.

I think we have an opportunity to act on those kinds of local ini-
tiatives when we look at the broader picture. If we just look at the
proposal to fund on a prior year, I appreciate your concerns. But
when we look at the broader picturewe look at Goals 2000, we
look at the totality of H.R. 6, we look at our own school improve-
ment efforts going on in the BIA right nowwhen we look at all of
that, we address things like making our schools more effective. We
talk about educational leadership. We talk about how we get par-
ents involved more. How do we make the schools better for stu-
dents? How do we keep students there?

So it is not just a fundino problem. I think there is a broader
problem that we have different opportunities and different ways to
address.

The CHAIRMAN. I suppose we should have another forum for such
discussions.

Senator Kassebaum.

STATEMENT OF HON. NANCY LANDON KASSEBAUM, U.S.
SENATOR FROM KANSAS

Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to associate myself with the comments of the chair-

man regarding the importance of education and teachers. As every-
body is well aware, the Indian Nations At Risk Task Force and the
White House Conference both recommended, of course, giving
greater emphasis to bringing Native American teachers in and
they serve as role models as well. That pay has to be there in order
to continue to attract everywhere the best and the brightest into
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teaching, but particularly into Indian country. Of course, I am
pleased that tribal colleges such as Haskell in Lawrence, Kansas
and others are moving into education programs that I think will
help us there. But it is slow.

As the chairman says, it is so frustrating. To me, that has to be
one of the top priorities. As much as we want to keep students
there, we need the teachers there that holds respect of learning
and importance of learning.

I have some sympathy for what you are trying to do, Dr. Tippe-
connic, in struggling with a budget that obviously is being tugged
and pulled in many different directions.

I guess my one urge is to just keep as a top priority teacher edu-
cation for those Native American teachers who can really add so
much. And secondly, I would like to ask your thoughts on the ef-
fort-9 that have been suggested to perhaps fold in the Office of
Indian Education. Where do you think that fits best? Where has it
worked, as you hoped it might work? There have been some sugges-
tions for change.

Mr. TIPPECONNIC. First of all, on your comments about teacher
education and the fact that places like Haskell are actively en-
gaged in teacher preparation, we do support that. We see an oppor-
tunity that exists in tribal colleges, in particular at Haskell, to de-
velop effective teachers of Indian students. They can develop a pro-
gram that is based upon the needs of students and focuses in upon
learning styles and teaching styles that Indian students bring into
classrooms.

We are encouraged by that. Yes, it is difficult. Yes, it is slow in
developing, but it, is something that we are working toward and
pursuing. Hopefully, we will move along at a quicker pace.

Your second concern about where the Office of Indian Education
fits, could you elaborate a little more? Are you talking about the
Office of Indian Education in the Bureau?

Senator KASSEBAUM. Right, and/or in the Department of Educa-
tion Perhaps it is not something that is particularly important in
the long-run, but I think there may be some confusion in the minds
of some. I guess at one pointand perhaps this is best left for Dr.
Payzantthe Department of Education was considering providing
greater flexibility to the Bureau of Indian Affairs to handle Eisen-
hower program and other Chapter I initiatives. Is this still a possi-
bility? Do your regard this as something that would be helpful?

Mr. Ti PPECONNIC. Yes, I do. I regard that as something that will
be helpful to BIA schools to have that kind of flexibility to utilize
funds in some comprehensive, integrated approach model.

I also feel that the relationship between the two offices probably
can be enhanced and can probably be improved in some way. As
you well know, we serve different students, but we also serve the
same students in a lot of cases. Just a working relationship that
coordinates resources under these kinds of severe limitations would
benefit the students.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Probably different students but similar
problems.

Mr. TIPPECONNIC. Yes, very similar problems.
Senator KASSEBAUM. I like your comments on communities and

parents. They need to be involved in setting goals. I think this is
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particularly important in Indian country where many times we
have developed a very paternalistic attitude about what is impor-
tant. My concerns, actually, about some of the reauthorization lan-
guage for elementary and secondary education is that we are get-
ting more and more prescriptive from here. My only reservation,
although I would agree with some parts of H.R. 6, is that the addi-
tional language becomes that much more prescriptive, to a certain
extent. It is balancing out the need for flexibility that you spoke to
as well as making sure, I supposeas we always tend to feel we
need to dothat the money is being used as intended and is being
used wisely.

So I think from the standpoint of being on the Labor Committee
where we will mark up the reauthorization, I think the feeling is
that whatever is recommended from this committee will be pretty
much what is accepted in the reauthorization. I value your com-
ments. Thank you.

Mr. TIPPECONNIC. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
I thank you very much, Dr. Tippeconnic and Mr. Mehojah.
The CHAIRMAN. May I now c: upon the Assistant Secretary for

Elementary and Secondary Education, U.S. Department of Educa-
tion, Thomas Payzant; and the Director of the Office of Bilingual
Education and Minority Language Affairs, U.S. Department of
Education, Dr. Eugene Garcia.

They will be accompanied by the Director of Impact Aid Pro-
grams, Charles Hansen; and the Director of Program Support,
Cathie Martin.

Mr. Secretary, welcome, sir.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS PAYZANT. ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
ELEMEN' ARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, DC, ACCOMPANIED BY EUGENE
GARCIA, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION AND
MINORITY LANGUAGE AFFAIRS; CHARLES HANSEN, DIRECTOR,

IMPACT AID PROGRAMS; AND CATHIE MARTIN, DIRECTOR OF
PROGRAM SUPPORT, OFFICE OF INDIAN EDUCATION

Mr. PAYZANT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to
be with you today to discuss the major provisions of the Adminis-
tration's proposal for the reauthorization of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act and the bill, H.R. 6, recently passed by
the House.

I am going to focus my comments on the efforts of this legisla-
tion to improve the education of American Indian and Alaska
Native students. I would like to place my full statement in the
record and just make some summary comments, if that is all right
with you.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, your prepared statement will

appear in the record.
Mr PAYZANT. Thank you.
Our proposals are connected by a major theme, providing greater

opportunities for all students, those who are limited English profi-
cient, those who are poor, those who are homeless, and those who

may have other special needs. Every student must have the oppor-
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tunity to achieve to high quality and challenging education stand-ards.
Our reauthorization proposal for Indian education would ensure

that Indians benefit from national education reforms and receive
every opportunity to achieve to the high academic standards we
expect of all students. The reauthorize proposal would support pro-
grams of direct assistance for the education of Indian children andadults, the training of Indians as educators and in other profes-
sions serving Indian people, and it would also provide for research,
evaluation, and data collection.

In general, the House bill follows the administration's proposal
for Indian education, but there are a few major differences and I
would like to highlight several of them.

H.R. 6 does not include authority for an Indian- controlled
schools program. Our proposal does. H.R. 6 would continue a sepa-
rate gifted and talented program authority. We propose to make it
a part of a general grant authority that would provide more flexi-bility to do a number of things that are needed to serve Indian
young people well. H.R. 6 maintains a separate fellowship program.
We propose to fold the fellowship program into a broader profes-
sional development effort that would give Indian tribes, organiza-
tions, and collaborative arrangements with institutions of higher
education to provide fellowships as well as professional develop-
ment for those who are in school serving Indian children today.
H.R. 6 does not include authority for a State grants program. The
Administration's proposal does.

Let me just make a few brief comments about several majorparts of this reauthorization proposal.
In title I, our proposal would cover eligible children, including

Indian children, and they would benefit from a new approach.
Under current law, the focus in Title I has been on a basic skills
program which is often drivenas Secretary Reilly likes to com-
mentby a conspiracy of low expectations. The program tends tobe remedial in nature and has not achieved the results that we
would like.

In our new title I proposal, we are saying that all students ought
to have the opportunity to reach challenging standards in the core
academic subjects. There should no longer be a two-tier system, one
which is a lower tier for chapter I children and Indian children
who are in chapter I programs and a higher tier for those who are
not served.

Our bill would also require States to integrate title I into an
overall strategy for achieving State and local education reforms.
Under our proposal, the share of funds for the BIA and outlying
areas would be 0.8 percent of the amount appropriated under the
basic and concentration rants combined. The House bill, as I am
sure you have noted, would retain the 1 percent set-aside that is in
current law and apply it against the combined total of basic con-centration and a new targeted grants program created in the
House bill.

I would like to make a comment or two about impact aid because
that is very important to Ind. 'n students.

A substantial share of the impact aid funds is distributed each
year to school districts that serve Indian children. The primary ob-
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jective of our impact aid proposal is to simplify on the one hand
and increase equity in the distribution of impact aid on the other
for Federally connected children. We proposed a new formula for
basic support payments with only three factors in it: the number
Federally connected children, the average cost of education in each
State as measured by the average per pupil expenditure in the
`,tate, and the share of expenditures provided by local resources in
tach State. Of course, children living on Indian lands would be
weighted 25 percent more heavily than other children under our
formula.

H.R. 6 adopts some aspects of our proposal, but provides a more
complex formula for Federally connected children. In brief, if ap-
propriations are insufficient to provide payments for the full cost of
the H.R. 6 formula, it would reduce payments based on the per-
centage of Federally connected children in each school district and
the share of each district's budget that its full entitlement would
comprise.

H.R. 6 also includes a separate authority for supplemental pay-
ments for children with disabilities. That is similar to our proposal.
It would also preserve in modified form the current construction
authority. Unlike our bill, it would not provide formula payments
for construction in heavily impacted Indian districts.

I would like to also make a comment or two about bilingual edu-
cation. Dr. Garcia is here to respond to questions that you may
have about that portion of the bill.

The changes we have proposed for bilingual education are in-
tended to ensure that limited English proficient students, including
those who are Indians, benefit from State and local education re-
forms and that these students have the opportunity to meet the
challenging State standards developed for all students. The House
bill would also create a curriculum development authority for in-
structional materials in Native American, Native Hawaiian, and
other language for which instructional materials are not now avail-
able.

Otherwise, H.R. 6 is very similar to our proposal for bilingual
education.

In conclusion, I want to emphasize that our reauthorization pro-
posal embodies our strong commitment to the education of Ameri-
can Indian and Alaska Native children and adults. As I stated ear-
lier, our proposal recognizes that support for State, local, and tribal
activities through a restructured Federal effort is necessary to
ensure that all students achieve the high standards.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks. I would be happy,
along with my colleagues, to respond to any questions you may
have.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Payzant appears in appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Before I proceed with questions, I would like to recognize with

great pleasure a group of very important visitors in this hearing
room. They are the primary beneficiaries of the measures we are
discussing today. They are high school students from BIA-funded
schools. I would like to welcome students from Lower Brule, South
Dakota; Chemawa, Oregon; and Tiospa Zino, South Dakota.
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Would you stand, please?
[Applause.]
The CHAIRMAN. We hope we will do you justice. We are tryingour best.
Dr. Payzant, in your prepared statement, you cited the very hor-

rendous statistics that we find in Indian country--economic statis-
tics and educational statisticsyet in title I you are recommending
a reduction in the set-aside for outlying areas and BIA programs by
20 percent. Why is that?

Mr. PAvzAtTr. Mr. Chairman, the 0.8 percent represents thenumber of poor children that are in Indian country and outlying
areas. In our view, it would bring more equity to the distribution ofthe dollars for poor children.

Having said that, the amount that we propose for the BIA under
that 0.8 percent would still have the average share going to a child
served through the BIA being a bit higher than the average share
to children served elsewhere.

The CHAIRMAN. How much higher?
Mr. PAYZANT. About 25 percent higher with the 1 percent set-

aside. It would be less than that if it is just the 0.8 percent.
We will be happy to get the exact figure for you.
The CHAIRMAN. I would appreciate that very much.
Why would the concentration grants for schools having high pov-

erty population not be available to BIA schools?
Mr. PAYZANT. It is. In terms of the set-aside., the set- aside iscomputed based on both basic and concentration grants.
The CHAIRMAN. So it is available?
Mr. PAYZANT. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. We had the impression that it wasn't.
Mr. PAYZANT. It is not currently in the current law, but it is both

in the Administration's proposal and in the H.R. 6 legislation.
'I'he CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, tribal educators have been writ-ing to us requesting that Bureau-funded schools be made eligible

for all DOE programs that benefit public schools.
Would you support such a proposal?
Mr. PAYZANT. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that most all of the pro-

grams are available to children who are served in BIA schools.
The CHAIRMAN. According to tribal educators, that is not the sit-

uation. We expect to hear testimony to that efThet in a few min-
utes.

Mr. PAYZANT. The exception would be in discretionary grant pro-
grams. If they are not local education agencies, they could not di-
rectly apply to the Department of Education for grants.

The CHAIRMAN. Then how about. changing the law to make them
local education agencies?

Mr. PAYZANT. I am not sure that the Federal Government could
determine their standing as a local education agency. That is usu-
ally a State function in determining what serves as a local educa-
tion agency within a State. I think the issue is whether or not the
Federal Government should allow entities that are not LEAs to
apply directly to it for discretionary grants.

The CHAIRMAN. Can we not, on the basis of our responsibility set
forth in the Constitution and in treaties, just declare that Indian
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education should be, at the least, on par with other educational
programs that we fund?

Mr. PAYZANT. I don't know the answer to that, but we will be
happy to provide you with it.

The CHAIRMAN. I would think that our Native Americans, the
first Americans, should be entitled to getting at least what I re-
ceived when I was a child.

Mr. PAYZANT. I have no argument with that kind of commit-
ment. In the programs that we do provide, we attempt to recognize
the needs of Indian students and in many instances in our propos-
als we provide additional resources for Indian students to meet the
needs that are very real. An example would be the weighting
under our impact aid proposal that weights Indian students at a
higher level.

So we are very concerned about equity issues, too, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. You have mentioned impact aid, and obviously

impact aid is very important to Indian education. According to
your tabulations, the assistance will fall from $260 million this
year to $203 million in fiscal year 1995. Is that correct:

Mr. PAYZANT. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. How would this be affected under the provisions

of H.R. 6?
Mr. PAYZANT. I am going to ask Mr. Hansen to answer that.
Mr. HANSEN. We don't know the exact number yet. We just re-

ceived a data run that simulates the H.R. 6 formula. We didn't
have that information available. I haven't looked at it.

My suspicion would be that under H.R. 6, since the formula re-
mains relatively unchanged relative to the current formula, that
the difference would be less than between what would occur under
our formula and what would occur under the current formula. I
don't know the exact number, but we can provide that for the
record.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, we have received several letters
from tribal governments objecting to State reviews and comments
on applications for Indian Education Act grants. Is this important
to the Department that we receive State reviews and comments?

Mr. PAYZANT. It is, Mr. Chairman, because what we are trying to
do with the Goals 2000 Educate America Act and with our reau-
thorization proposal is develop a new partnership among the levels
of governmentFederal. State, and localand to say to each of us
involved in the commitment to improve teaching and learning for
all children that we need to have a more comprehensive approach
where we connect a number of efforts that have been fragmented
in the past. We say high standards for all students. We mean all
students. That means Indian students as well as every other stu-
dent in America.

We believe that if the States are going to be accountable for a
portion of that efforta major portionthen we can't let them off
the hook in terms of addressing all the students that reside within
their State. They should be connected to LEAs that predominately
serve Indian students just as to any other LEA and bring them in
under the comprehensive effort of that State and all the districts in
it to improve teaching and learning.
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That is the reason we think it is important, in our proposal, to
bring States in in a way they have not been in before.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you believe that under your process Indians
would get a fair shake from States?

Mr. PAYZANT. Yes; I do because the States would be required in
their overall plan to say how they are going to provide support and
involve and include Indian students in their effort to enable all stu-
dents to meet the standards of that State. They must be accounta-
ble for that.

The CHAIRMAN. I believe the next question should be for Dr.
Garia.

There is a section 7111 in H.R. 6, which is the special provision
for Puerto Rico, recognizing the needs for limited Spanish profi-
ciency and authorizes curriculum development and training to
meet those needs. Does the Department support that?

Mr. GARCIA. Yes, it does.
The CHAIRMAN. Would the Department support a similar provi-

sion for a person of limited Native American language proficiency?
Mr. GARCIA. We believe it already does exist, Mr. Chairman, in

the present provisions. Keep in mind that we are very interested in
the title VII for children to meet the high standards. We believe
that Native language and culture are a resource to achieving those
high standards. We believe, essentially, in title VII that the option
exists for American Indian and other native language groups to use
the native language as a means to achieve those high standards.
We believe that in this case that option already exists in our pro-
posal.

We do not think a special provision is necessary.
The CHAIRMAN. In Puerto Rico, Spanish is the first language, is

it not?
Mr. GARCIA. Spanish is the language of the school.
The CHAIRMAN. And these would be assistance for non-Spanish

students?
Mr. GARCIA. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Tribal educators are calling for preference in

title VII grants for applications which promote proficiency in both
Native American and English. Would you support that?

Mr. GARCIA. We concur.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to, if I may, Mr. Secretary, submit

several questions for your consideration. These questions may re-
quire statistical analysis and numbers. At your leisure, if you could
look them over and give us a response I would appreciate it very
much

Mr. PAYZANT. We would be happy to, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. What we have before us is very important. I

hope we make the right decisions.
Thank you very much.
If the administration -..atnesses could remain while the tribal wit-

nesses testify we would appreciate that very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Now may I call on the president of the National

Indian Education Association, Phil Baird; the Executive Director of
the National Advisory Council on Indian Education, Robert Chiago;
and the Executive Director of the National Indian School Board
Association, Carmen Cornelius Taylor.
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Mr. Baird.

STATEMENT OF PHIL BAIRD, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL INDIAN
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. BAIRD. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, on
behalf of the National Indian Education Association, I take this op-
portunity to extend our appreciation for being here. Along with the
committee's sentiments, I also offer our welcome to the future.
Native leadership that are represented here. Among the Close-Up
students.

My name is Phil Baird and I am president of the National Indian
Education Association. I also wear the hat as cochair for the Na-
tional Congress of American Indians Education committee. I am
also a senior co-advisor for the American Indian Higher Education
Consortium Student Congress. And most importantly, I am an en-
rolled member of the Sicangu Band of the Lakota Nation, also
known by the 1934 Indian Reorganization Act as the Rosebud
Sioux Tribe of South Dakota.

Mr. Chairman, several years ago you left us at the White House
Conference on Indian Education. Your last comments articulated
very pointedly the support for Native education and for Native
educators and people involved with the education of Native people
who are working hard at creating the changes that we need to
strengthen Native education.

Specifically, I believe your comments at the end of the confer-
erce were that you awaited our marching orders.

I saw you last year at Reno at the NCAI convention and provided
you with a brief update that we are in fact looking at and working
hard with very little money but with a lot of heart and commit-
ment to look at what we need to do to offer what we believe are
changes to create a better education for Native people.

So I come to you and the committee to provide another update
because we are here as partners to be involved with the challenge
of school reform that this Nation and the Clinton Administration
have embraced. As you well know, there are different players in-
volved in looking at school reform in terms of Native education.

We have the Federal Government's involvement, particularly
with the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Department of Educa-
tion. We also have a role of State government in being involved
with over 85 percent of Native children in public schools. But we
also have Indian nations in this country with sovereign rights and
goals for salf-determination that must include not only an educa-
tor's perspectives but also from Indian parents, Indian students,
and Indian leaders of Native communities.

The underlying themes we are addressing todaymuch as we did
with the White House Conference and much as we did with the
Indian Education Act of 1972 and much as we did with the John-
son-O'Malley Act of 1934 and much as what was said in the 1928
Meriam reportwe are talking about the need for change. The un-
derlying principles we are dealing with involve Indian nationhood
and strengthening tribal sovereignty, which is supported by the
Constitution of the United States.
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We also have as an underlying principle and tribal need to
strengthen ourselves culturally. This not only benefits Nativepeople, but in the spirit of dealing with cultural diversity issues
globally, this strengthens all of us as human beings in this world.

More recently, we have resurfaced the issues of accountability,
particularly looking at accountability from the perspective ofstandards. The questions we are dealing with today is, By whose
standards are we going to measure success in Indian education?

I heard the assistant secretary talk about partnerships. He isright. In looking at the complex nature of Indian country and
Indian education, that is exactly what we need. So what you willfind in our NIEA's testimony that has been submitted for the
record are our efforts to basically look at strengthening education
by involving everybody in a partnership role. A concern that wehave right now is that with both legislative reauthorization bills,
along with appropriation bills, there is a very apparent exclusion of
those entities which have a rightful role in strengthening Indian
educatinn, and that is tribal government.

So we come here today asking the committeeasking for 'theFederal Government, State governments, and tribal governments
to look at these partnerships and to move away from the idea of
State versus tribes, and more appropriately embrace a partnership
between State and tribal governments.

I would like the committee to be aware that I believe there are
misconceptionsand it is brewing in Indian countrythat NIEA is
creating a State versus tribal issue. NIEA is not pro-State or pro-
tribe. We support the involvement of all players.

We understand coming out of the White House conference, par-
ticularly with Resolution 3-8, the need for States to be involved in
Indian education and Indian educators are committed to under-
standing this. We also have within our organization an NEIA reso-
lution that basically acknowledges the need for partnerships, par-
ticularly with State governments.

But our concern is that it is too obvious that tribal governments
in many instances have been circumvented from the opportunity to
describe and articulate what goals and what standards we aregoing to use to ensure the success of Native people. So we are
asking the committee to be very vigilant to what I believe are very
misguided perceptions and efforts to create a State versus tribe
issue, rather than regard State and tribal governments as partners.

Specifically, I know that in the administration's title VI proposal
they are talking about giving $1 million to State education agen-
cies. State education agencies need that support, but I don't believe
it is appropriate to take already limited title V funds or proposed
title VI funds to provide to States. I think right now the opportuni-
ties for supporting State efforts are well-embodied in Public Law
103-227, Goals 2000 Educate America Act. We would very much
support States receiving funding not from title V but under Goals
2000, specifically under sections 301,305, and 306 that call for sys-
temic change to include both State and tribal governments.

Again, we come here asking the committee to be very vigilant
and support the need for partnerships that include both State and
tribal government.
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Specifically for title V programs, we very much appreciate the
reinstatement of the cultural purpose of title V bee: use that is
very near and dear to our hearth. We are concerned about mini-
mum amount of funds being provided through title V programs.
We have articu ted a proposal to create a base amount of money
to support LEAs.

We also zecognize that some schools, for any number of reasons,
will not embrace title V resources or any resources for our native
children. So we are proposing the opportunity for schools to come
together in consortiums and allow through partnerships a way to
address the special and unique cultural education needs of our chil-
dren.

We know that again for a number of reasons schools will not
access resources for Native students. In those situations, we ask for
the flexibility and option for tribes, when approached by Native
communities and Native parents, to be involved in the ad-ninistra-
tion of title V programs. That option should be made liable. I
heard you use the word "flexibility" and I believe that is what we
need in this case.

We have one particular school, Shakopee Public Schools in Min-
nesota, that has a title V program administered by a Dakota Tribe.
So we know the partnership has been demonstrated and we know
those things can work for title V programs.

We are concerned about the need to maintain the involvement of
Native parents, particularly Indian parent committeeswhether
for title V, JOM, bilingual programs, Chapter I. We need to look at
increasing and strengthening Native parental involvement, espe-
cially when we are talking about allowing the use of Indian educa-
tion funds for schoolwide projects. We hasically need some kind of
connection with Native parents in those type of efforts in terms of
schoolwide projects.

We need to continue education personnel development programs.
You talked about teacher training. This has been the mainstay of
title V-EPD programs. I am happy to report that we are seeing a
steady increaseparticularly on my reservation, the Rosebudof
Native educators being integrated and being employed in school
systems. But you have to understand that we have only been after
this for the last 20 to 25 years. Change comes slowly. We very
much recognize that. So we need to maintain the flexibility of
having both reservation-based and off-reservation-based teacher
training through title IV-EPD programs.

We talked about Indian fellowship programs and the issues re-
garding American Indian opportunities in hither education. We
need, again, to retain title V fellowships. I know the Education De-
partment has been criticized for its inability to effectively run the
title V fellowship program. AIEA offers a recommendation to con-
tract out that program.

In terms of the title V Indian technical assistance centers, we
have right now six centers that provide a myriad of resources from
culturally-based curriculum development to teacher training to
working with tribal education departments. Those centers are valu-
able, especially in places like the Dakotss, Alaska, and the south-
west where you have rural isolation of schools. We have centers
with Native education expertise, with the sensitivity for under-
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standing public school systems, tribal education, and the BIA
school systems. We need to retain that kind of expertise through
separate Indian technical assistance centers.

Indian adult education, unfortunately, has been one of those or-phans current among native education programs. We need to
strengthen ourselves in this and bear down and strengthen the lit-
eracy among Indian adults. One of the things that I would ask the
committee to consider down the road is a national study regardingthe literacy of Indian adults.

I would be remiss if I left here without commenting about Native
languages. You know that the Indian Nations At Risk Task Force
said, and the White House Conference validated that Native lan-
guage preservation, retention, and cultivation is one of our highest
priorities. Mr. Chairman, you understand the principles of Indian
nationhood and sovereignty. Native language is an attribute of na-tionhood. We support those program resources that would allow us
as Indian nations, and would allow State educational systems, towork in partnerships to strengthen bilingual proficiency among ourNative students.

There are many other things that I know .my colleagues andothers will be testifying about regarding BIA education programs.
For the record, we have other comments in our written testimony.
But so many times we have come here talking to you and the com-mittee about the weaknesses, failures, and limitations among edu-
cation programs. I would like to close our comments on a betternote.

I bring to your attention a product of a partnership between
Indian country and the Department of Education, particularly the
Office of Educational Research and Improvement. Where we have
spent a lot of time in the past dealing with one end of the spectrum
encompassing the negatives, the deficits, the failures, or the weak-
nesses, we hardly ever have the time and the resources to dealwith the positive end of the spectrum. I am happy to report that
with the support of this committee and the Department of Educa-tion, we now in Indian country have a powerful resource guide to
address the needs of our gifted and talented students. Again, com-mendations are in order for people like Beverly Coleman and
Stuart Tonemah from Oklahoma. Their effort epitomize what itwould take with little money to really be creative and to offer
those valuable resources we need in Native education.

In closing, I heard you allude to the White House Summit heldlast Friday. We in Indian country have hope and guarded opti-
mism, but we also know that the Federal agenda is full and that
only a little piece of attention for education was discussed at the
White House Summit. We are asking the committee to support the
idea of a national listening conference for Native education and
that we would have Secretaries Babbitt, Shalala, and Reilly listen-
ing to us talk about what we need for Native education.I think in terms of looking at your remarks about the 1992White House Conferencewe are now, as Native educators, devel-
oping alliances with tribal governments, with the National Adviso-
ry Council on Education, with the National Congress of AmericanIndians, and with AIHEC, ANCS, NISBAyou know the organiza-
tional acronyms. We want to begin forging ahead with a second
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White House Conference. But we don't want just a White House
gathering; we want a National Native Education Summit that
would provide the opportunity for us native educators to pick up
where we left off.

The Indian Nations At Risk and the White House Conference are
the most recent and the most powerful products that we as Native
people have been involved with. That is where we need to start. We
are up to being involved in the partnerships. These must include
State, Federal, and tribal governments.

In closing, I would like to say that in light of last week's events
when President Clinton signed the Executive order that provides
better access for Native people and freedom of religion, I bring to
this hearing an eagle feather that was given to me by my people. I
think the administration has demonstrated through its Executive
order the cultural respect my ancestors have sought for a long
tune. In that spirit of hope and the optimism for positive change
and working in partnerships, we ciose our comments at this hear-
ing.

Pile mayelo'. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Baird appears in appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. I join you in your prayer that this is the begin-

ning of a new age.
In that spirit, this committee is prepared to work with you to

bring about this national summit, so let us get together.
Before I ask questions, I would like to call on Mr. Chiago and Ms.

Taylor.
Mr. Chiago.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT CHIAGO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON INDIAN EDUCATION, WASH-
INGTON, DC

Mr. CHIAGO. Thank you, Mr. CLairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I wish to express

appreciation for being invited to appear before this distinguished
committee to present testimony pertaining to the reauthorization
of the Indian Education Act and the reauthorization of other provi-
sions of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965
which may affect Indian children and adults.

Ever since the last reauthorization of the Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act of 1965, the National Advisory Council on
Indian Education has been making recommendations which are
pertinent to the current reauthorization of the act. The majority of
these reauthorization recommendations are contained in our 19th
Annual Report to the Congress. Copies of this report were distrib-
uted to every Member of Congress prior to the end of the last fiscal
year. We find that a few of our recommendations an reflected in
the H.R. 6 version of the Indian Education Act. One such recom-
mendation is the comprehensive program required under section
6104(b) which requires that applications submitted under this sec-
tion include a program plan for meeting the needs of Indian chil-
dren in the local educational agenc) , including language and cul-
tural needs.
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Other NACIE recommendations incorporated into H.R. 6 include:
Removing the requirement that NACIE review discretionary grant
applications; the inclusion of a service obligation or payback re-
quirement for the Indian f Ilowship and professional development
programs; and the recomn ndation to remeve "other organized
group" from the definition of "Indian".

Rather than review all of the reauthorization recommendations
made in our previous annual reports to the Congress, I am herein
reacting to the H.R. 6 version of the Indian Education Act and to
its other provisions which may have an effect on the education
American Indians and Alaska Natives.

The National Advisory Council in Indian Education recommends
a modification to the stated purpose of the Indian Education Act in
section 6002. We recommend that the statement of purpose include
provisions for the physical and emotional education related needs
of American Indians and Alaska Natives. We have submitted a pre-
pared statement with the actual wording in that prepared state-
ment, which I would like to submit for the record rather than read
the whole thing.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, your prepared statement will
appear in the record.

Mr. CHIAGO. Specific provisions for meeting the physical and
emotional needs of American Indians and Alaska Natives as well
as their special education and culturally related educational needs
would provide for a more holistic approach to learning. It is our
understanding that unless specifically mentioned in the law, educa-
tional programs which provide some focus on the physical and emo-
tional educational needs of Indian students may not necessarily be
allowed.

NACIE is opposed to the amendments made in section 6102
which change from 10 to 20 the local educational eligibility require-
ment for the minimum number of enrolled Indian children needed
for a formula grant program. Likewise, the Council is opposed to
increasing a local education agency's total minimum Indian enroll-
ment from 10 to 25 percent for a program under this section. This
would disqualify 13 local education agencies currently receiving
grants.

NACIE is also opposed to the establishment of a minimum grant
amount. The establishment of a minimum grant amount would
eliminate 41 projects currently operating under the $9,000 thresh-
old or require that they become part of a consortium of local educa-
tion agencies. The proposal to establish a minimum threshold gives
the impression that this is being done for the administrative con-
venience of the Office of Indian Education and not necessarily to
meet the educational needs of American Indian and Alaska Native
students.

A subsection should be added to section 6102 to allow Indian
tribes to be eligible for Part A grants if the local education agency
does not intend to do so.

NACIE supports section 6104(b) with some slight modifications.
Section (bX3) should be amended to include "and funds" after the
word "programs". Section 6104(bX2XbX3) would be written as fol-
lows: "Explain how Federal, State, and local programs and funds,
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especially under title I of the act, will meet the needs of such stu-
dents."

Section 6104(d) should be amended to require only that the appli-
cation be submitted to the State education agency. It should not re-
quire that comments on the application from the State education
agency be included with the application, which the local education
agency submits to the Secretary. Such a requirement would delay
the application and force an unnecessary burden on the State.

The proposed section 2 should be eliminated and replaced with
the following: "If at least 50 percent of the Indian students served
by the local education agency are members of a single tribe, or are
members of a consortium of tribes, the local education agency shall
provide an opportunity for the tribe or for the consortium of tribes
to comment on the application before it is submitted to the Secre-
tary."

Such a provision would provide for better program coordination
since many Indian tribes operate educational programs for the
same Indian students served by the local education agency. This
would also facilitate the idea of partnershipswhich Mr. Baird so
eloquently discussed or talked aboutand the involvement of
Indian tribes as partners.

Any reference made to "other organized group" should be delet-
ed from the Indian Education Act. While it is deleted from the defi-
nition of "Indian" in section 6601(4Xa), it is still referred to in
tions 6106(bX1Xa), 6106(bX1Xb), 6106(bX2), 6106(cX2), and 6106(m.
Any reference made to the child's parents or grandparents for pur-
poses of program eligibility should also be deleted from the act.
Section 6106 contains such reference.

It is NACIE's position that a prerequisite for being an Indian is
to be a member of an Indian tribe and that only slf-governing en-
tities, namely Indian tribes and bands, Eskimo, Aleut, or other
Native Alaska villages, bands, or tribes, can define their member-
ship. Only members of these self-governing entities should be eligi-
ble for services under the Indian Education Act.

The definition proposed in H.R. 6 in section 6601 is much too
broad. It erodes the powers of self-governing entities to determine
their own membership by including in the definition of "Indian" a
descendant in the first or second degree or an individual described
in subparagraph (a). These individuals may or may not be consid-
ered members by the tribe in question and only the tribe should
have the authority to make this determination.

We are also concerned about the Federal acceptance of unre-
stricted State recognition of Indian tribes for services under Feder-
al programs such as the Indian Education Act. NACIE does not
question the existence of legitimate State-recognized tribes or
bands, many of which have an historical relationship with States.
Their members may retain some semblance of tribal identity and
integrity, including language and culture. Unrestricted State recog-
nition, however, creates unexplainable distortions to the definition
of "Indian".

To exemplify this predicament, consider that in 1990 the Census
counted 4,987 Indians in the State of Alabama between the ages of
5 and 18, while 11,385 Indian students were counted for purposes of
the Indian Education Act subpart (1) program during the same
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year in the same State. These students generated $1.3 million forpublic schools in Alabama during that year. But to say that these
funds were used to educate only American Indian and Alaska
Native students is questionable. As you are aware, the Census De-
partment's method for determining ethnicity is self-identification,
which would seem to be the most liberal method used for definingwho is an Indian.

State recognition of tribes can be accomplished in several ways,
such as by Executive order, incorporation, and the passage of State
laws. We recommend that the Federal Government establish mini-
mum standards such as the passae:e of a State law for the Federal
acceptance of State-recognized tribes.

We are pleased and relieved that the Inman Fellowship Program
is again included in H.R. 6. However, to our dismay the Depart-
ment of Education has decided to select high-scoring Indian fellow-
ship applicants from 1993 for awards in 1994. This decision wasmade by the Department without consultation with our Council.
We object to this decision. In addition, we do not believe that the
method being used by the Department of Education to select appli-
cants for awards is consistent with the CFR, in particular, 34 CFR
263.12, which specifies the method by which fellowship applicationsare to be evaluated.

Since 34 CFR 263.8 requires that the applicant submit his or her
most current transcript, and since the most current transcripts oflast year's applicants may have changed, it would appear that the
official academic record would also be changed. It is our view that
any changes to the official academic record would require a re-evaluation of all applications being considered for purposes of
proper scoring and ranking.

The Department does not agree that a new competition of appli-
cations is necessary as does our Council. It also appears that the
decision not to solicit new applications this year was in anticipa-
tion of new legislation being passed that eliminated the Indian Fel-
lowship Program altogether. It also appears that this was for pur-
poses of administrative convenience as opposed to considering theneeds of Indian students. No new awards in 1994 would have
phased out any continuing applications one year earlier.

While we support much of part B and part C of the Indian Edu-
cation Act in H.R. 6, we do not support the elimination of the
Indian Technical Assistance Centers. We view the elimination of
the Indian Technical Assistance Centers as the possible beginning
of a trend to eliminate all Indian-specific programs under the guise
that service integration would result in better and more compre-
hensive services for all. Section 3806 of H.R. 6 creates categorical
education centers while it eliminates technical assistance centers.

Part of the reason the Congress passed the Indian Education Act
was to remedy the consequences of past Federal policies towardIndian nations. Until these consequences are remedied, the need
for Indian-specific programs, ':luding Indian Technical Assistance
Centers, should remain in order to provide assurances that Indians
are receiving equitable Federal education services.

When the Department of Education was created, the position of
Commissioner of Education was eliminated and in the minds of
many elevated to the level of Secretary of Education. Since that
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time, NACIE has been recommending that the director of theOffice of Indian Education report directly to the Secretary of Edu-
cation since the Deputy Commissioner of Indian Education had pre-viously reported to the Commissioner of Education. NACIE again
recommends that the position of Office of Indian Education Direc-tor be elevated to a level commensurate with that of Assistant Sec-retary, or at least to a level equal in stature, as is the position of
Director of the Office of Bilingual Education and Minority Lan-
guage Affairs, who reports directly to the Secretary of Education.

Currently, the Director of Indian Education is a career appointeein the Senior Executive Service. Recruitment and selection for the
Office of Indian Education Director must be in accordance with the
CFR governing the selection of members in the career SES.

During recent searches, Personnel Management Services within
the Department of Education have extended an invitation to the
chairman of the National Advisory Council to serve on the three-
person Executive Resources Board. The other two members of the
Executive Resources Board are already members of the career SES.
NACIE's primary involvement in the process has been to identify
three nominees from the list of candidates referred to it by the Ex-
ecutive Resources Board and submit a rank ordered list for the po-
sition to the Secretary of Education.

The Office of Indian Education Director is not in the normal
sense a political appointee. Due to NACIE's unique involvement in
this search process, the Office of Indian Education Director is notappointed in the same manner as would be other members of the
career SES. This creates a dilemma of sorts.

To summarize, the Director is recruited by the Department of
Education, nominated by the National Advisory Council on Indian
Education, appointed by the Secretary of Education, and reports to
the Assistant Secretary for Elementary and Secondary Education.
Through all of this, the Office of Indian Education Director is amember of the career SFS. This process has been confusing. It is
almost always delayed and does not make sense.

In the event that the Secretary is unsatisfied with the nominees
submitted by the National Advisory Council on Indian Education,
he does not have to appoint any of those nominees. In the event
that the National Advisory Council on Indian Education is not sat-
isfied with the slate of candidates referred to it by the Executive
Resources Board, the National Advisory Council on Indian Educa-
tion does not have to submit that list to the Secretary of Education.

It would be better if it all were political in nature, in which case
the National Advisory Council on Indian Education would be re-
sponsible for recruitment and nomination with the Director being
appointed by and reporting to the Secretary of Education. If it is
not a political position, then it should be exclusively a non-political
and a career SES position only. This means that the National Advi-
sory Council should not be involved in the process at all.

A review of the tenure of past Office of Indian Education Direc-
tors clearly shows that when the position was politicaland at one
time the position was purely political and not a career SES posi-
tionat that time, the Director was known as the Deputy Commis-
sioner of the Office of Indian Education in the old Office of Educa-
tionit was held for a longer period of time by politically appoint-
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ed directors than it was held by acting directors. Since it has been
converted to a career SES position, acting directors have held the
position almost twice as long as have permanent directors.

The responsibilities of the OIE Director are at least equal to
those of the Director of the Office of Bilingual Education. In addi-
tion to being responsible for administering the Indian Education
Act and developing policies within the Office of Elementary and
Secondary Education, the Office of Indian Education Director has
intradepartmental responsibilities as indicated by section
6501(bX2)(c) and (d) respectively as follows: Coordinate the develop-
ment of policy and practice for all programs in the Department of
Education relating to Indian persons; assist the Assistant Secretary
of the Office of Educational Research and Improvement in identify-
ing research priorities related to the education of Indian persons.

An alternative to elevating the position of the Office of Indian
Education Director would be to reassign these intradepartmental
responsibilities to the Assistant Secretary for Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education. This would allow for responsibility to be com-
mensurate with authority.

The National Advisory Council was created by the Congress of
the United States under the Indian Education Act on June 23,
1972. The Indian Education Act has been reauthorized five times
with the last such in 1988 under Public Law 100-297. The act is
currently undergoing its sixth reauthorization. Section 6502 of H.R.
6 will drastically reduce the duties of NACIE.

The following comparison submitted for the record compares the
current seven mandated functions and the proposal of H.R. 6.
Those are submitted for the record.

The language in H.R. 6 would reduce the number of NACIE
duties from seven to three. The remaining duties include providing
advice to the Secretary, making recommendations to the Secretary
for filling the position of Director cif the Office of Indian Education,
and submitting an annual report to the Congress. We agree with
and support the elimination of the duty to review discretionary ap-
plications for assistance under the Indian Education Act. NACIE
should instead, however, review Federal contract specifications and
make recommendations to the appropriate Secretary with respect
to their content when such contracts have a direct impact on the
education of Indians.

The provision requiring the Secretary of Education to select the
Office of Indian Education Director from a list of NACIE nominees
would be eliminated as well. Whether or not it should be reinstated
would be contingent on whether or not the position of the Office of
Indian Education Director is a political or a career position.

We do not agree with the elimination of the other duties targeted
for elimination in H.R. 6. In fact, we recommend that NACIEs re-
sponsibilities be expanded to provide advice to the Secretary of In-
terior as well as to the Secretary of Education. We also recommend
that NACIE serve as a data collection center on all Federal Indian
Education programs.

At this time, I would like to make some comments on other pro-
visions of H.R. 6.

For purposes of better coordination of programs, it is recom-
mended that the local education agency be considered an eligible
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school attendance area for Indian students under Section 113 of
6, otherwise known as the title I program. As you know, many

Indian students who otherwise would be eligible for being served
under title I do not necessarily attend a single school within a dis-
trict. As a result, they do not create enough numbers in order to
qualify for that school to be eligible to lie considered a school at-
tendance area. That is why we would like the local education
agency to be considered a school attendance area for Indian stu-
dents under the Title I program.

We recommend that the tribal complaint procedure, which is
based on the special relationship between Indian nations and the
United States be reinserted into the law under the Impact Aid pro-
gram. This should be reinserted as a subsection of section 8005. The
complaint procedure would be written in accordance with the infor-
mation submitted for the record. As you know, this particular pro-
cedure is removed from H.R. 6 even though previously it had been
in the Impact Aid language under Public Law 95-561.

Section 12105 creates a national commission on rural education,
which is to be composed of 12 members. The purpose of the com-
mission is to conduct a full and complete study on the state of
rural education in America. Since the majority of educational pro-
grams providing service to Indians are located in rural parts of
America, there should be some consideration provided to the ap-
pointment of Indians to the commission and a requirement that
Indian education be a focus of the study. In addition, a provision
should be included in this section that requires that school facili-
ties be studied.

In closing, I thank you for your continued attention to the educa-
tional needs of American Indians and Alaska Natives.

I would be happy to answer any questions the committee may
have.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Chiago appears in appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. I thank you very much, Mr. Chiago.
Now may I call on Ms. Taylor.

STATEMENT OF CARMEN CORNELIUS TAYLOR, EXECUTIVE DI-
RECTOR, NATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL BOARD ASSOCIATION,
POULSON, MT

Ms. TAYLOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning. I am very glad to be here this morning to have

this opportunity to make comments on these provisions which per-
tain to Indian education.

The National Indian School Board Association has over 90
schools in the BIA-funded system that are members. These include
tribal contract and grant as well as BIA-eperated schools.

I would like to open this morning with a comment. Last week I
had an opportunity to be invited to meet with about 18 college
presidents and their deans of education who are making a sincere
effort to make some major changes in the way they are addressing
teacher training. In preparing for that, I had to go back and review
a lot of the history end chronology of Indian education. And in so
doing, 1 was reminded about many of our successes in getting the
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Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act and be-
coming part of the ESEA reauthorization beginning in 1978 and
the changes that have come about since then.

But it also made me very sad to realize in many instances how
little changes have taken place. Most of that has to do with the bu-
reaucracy and the unwillingness to let go of the control. No matter
what we seem to dofrom Indian self-determination to the tribal
grant school systemthere is still an unwillingness to let go. There
still is a meddling in Indian self-determination and local control by
local school boards.

As I sat down to try to attempt to make some comments on these
provisions, it occurred to me that we just continued to tinker with
these provisions every time they are up for reauthorization. I guess
what I mean by that is that we make the little changes to try to
force the hand of BIA to do something that they were already man-
dated to do in a previous legislation.

So before I even comment on some of these provisions, I guess I
would like to just say up frontand I know Roger Bordeaux will
address this more in his testimonybut a few years ago the Asso-
ciation of Community Tribal Schools came up with a concept called
the Tribal Elementary and Secondary Education Institute. The
idea is to separate out Indian education into some type of a sepa-
rate entity. I believe that that concept and the support for explor-
ing that concept is growing.

We had our annual conference in Atlanta 2 weeks ago and we
had over 600 people there. When the question was posed about
whether they would want education to remain under the ETA,
whether they would want it to go under a separate entity with an
advisory committee, whether it should be transferred to the De-
partment of Education, or whether it should be assumed by the
States, slightly over 42 percent of the participants agreed that they
would like to explore having a separate entity with an advisory
committee, and the other numbers went down from there. So when
Dr. Bordeaux brings that up, I would like to say that we would sup-
port further exploration of that concept so that we quite tinkering
every few years with these provisions.

Now I am going to make some comments on the provisions that
are there.

I feel like there is too much emphasis on the standards for the
basic education of Indian children. Currentlyand this is as a
result of the studies or reports that are done by OIEP through the
monitoring and evaluation as well as the standards compliance re-
ports submitted by the schools-80 percent of the BIA-funded are
accredited by their States; 60 percent of them are accredited by a
regional accreditation agency, and 45 percent are accredited by
both. Only 7 percent of the BIA-funded schools are currently fol-
lowing the BIA standards.

So I guess I don't understand the emphasis on trying to revise
these standards when it will probably take them another 5 years to
go through the system. Nor do I understand the reason for costing
out these standards when so few schools are following them. I
think if we are going to conduct any cross-studies, they need to con-
sider the accreditation standards that schools are following. That is
certainly not, for the most part, the BIA standards.
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'vould also like to mention for the record that I listened in Dr-
Tippeconnic's statenien,; this morning. I know he is giving that tes-
timony on behalf of the Department of the Interior, but 1 would
have to disagree with the majority of what he submitted this morn
ing. Especially, we dci not support the recommendation to distr

dollars based Oct prior year count. I think that has certainly
been answered loud and clear by Indian country and the schools
that that is something they do not. want.

We heard him talk about the DOD pay scale. 1 listened to your
comment aIxiut it as well. That is an EXII nip] e of something that we
werked very hard for. Our schools were falling way below in the
pay sc;ile level in the States they were located, so the DOD pay
scale was something that was workable for our schools. In 1988,
that was pi/4;4Pd. We felt it WAS a victory

liut unfortunately, there has never been enough money to dis-
tribute to the schools so that they could really implement it with
the full intent. So in fact we do have some schools that are inter-
ested in looking at some alternatives maybe being able to set
their own salary scales. It is primarily because of the adverse
impact this salary wale has had on their school budgets.

If there were adequate dollars, I think there would not be any
ciue.'dion that the pay scale is working. Rut they are concerned
about the impact it is having on their budget. Dr. Tippcconnic did
mention that sometimes it is !la percent. I have had schools say 97
and 98 percent and that it is not leavisig any dollars for anything
else.

I guess we would like to possibly have at least school hoard au-
thority to determine the amoont of increases each year, that possi-
bly we leave the pay scale b;1:1 ically as it is, but rather than doing
across-the-board increases that we have sonic options for school
board authority in granting the amount of increases from year to
year for teachers.

The issue of administrative support services keeps coming up.
For years, actually since Public Law 95-561 passed in 1978, we
have been working for having administrative support. services
IHTUFT11e a part of 01E1). We still have many, many problems with
ohlaining the adequate amount of administrative support services
to our schools and to our area and ;agency education Atari. We
would really like to see that, particularly wholesaling facilities
aver to CITE I'.

We support the increlise in the amount of the noncompetitive
procurement, but we would like to recommend increasing it even
more from the $25,000 to $5{1,000, and we would like to sec it appli-
cable to all sources of funds at the school as well as at the educa-
tion line office level.

We also support the provision to have an outside entity submit a
BIA education budget.

In closing, I would again like to say thank you for the opportuni-
ty. I also support Mr. }iaird's recommendation fin an education lis-
tening conference as well as a National Native Summit to try to
put into action all of the many things that we have started in the
past few years.

'l'h ;ink you.
[Prepared statement of Ms. Taylor appears in appendix.]
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The (7i1 A LIMAN. Th a Ilk you, Ms. Traylor.
Ms. Taylor, if 1 tnay sttirt with you, you coniCIIented on payments

to school based upon prior year school population count.
Can all three of you submit 1J paper telling us why you think

that is Wiling? may 'Alive to explain that to t :ommittee fIll!MberS.
Second, on pay flexibility, Ms. Taylor, you have agreed with Dr.

Tippeconnit. Is that the consensus of Indian country?
Mr. Chiago, do you agree with that'?
Mr. CitlArIn. Concerning the salary?
The CHAIRMAN. Y.
Mr. CHIA63). W have Found that settle (if the different. States

have different amounts they pay their teachers. Some States pay a
It less than others, whereas if a RIA school is located within a
State that does nut pay tliat much, then you seem to get VA:at:hers
who maybe are just coming for the salary and nothing else. The
high rates don't tiecessarily guarantee good teachers in sunie (7F1,-ICS.

The ICl/IA CI MAN. nut do. lower rats; guars El tO !Fl. better teaehe
Mr. Catialo. I think the whole teacher training program needs to

he changed to get good teachers.
The CHATIMAN. Mr. Iloird.
Mr. I3Anto. I would concur with that. Nationally, the issue of pro.

ressional teachers and the contributions they make and what they
are getting out of its it isn't an easy thing to ltmk ;1.t. There is si)
much diversity in Indian country. At some point we need to hxik at
the many different systems and how that would shape Op.

The C.1.11AERMAN. In other words, instead of using the word "flexi
hilityn which usually means up or down. What we are all talking
about is not up and down, it is all duwn. ThereforI% you want the
opportunity to go below MD. not to go above IX)D?

Ms. TAYLOR. SC 1101.11s are just concerned that they have no room
for moving their money around. It is set because of the 1)0D pay
scale. I think what Mr. Chiago said about the variation it] the
State in some States our pay sealeti are very comparable to sur-
rounding scht)o1 districts. In some places, they are (flitch higher.

Just as an e.cample, there are many tribal contract :And grant
schools who, when they are setting their pay scales, survey their
surrounding FITNIS and crone 1111 with something that is very coinpa-
ruble so that they are not paying any Inure or any less, necessarily,
than what is qroiind them. 1 don't think we have any quibble with
1.hc 1X)I) overseas ,)ay scale if there was adequate funding, but
their concern is that there has not ever been an adequate funding
level for that pay scaler.

The Cif/mu...LAN. If we do adopt that policy, I wish you the best. If
I know budgets, next year's budget will be. less than this year's,
and the following year will be less than that also. You will be very
flexible bringing it down.

On the matter Sr recognitioti, Mr. Chiago, you mentio»cd that
benefik; should accrue only to those who are enrolled niciabeni or
rerognived tribes. Is that, correct?

Mr CluActo. Of State and Federally recognized tribes.
The CHAIRMAN. Then you said that States should be rest rioted in

their recognition process. Do we have any example:I of States that
are Teognizing tribes in an irrespensible manner?
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Mr. CJIIAC1V. Our prev,ous chairman and current member of our
niFIltiOILS that in his Statewhich happens to be Ala

barnathe member of the council is Eddie Tullis, who is chairman
of his tribe, the Pourch Band of Creeks, and also the chairman of
the United South and Eastern Tribes, which I believe is an organi-
zation composed of many of the trilxis east of the Mississippi -he
had rnmitiotied that in his Slate he felt that thITC! were some diffi-
culties in terms of State recognitioci of tribes.

In my testimony, and also based on information we have M-
edved. the Census indicates that there were nearly 5,000 Indians
ages 5 through 18 in the State of Alabama based on the self-identi-
ficatiUtl process used by the Census. During Lhee Hanle year, there
were almost I Z,000 students counted for purposes of the formula
grant program under subpart I of the Indian Education Act. Sn
there were almost 7,000 more studelits who somehow were defined
as Indians and possibly maybe as a result of some extremely loose
definition made by the State,

The CicAMMAN. At the pregent time, there ;ire 101) different
groups of people who have submitted applications to the liurNitl of
Indian Atlirs, the Department of the interior, for Federal recogni-
tion. In this proces.s, one of the appliMIltS }IaS WaiOAK! over 30 years,
but 1 think the average is more than 10 yean >. The process is ex-
tremely slow, so oftentimes these tribes call upon the Gaigress for
recogn

So you have! LL whole flork of people out there who, as far MI
physical attributes are concerned, look obviously Indian. Yet be-
cause of the recognition process, they are nut considered Indian.
They have documents to support their claim, but they are still
waiting.

On the other hand, because of broken treaties and unratified
treaties, we hav I! tribes that are Federally recognized, but they
have enrolled inembirs who have no land, in fact, one of the worst
cases is that group of Shoshone Tribe members who live in Death
Valley on their aboriginal lands, hsit. they live there as squatters
because that hind is not theirs. Without land, they cannot have Ltily
clinics or schools, so this law does not help Clem at all. This com-
mittee has to concern itself with those Indians who are not repr
:Jellied by you.

So on the matter of recognition, I think we will have a few prob-
lem hl `re because we would like to make iL very simple and say
just. Federally recognized, but yet we know that there are many--
because of broken treaties ---who are roaming around with no recog-
nition when they should be recognized.

The pay flexibility question raises an interestilig situation. I am
surprised that the Indians are willing- to abide by the wishes of MIL
Federal Government. I len just wondering why instead of complain-
ing and saying that 90 percent of the payment has to be used for
teacher's pay- why don't we insist on getting adequate funds to
cover construction and cover administration costs and cover re
pairs?

Ms. T A,Y14111. 1 think we've mane before appropriations every year
requesting increased dollar!;. Ina joint oversight hearing held 2
yean; ago, I think it wens; mething that we spent a lot of time
trying to justify, that there had never been enough money to phase
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in those IXM pay provisions. So it is something that we have
worked on.

I am not saying wholesale that people are wanting to do away
with it neeemarily, although you will note again that we polled
participants at or conference and they are saying that. they would
like to be able to .3t their own salaries. They also have that option
available to them now if they chose to convert to a contract or
icrant school.

I think probably a better avenue at this time would be to keep
the DOD pay scale intact, but to ;3110w some of the increase that is
given each year- rather than just a wholesale 4 percent across-the-
beard or 5 percent across-theboardhe able to give some flexibility
to school boards to determine the amount of increases they want to
be able to give their teachers at Ow LSC:1100l site,

am not recommending at this time doing away with the DOD
pay scale wliolesale. It continues to be a major concern because
there are not adequate dollars.

The Cif A I it MA N. I believe that all of you mentiontsl the six Indian
Education Act technical assistance centers. Can you submit to us a
memo describing where they are, what function they perform, and
why it is important to you? It does not appear in II.R. and I pre-
fill Me that you want it to appear in the bill. If you can provide us
with some justification, I would appreciate that very m

Mr. Chiugo, your orga Fl 1711ti 0 n eVallIfiteti programs in the Depart-
meld,. Is that correct?

Mr. CilIAGO. That is one of' our duties as assigned.
The CHAIRMAN. As part of that., have you evaluated the Office of

lndiart Education'?
Mr. CH I A Go. We have evaluated it tfi the extent that we have re-

sources to do so. We look at for oncarnple, the positirrn of Director,
the length or time that has been vacant; we review applications;
and we attempt to look at the program from that perspective.

In terms of an actual professional evaluation, we haven't done a
professional evaluation. The method we try Lo woe since we are
somewhat limited in our resources is to provide information in
our annual reports concerning the amount of money spent, the
number of Indian students served, and that is pretty much the
extent of our evaluation at this point.

The CaAmmAN. I WO Ll d like to :Submit a few technical questions
in ail three of you. I hope you can respond to them. This is a very
important area and we would like to have t}i' proper answers to
our questions.

With that, I would like to thank you for spending your time with
Us and advising us on your thoughts.

The CET4ERMAN. For our last panel, representing the Assoc;u: 'on
of avajo Community Controlled School Hoards, Ma. Lorena. Fahe;
the Executive Director of the Navajo Area School Board
tion, Mr. I ,e0 Clurd riHgaye; and Presiderlt of the Associistiora of Com
miinity and Tribal Schools and Superintendent of the Tiospit Zina
School of Agency Village South Dakota, Dr. Roger Hordeaux.

Plizty I first recognize Ms. Babe.
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STATEMENT (IF LORKNA IJAHE, ASIRICIATION 0 V NAVAJO
COMMUNITY CONTROLLED SCRODI. ROARDS, WINDOW ROCK, AZ

Ms. 11Aux. [Remarks given in Native tongue.]
Ms. liAnE. Good morning. My name is Lorena Zah Babe. I am

from Novikio with the Navajo Area contract and grant schools.
am also the president-elect of the National Indian Education Asso-
ciation. I would like to thank the committee for inviting us.

Before I get startod here, I want to thank 1ioh, the staff, Ken,
Kathleen, and the oth I? rs for helping us and working with us. I
really appreciate that. Thank you.

You have a copy of my statement and I would like to just high
light the major sections of title II that I would like to respond to.

Mainly, some issues I would like to present have to do with the
critical funding problem we have been talkitig about hem all morn
ins; with the IiIA school system. I hear that Secretary Babbitt sev-
end weeks ago bad said that the Federal 81A school 21)raera 4110111d
be a model school system for the country. Unfortunately, I don't
think that is going to happen. It is not going to happen because the
tribal school boards and the Federal employees in all the schools do
a tremendous job out them in operating their schools, but on a
very tight, slim, shoestring budget. We don't have enough money
out there.

The other thing is that we have had a bil; student increase over
the past 5 years. In the BIA school system we had a 13.5 pircent
increase in student enrollment. A huger student population de-
Minds funding increases to maintain the current level cif services
out there in Indian en II miry. So unless the Federal Ouvernment,
sees fit to properly Jinni all the MA-funded schools, then we may
be a model school %rite in for the country.

So money is the bottom line. We need more money out there fur
Indian children. We need to probably be looking at other alierTia-
tives.

I would like to bring out the fact that ANCCSH last year had
worked on a proposal to advocate on behalf of the Indian schools
more money maybe through the status of an entitlement program.
Ilecause of our budget problems, we were very iii uccessful in get-
ting enough political support for converting the BIA school syslAmi
from a discretionary program to an entitlement program. Frankly,
we believe that education or our Indian children is not a discretion-
ary activity. However, that is the way the Federal Governtnent
views it.

The i0umt included two provision 3 in H.R. 6, looking into better
identifying the level of funding for IIIA-funded schools. The first
one directs BIA to examine whether the current weighted student,
unit. funding method should be changed to a school-based budget
system. This kind of a system Ionics at student population that
would he served by the school. It. Looks at the characteristics of the
PTo irFirns wikhin a school. It looks at program standards that, can
be achieved, and then determine the cost of the funding for these
schools.

We support that. We feel that that study needs to be done The
other study that is 4dso in H.R. fi that we support is directing a
budget study to allow the National Center for Education Statistics
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to do as 3 year budget for think here we are not undermining
the Secretary. I think Dr. Tippeconnic said that this would be un-
dermining the, Secretary of Interior, The Secretary will still sitbmit
his or her budget, and along with that the National Center for
Ed tiel 1 ti 0 11 Sti tiStj CS will also examine that budget.

The objective here is to allow Congress to compare n hudj -it that
is prepared by another entity to the one prepared by FHA. chink
for too long BIA--especially TiIA budget people have always l3n-
derestimatN1 the need for more money out there in Indian country.
BIA ha underestimated their request for need for Indian educa-
tion.

We hope that by having the Na t ID/ al Center for Education Sta-
tistics do the BIA budget that this will eveittually lead to getting
mare money, getting adequately funded, to /flake the school system
the model that we all want it to be. For that. reason, we supported
that. We did help in writing up the language on the National
Center for Education Statistics.

The other provision I am concerned about here has to do with
the MA's proposed bill language in the Appropriations Act to em-
power them to take away funds that were appropriated from 13iA
school systems. Whets we first heard about thisI know it went out
for consultation bearingsthere was an outrage out there in
Indian country, especially hi Navajo country, to the consultation
hearing where we drew the largest audience in Navajo. I think the
majority unanimously opposed BIA having to use the prior year
Yin M tiers to appropriate. lIere in the BIA budget it says that the.
BIA should be given the authority to take away money from the
schools.

I urn very frustrated to hear that. We need your support. 1 would
cask the committee to insert language in 6 to /crake ii. clear
that all funds that CA,mgress appropriates for schools are specific:al.
ly available 111Id should be given to the schools without any bureau-
cratic interference front other people. I think that is very impor-
tant. We need to make sure that whatever 1710 11 ey is appropriated

given out to the schools, period.
would like to address Chapter I allocation.

The 17 1141 pter I program was created in 1965. The law does provide
a full 1 percent of funds for boa: is grants to the BIA school system.
We are all aware that there has been 11 change. The Administra-
tion wants to cut this allocation to a OA percent. We talked about
it here. We would like to ask the committee to restore that funding
to a full 1 percent. All Indian children in Indian country are Chap-
ter I tsligihle. We shouldn't be in Et1i1.11 ng around with reducing the
funds there. We need those funds out for Chapter I kids. I am
asking the committee to restore that and help us out in that rest°.
ration of the full 1 percent.

I would like. to thank the Chair for giving us support on having
111A-funded schools eligiblelike all LEANfor any type of Depart-
ment of Education funds. FIere I am asking the committee again to
continue to support. us and help us give that same status to BIA
funded schools. In looking at Chapter I and all the other Depart-
ment of Education programs, we all eduic ate the same students. We
are all working with Indian studeitts. Chapter I concentration
grants and Chapter I grants are there for Indian students. There is

J.



no difference bctween a public school having Indian students thEit,

are educated in the public school compared w the Indian students
that are in MA schools.

We are asking support tier that to change the definition of LP:A
to include 1-31A-funded schools, The programs, such FLS Chapter I

grants, are already provided there for BIA-funded schools. Thf
arnei3dnlent would make BIA schools eligible for Chapter I conce
triition grants. I think, Mr, t:hairman, you discussed that here.

The program targeU; cocnniunities with high coneentnAtions of

poverty families. Indian reservations Contatiki that. We have several
poverty-stricken families and we should be eligible for that niain

1I.R. f; does not propose to have TiIA-funded schools eligible for
Chapter l concentration grants. Mr. Papilla is wrong on that. I

want him to prove otherwise, if I am wrong, and tell me how BIA-
funded schools would be eligible for those concentration grants.

If ..he definition for LEA is changed, this will make IIIA-honied
schools eligible for those type of grants for the first time. I am
really excited about this. We did work in submitting the language
on making; this eligible for Chapter I. It is here and it did get in. I
ask the cor»mittee to continue to support that for me.

the Bilingual Education Act, the only thing I am going to say
is that I would like to see more flexibility in the number of years
the students may participate in a bilingual education program. I

think now we ore limited to havitig a student only participate for 3

years. In special cases, they can participate for as tuanY 5 years.
There, it should be up to the local schools and the local school
boards to decide the number of years that a school will participate
in a bilingual program.

I rim looking at nne of the best Navajo schools we have in Arixo

na. Hock Point Community School has an excellent bilingual educa-
tion program. They zire teaching their students both in Navajo and

in Ff 1015h simultaneously from Kindergarten to 12th grade. When
we grad LI t.1? our titlarieeth from Honk Point, they are in colleges.

Several of thorn graduated from Stanford and some of the larger
universities in this country. It does work. Teaching Native an
gllane and ealtural components along with Knglish is working in
Hock Point. I see that as a model school. They get title VII funds,

but it is only discretionary and it is a competitive grants program.
Proficiency is very important. For that reason, ant very con

corned about the eligibility requirement and the flexibility to
deCifiC! how unary years or how long a student should participate in
the bilingual edtirittion progriiIn.

Iii additiM1 to my testimony, I would like to respond to some of
,John irippeconnic's SteterIlerlitl, especially on the Prompt Payment

Act.
The Prompt Payment Act cuverage is needed. k was put in there

and we worked on it. We all t111/11X)rted it because BIA for a long
time has been chronically late in making payments to the schools.
For that reason. we legis1;ttieci it. The current law says that the
payment-4i will hw made on a certain date to these schools. I think
we need some type of an enforcement mechanism for this. The
schools would hope that BIA never has to pay even !61 in interest

:3
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for 'Fite payments. We would rather be paid on time, like it wasdirected by COtigress.
Regarding the payment dates, the current appropriation law toimplenient forward funding already requires that first payments bemade to grants no later than July 1- not July an, but July 1- andthat the second payment be made no later than Uecernber 1. Thatis in the law and we need to enforce that.
The other statement I would like In make is with regard to theDOD pay scale for teachers. We think that. the better solution andthe better legal solution to this whole issue is that we be properlyfunded to implement the DOI) pay scale. The bottom line is money.We need more money to implement that. We need more money topay to our teachers.
Ilere again, John Tippeconuic is seeking flexibility. They want tohe more flexible by giving ISIA-funded schools the choice for wheth-er to use tltai. scale or not use that scale. 1 think eventually whatthis is really going to do is that it is only inviting all MA-fundedschools to reduce the budget. more. Mr. Chairman, I think youvery concerned about that. We support the conunents you havemade to the 110D salary scale. We shouldn't support. that we gobelow that because we are only decreasing our own budget. That isthe situation that I am really more concerned about.In dosing, attached to my testimony I have additional amend-ments. There are stone technical corrections that we made toti an i then there are some new amendments that we are proposing.That is attached to my testimony.

1 would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, as well ats the commit-tee. We are doing a tut out there. We know that with the new legis-lation and Coals 2000 and the re:Authorization, we are all lookingat national Indian education reform. We have a lot of work to doover there. We have a lot of work to do out. there. I have been hereseveral times testifying to the committee on different issues, facili-ties, administrative costs, and ISEP.
We go on and on, it seems like. I.:very time I come, a lot of theseproblems and issues are still there. They are still the same. I don'tknow for how long it is going to go on, but we are very optimisticout there with our prayers. We hope that a change mines aboutand that we get more money in the future.
In all our prayers from our own culture and in our own way, wedo speak of the Washencle1n, the national leaders up here, hopingthey would see our problems and hear our prayers so that we get.fume money for our children. Our Indian children realty do needhelp financially.
You can come up here as an advocate to testify and to speak cmtheir behalf, but you do that so many times and yet it is still nothappening. I think that is where Mr. Iiaird previously talked abontthe partnership. We do need everybody's help. We do need thatpartnemhip to move on to greater I hope- and better things forthe Indian people.
[H: marks given in Native tongue.]
MS. RAH E. Thank you.
[Prepared statentent of Ms. 13nhe appears in appendix.1
The CamamAti. Thank you very much, Ms. Babe.
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You spoke of late payments and you oppose the Department's re
quest that the July 1 payment be delayed until July 20. Their justi-
fication is that they receive their alioney on July 1st, so payments
or' July 1st may nut be possible.

I presume you have had experiences in late payments. How late
have they hay t been?

Ms. July 1 to July 30.
The Cilainiwil. You said that they make late payments. now

1:ite have the payments been? 1 month? 2 months? 3 molit.hs?
Ms. Balm. T remember dint several years back one of the schools

was talking about riling a lawsuit on that because they did not, re.
ceive [Heir first check until 2 to 3 months later.

The CHAIRMAN. What was your experience Last year?
Ms. I3Ainc. It is still about. 2 or 3 weeks late, espflcially for grant

schools- run as school, tin 1 kind of know the situation.
1.ast. year, the initial payment on July 1st was within that first

week. I over think that the comment about not being able to do it.
or. July 1st is in error because the appropriation is done October 1.
which is 9 months before. There is no excuse for it.. I think we even
got the fund distribution document before July 1st, but it. was au-
thorivsi oa July I.

But tliere are payments, periodically throughout the year. W e
even got. ml ! payment that was authoriued last October and we
didn't get the payment until last week. So it is still 5 or Ei months.
Sometiaoes they are small : unts, but it still equates out to a sip,
nificant amount when you add it all together.

The t:HAIIIMAN. Dr. Tippeconnic, 1 am very grateful that you
have remained here. Can you outne up here?

Is it impossible for I h Department to make payments on July 1?
Funds are avitilahlf before then.

Mr. 'I' IPPECON N We make every effort in 01E1? to provide the
funding and make payments ace Circling to :a:lac:dole We don't
always do it. LIB has been indicaled, but we make every effort to do
that.

The CI !AIRMAN. Why do we 11 Ot just leave it there, them, Lit) that
you can make an extra effort to see that payments are made on
time?

Mr. TIPP ECO In. With the forward funding mechanism, we
should be able to do that.

The. CRAW...SAN. Ms. i3ahe spoke of a change you have requested
in the Appropriations Bill that the Bureau be empowered to take
funds away from illA schools. Is that. correct?

Mr. TireEccaNtvic. No; we don't. hike appropriated funds away
from BIA schools. if I remember right, that was mentioned in the
context of the prior year student count. Is that right?

The CHAIRMA N. I do not know. Ms. Billie testified that you are
requesting language for inclusioo in the bill that would empower
you to take away funds appropriated for the BIA school system.

Ms. BA Elm. Mr. Chair-marl, that is in appropriation language. MA
had ;asked for that language to put a cap on the amount. of funds.
The bill says that an am ODD I. not to exceed $331 million Shall be
;available for richDi:ls, hut then on page 331 of the JJIA budget, they
are requesting that this language would provide EPA with the flexi-
bility to reprogram funds from school operations to other programs
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if itctlial student enroliments are less than projected. This is
coming out of page 331.

Mr. Ttemcotmtn. That is correct. That is part of the fisrtd year
199;) budget justification. There is language in there that. says ex-
actly that, that if our projections ;13-f! not. correct in our budget jus
tificat ion, then funds can 1w retprog-rarnIned to other areas.

The CIIMIIM.AN. This is on the prior year student, count*?
Mr, Tiria-attirmu:. Not necessarily, no- It is OIL the projection Li we

make within the budget..
The CHAIRMAN. How do you treat drop outs? Do you do anything

to bring them hack, or do you just cross thertt off?
Mr. Tmeixotomc. I don't feel we cross them off. 1 think dropouts

are treated in many different ways, according to the schoolt; that
they drop out of or attend.

The CHAIR M nil. But On the p;symEnts, you reduce the funds be-
cause they dropped nut.. Isn't that correct?

Mr. TIPPECONNin. If we are going to do our funding on ti prior
year count, if there are two counts, and if we average those two
counts, theoretica:ly, that is true. Funding could go down for a
school compared to---

The CHALitIAN. II. always does go down.
Mr. TiPPEcriNxic. But we also have situations where sclaxils in-

crease in the number of students over the course 4/f a year. In those
situ; IA n Lti , their funding would to rrelitilb

The ellAcitmAN. On the DOD pay- level I am chairman of the
Defense Appropriat inns Subcommittee, so 1 have been advised that
they plan to increase their pay Gcale by 6 percent, but in your
budget. you proposed 2 percent. Bow do you hope to in ;ilk! up the 3
perCrtnt:f

Mr. Tit'vEco N N1C I (1°31'1. see 8ny way right now that. we Ca It
make up that 3 percent. It will have to be absorbed, I guess.

The CltAnctumi. But the policy and regulations enunciated by the.
Cotigress say that it must he in line with DUI) ;sty scale, t-xt you are
going' to deliberately violate the congressional policy?

Mr. TiervcoriN/C. I guess you cooed say that, if our request does
not compare to the actual DOD increase. My understanding of this
is that we did contact DOD in the early preparation of the budgt!L.
The information we got from DOD was a 2. percent increase. That
is what we put into our budget. That is my understanding. 1 didn't
virtually do the contacting. That was our Budget Office that did
that

The Ce(AERMAN. I think you should cheek on that hccause the in-
formation T gut as chi ratan of the committee was that it. is 5 per
cent.

Mr. TiPEcoKNIE: We will cheek on that.
The f:iimaxiAN. Mr. Begitye.

STATEMENT OF I.MONARD HECAYE, EXECTIVE DIRECTOR,
NAVAJO AREA SCHOOL. HOARD ASSOCIATtON, WINDOW ROC.1{, AZ

Mr. BialnyE. Honorable Senator Inouye, Kathleen, Bob, and Kea,
I thank you fur invitit, roe here this morning le speak on behalf of
lie Navajo Area Sellout Board &SIX' a at.

'12
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First of all, let. me express my sincere! appreciation to the honor-
able members of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs for their
support in the education of Iodieni children. This comes from the
parents and the students and school board members from NASHA.

If 1 may, I would like to introduce a couple of our students from
Wingiite and Winslow and also the principal from Winslow Dormi-
tory.

[Remarks given in Native tongue.]
The CtIMHMAN. Ya'ah 1.V' 'eh.
Mr. BEGAYE- My name is Leonard N. Begaye. I represent the

Navajo Area school Board Associ On which is It coincidence since
I was educated throoF,h the IUA system. 1 have come hack to the
NASHA prograni hopefi-lly to improve the schools on Navajo.

()lir school board a!*;ociat ion has iil schools nod dormitories
throughout the Nay* Nation. These schools are governed by 258
school board ntternbers and we represent. Kit least. 113,0DII Navajo chil
dren. Student enrollment at 13IA schools continues to rise at; pa:-
chili beCO C concerned about the violence and racisin that exists in
the public school sYstems on the reservation or within the border
town areeLS. Since the Navajo Nation is a young nation, we can con-
tin U e Lo expect an increase in student. enrollment.

The Navajo Area School Hoard Association is concerned. It is For
arid about the education of Navajo and Indian children. We believe
that we have a unique insight and understanding of the needs of
educatut ; Indian children within the 13IA system. We Rhin haste a
keen appreciat it) n for the resources of which Indian parent-a and
community leaders can lie in the effort to improve the edrrcal.ian of
children.

We firmly believe that the education of Navajo children is a
trust respoimibitity of the United Slates Government. pursuant to
the Treaty of 1/168 hetWeE.T1 the United States of America and the
Navajo Nation. Therefore, it. is the responsibility of the Govern
/tient to provide the necessary resOkirces to provide the best possi-
ble education for Navajo children. Without educatiori, we realize
that we cannot have true self determination; wo cannot have ceo
nornic development; and we cannot have paler services that can be
provided by the Navajo people themselves to practice true self-de-
termination.

KASHA does not agree with the majority of the presentation
that has been made by 1.!nt Director or the Office of Indian Educa-
tion Programs. We still hold firm to our belief that Public Law
9.5 .661 should be lid:), implemented. We believe that if Public Law
!j5- .561 is lid ty e -1pleeeeen Led, then we would 11;A ve adequate funds to
educate our c'.11dren. Then we hope at that time that we won't
ticed to come before you to talk about our needs, but we can tell
you about our abilities of what, we can do for the education of
Navajo chi id ;Th-

0 n the met] t imendat ions on H.R. 6 , under standards, NASBA
fully supports the use OF standards, but to tee the State nt:intiards
as well as the WA arid tribal standards would result in 26 different
sets of standards being in use. This is inappropriate and expensive.
Instead, the Bureau should merely modify its existing standards to
meet the requirements of Goals 2000 Educate America Act rather
than attenipting 1a ni vet all State requirements as well. Tribes
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should not be !mind by State or Bureau standards unless they
choose to do so.

We also believe that the Secretary should become involved in m-
sisting sehool boards in developing their own standards. We du not
feel that the Secretary should become involved in assisting school
boards in developing their own standards as this would become ex-
pensive and time -consumi 31g. The Sts:retnry should provide assist-
ance to the tribes in developing these standards and that the brill
school board should be able W receive assistance from the tribes.

Again, however, this will be PXpenSive and therefore we are re-
questing additional funding to provide these services.

The CHAiiim An. Mr. Begaye, if I may ask For a pause at this
point, 1 have just been advised that there is a vote pending and I
must return to the Senate floor to vote.

We will have a 15minnte recess.
[Recess.]
The CIIAJRMAN. Mr. Begaye.
Mr. BECA Vit. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Again, to continue with my testimony on the studies, I believe

that within this bill there will he too many studies that. will be re-
quired. A lot of them scerri to duplicate each other. I :binge we
should seriously think about looking at all these studies .and znaybe
roi,bine them into One.

We also believe that the National '1',13!:,k Force's study on 1SEI'
funding be continued. Also, we believe that. the recornmended
of $3,499 per weighted student. unit should be adequate for the edu-
cation of Navajo children.

This study should show the Congress that there is an L.I.TgfIllt
need to in (7 rease the funding for ISEP to be in compliance with
l'uhlic Law 95--5fil so that the MSL, of providing academic services
which are at least equivalent to thono provided by the poblic
Lit:boob; in the State in which the school is located may be met. We
oppose the Office of Indian hlticat inn PrograMS' recommendation
of using the prior year student count kir funding for the current
schmil year.

We also fully support section 112701 of the itilotment formulii to
provide the needed funds for tuition of out-of-State student hoard-
ing at. the Richfield dormitory in Richfield, Utah who attend
Seever ugh School in Richfield, L;tali. They may be paid froiii the
ISEP funding at a rate not to exceed the amount per weighted stu-
dent unit for that year of instruction.

While the Bureau or the OIEP has maintained that there are no
provisions within any regulation, history shows that this was a
common practice of the Bureau in the 1950's and l9fil1's in paying
tuition for students slaying in the border town dormitories and at-
tending local public schools; for example, Holbrook, Winslow, Flag-
staff, Snowflake, and Gallup dormitories.

Under the education functions, we believe alai when Congress
mandated or made a recommendation that a transfer of adr»inis-
trative services should be made especially when the Indian tribes
have recommended the transfer of administrative support services
to education- the 13IA should be required to implement tliese
transfers both of personnel and funding. This should be reflected in
organizational charts ad budgets.
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We have A major problem in the Navajo Area. The Navajo
Nation Council has recommended transfer t)f actininistrative sup-
port. serviorts for the education funetiCMS to the Office of Indian
FAilICa Li 0 n Programs, but the area director has complied only par-
tially. We want ail facility management funds Mr the Navajo Area
transferred i ediately to the oditcation offices on Navajo includ
inf.: housing funds. housing reirnim Meal I? II t.9, major improvement
and repair funds, fac.lities improvement and repair funds, et

te Ta. want ail facilities management. poi rti/111nel transferred to
education immediately, including those physically located tit the
area office.

Only about 5 percent of focilitif-;, including housing. on Navajo
arc! Dail .10d. LINA i CI n facilities. But this attows the area director ix)
control approxiinately 20 percent of funding. All area facility posi-
tions and all housing flint's, including the reimbursi!ments, should
he traiisferred to the Office of Indian Education ProgriLIMi for the
operation of facility management. prof;rarT1S. I think in schools that
have realized the transfer of these activities to their local schoolS
there is a great deal of improvement with the facilities at these
schools.

Despite the reco LIM e 11 dation of the N:tviijo Nation (.;:remit and
various committees of the Navajo Nation council, the area director
has refused to transfer any adininistrative functions to education
or to the education offices. '1'he (.;ongress should immediately act to
ensure that the Bureau shall transfer the funds, functions, and per-
sonnel in exlucation when such action is requested by the tribes
concerned.

The current wording allows the area director to refuse 1..01 comply
since it requires only coordination, mgardless of tribal preference.
Tribal preference should be determinant and transfer the adminis
trative support services to MI act. the eiENNIS of the studen 114 fend

Since we are talking about the BOli side, we at the Navajo Area
School Board Association arc fu 11 d NI through the 13013 side and
therefore we are in danger of getting oily a small portion of our
funding each year. We are threatened to lose HO percent of our
funding this year becItu HI? I had heard that the area director did
not like the Navajo AMit School 5ioard Association advocacy for the
transfer of adininistrative support services to education. That was
his way of trying in get. even. We threatened a lawsuit before we
received approximately 80 percent of our funding for this year.

l/ncler procurement, we apprctcial.ie raising the non-competitive
procurenielit authority of schOU1 supervisors to $36,000, but we
strongly recommend that thiti be raised instead to Vi0,000 and that
all of this should he applicable to funds received by the schools.

tinder personnel, we would like to see the area education pro-
grams ;idaiinistrator and the agency iitlperintendent for WI UeatiO I
to be combined into one position. We also believe that the need for
a national list of qualified and interviewed iipplicatits for Ix/ 11Ca
tinnal positions is no longer needed. Such a list has fallen into non-
use and Central Office routinely refers inquirin for CA I CJ (Lion posi-
tions to the field. Delotion of this section would allow central
Office to devote its time to Assuring that I he field is operating it:;
personnel Aystern correctly rather than maintaining a list which is
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never used. The reqU i renients for conditional appointrn nts of ap-
plicant.s who have applied at- both levels should be deleted.

Also, we wiKh to change the requirement that educators he noti-
fied of contract renewalS at e!a!;1. (30 days before the end of school
year to be changed to 30 days. This in turn means that the school
supervisor must make the recommendation to the sciax:il boards at
least 90 days before the end of the school year, or by February 1st
in most cases. After only a little more than half a school year a
supervisor cannot nee fftiSar ily make a good rec mmendati DO for re-
n PW11 f contracts. We would like the date for notification of con-
tract T Fl eWa IS to he days before the end of the school year, thus
providing adequate notice: to employees while al IOW! 11 g ;41 pervisors
and school bards an extra month to review f.he performInce rat-
ings.

The section on teacher and counselor pay should be 3110t:ined to
delete those provisions winch have already been cmpleted, such as
the N-year pluese-in Of new pay Eel ileS.

We would also Eike to see a section prohibiting reemployment of
an educator who voluntarily terminates employment to be modified
to reflect that the section applios only when tlw c;clicx31 board does
not approve the termin t 11 , ;'rid for the prohibit iOI k 1X1 apply riot
only for the year in which termination occurs but for one addition
;d year. We have had cases where employees resigned late in th 4!
school year, after being told that their VO tracts were not being re-
newed, !inlely to avoid baying to meet State certification require-
1111mts and immediately being hired at another school tin' the next
school year before any act ion shows fin their official record. The ad-
dition of a second year of non-eligibility would eliminate this prac-
tice.

We also believe 1.Eui1 a school board should 1w allowed to notify
the State department's of education to recommend that to;tchinif
certifications be revoked fur teachers who break their contracts by
abandoning their positions of' leaving- their positions, even when
schrxrl hoards reiilSe to rele FiNe the employee from his or her con-
tract.

We also recommend that. the Bureau should eliminate the status
quo system and put all Will eatOre on odircation contrac:. This cur-
rent system protects Erie LIFO 'etc nt :idministrators and teachers,
thereby den:, dig Indian children a decent education.

We support. the concepts embodied in section f1109 of thrt bill,
which eiltablishits a thvisian of Budget Analysis within the Office
of ifIdiFiri F urritian Programs.

In conclusion, NASI3A recommends to the Congress of the
United States to require that the Hurrah meet the mantinlA,!S of
Public Law fully and la implement the whole law so that
the concept. of local control by the School bOarci s rin be fully real
ized itnd that the funding for Navajo children could be adequate to
meet the needs of the Navajo Natiou.

The Navajo Area School Board Association ap preC7 if] tea the op
portunity to testify before the Senate Commitlee on Indian Affairs
and the suppc)rt the hcomrable Setintors of the committee have con-
sistently given to the children of the Navajo Nation by providing
assistance to cissu - funds are flii0CtIted for the education of these
children.
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Thank you.
[PrPpa n ta t{? Ine I t of Mr. 13 CI gaye ;appears in appeisdix-I
The CHAJRMAN. I thank you very much, Mr. negaye,
Dr. Tippecolinic, you j 2; r. heard Mr. liegaye recotninend tl3at the

administrative suip;x3r1. services for eri k 3(7;0,1011 purposes and facili
tics management and funding be transferred to the Office of Indian
Pkilli.:211.i021 Programs. What do you Lizty to 'hat?

Mr. Ti PP ECONN IC, h is a provision in Public: Law 95-Ml.
The Joint BIA Renrganization li'nrce has addressed th331.

issue. It has come up before the Task Force. The Task Force decid-
ed to take Om on an area- by -;area basis within the BIA, Navajo ilitd
Okialimna are the two areas right now where that is being pur-
sued. It is still in the pror.VS8 of being negotiated and being worketl
out. Ultimately, I feel it is going to come down to a decision of
what the tribes want in those ]'articular areas.

:11 A 1RM A N. Mr. I3egnye, in your prepared statement; you re
ferret! to stab's quo enilrluyees, and you recommend that provisions
he elitninatxd.

What. are staters 0220 employees?
Mr. BMA Y F, St at.U!.; 111,10 effillioyees ;in! 0 2 nployees that Were

working for the BIA prior to the passage (31. Public Law 1J5 :Ail.
TIL;..3 was in 1978. We have still many of these employees at our
schools. The problem with their statm; quo system is that the
school boards canno1 touch them. They are known as the dinosaurs
in the MA. They refuse to do their jobs. They are just tx:cupying
the position and not really providing the nervices that :sr,' needed
out there.

I believe the intent of Public Law when it was first. writ-
tezi, was to do away with tll( status r >ua system within years aft,0,
the pasisige, but here it. is 15 years later and we still have status
quo employees who are working For the BM. We believe that. they
are hindering progress.

The CailinchiAN. They are working for the MA and you have no
control over them?11?

Mr. BEG A Y NO.
The Ow RMAN. What do you nay, 1)r. TippeConnie Should they

Dave the authority to lire them?
Mr. nppm: 0 mi) C:- Sr.lsrxrl boards should have the authority to

hire and lire who they want. There are still status; quo employees.
The transition 113 a full contract nystem has not leetirade.

I really don't know the details and all the personnel regulations
that. apply that would prohibit that. from happening, but I would be
glad to provide that to you.

The CA AIRMAN. HOW long should the transition period be? There
are status quo employees who have been on for over la years.

Mr. TIPP FrONN CC. f.3}1.01.1.1d take place as quickly as possible. I'vi
dently, it hasn't.. I am SUR: there are personnel reasons why it has
taken so long. An I s;tid, I am not knowledgeable of all the details
of the persomiel synte/n, but we will be glad to provide that to you.

Iim:Avx. I believe the problem that Public 1,ilw riire2;
is that whim the. Congress approved the law, it gave the law hack
to the BIA and iold the DIA to 2:23 I LC tip with plans on how to im-
plement the law. So what they did was, instead of enforcing the
regulations, they put. in their own regulations that would cover
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Some of them so that. things like the %taus quo system were not
fully implemented. They did not want. to lose their simiority or
their protection from the school boards.

would like to give you au ItICF1Inple of one. We have a principal
On the reservation that was accused of abusing children. U. has
bt im. documented that this person Fillused children by slamming
them against tlic wall and by calling them derogatory names. Ire
has done the same with his staff and with the ix!oplP in the com-
munity. Yet. when the school board tried to remove this person, it
almost has to take an act of Caxl to get him out of there. As of
right now, he is still in the IllA system. I believe he works at the
agency office at the present time. But he is still in the system.

There are a lot of incidents like this that have taken place on
Navajo. It is so frustrating for school hoard ;Oendiers that we
cannot seem to get rid of these type of people at our local schools.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you CannEllinicate your concern to the BIA?
Mr. BuGAYM. Yes.
The C1CAIRMA And what did they say?
Mr. Ilia: r ,E. They said that they Juld get hack to us and sec

what they could do to him.
The 1;:1IAI1t1IAN. When wEili that?
Mr. flsoRYV.. I have forgotten, hut about. I year or 11/2 years.
The enttutituri. Dr. Pippeconnic, Clow long dues it take to get

hack to these ptiople?
Mr. TiregeoNtiic. It depends. Probably too tong from their per

spec ti ve.
'1'he ClIAIRMAN. you recolamend we go along with the reeom-

mendlititM that we do away with the state I quo?
Mr. TireEt7oNNIc. Yes, I do. 1 think we are moving tuward the

contract system and doing away with
The eilAIRMAN. H. has taken over a decade and a half now.
Mr. T/1313ECONNIC. It has taken It while. As f said before, I am nut

surd of the real reuse I 1S why, but my understrclidirig of any 1}l!TSC/11
lie! system is that individuals that are employed in a system have
certain employee rights;. Those rights must be protected and re-
spected from their point of view. Making a transition isn't always
that easy to do. That is my sense in a general way.

The CtiA1RMAN. Why don't we proInote that principal to your
office? R.allghiAtr.j

MT. IiK.1 A YX. `flint is the practice of the Bureau. 'Somebody said
that when you work fur the Ii1A, you are no longer needed, or
when you are dead in the office, then they transfer you to the Cen-
tral This is an old joke that noes around Navajo.

Hut one thing we would like as school hoard members i; the
right to hire and fire these incoropetent [Je ople at our local schools.
That is all we are tasking fur.

The CHAIRMAN. We will take a hard look at that. You have con-
viziced

Dr. Bordeaux.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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STATEMENT CIF ROGER BORDEAUX, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATRN
OF COMMUNITY AND TRIBAL SCHOOLS. AND SUPERINTEND,
ENT, TIOSPA %INA SCHOOL, AGENCY VILLAGE. SD
Mr. /tORDEAUK. Mr. Chairman and member.; of the comMittee,

would like 1.o thank you for giving us the opportunity to speak with
you this afternoon.

Before 1 start my comments, I would like to say that the coin-
['lents are going to be friars a pessimistic optimist, if that is possi
tile. I am extremely pessimistic that the Federal Execiitive Branch
is not Capable nor willing to take on Indian education in any mean-
ingful sense and I am optimistic that tribal governments and tribal
organizations are willing to do that, if allowed. That is where ev-
m-ything comes from-

First of all, I would like to formally tell you that I am going to
give committee staff scratched up documezits of UR. 6 in regards
to what we recommend to take out. and to add. All of what we are
primarily concerned with deals with local control, tribal govern-
ment. and Federal Government relations, self-determination, and
the elimination of State and Federal goverilMeiltii in managing
Inai:tri education and allowing the tribes to do that.

So all that we have been discussing about hiring and firing
:daft that is not exactly true. The law says that they can do it but
there is a kicker in there saying that the principal can request to
the line oft eer that the decision of the school board be overturned.
The line officer can then give it to the director and do the same
thing. They can do that for finance, for budget, for personnel, for
purchasing. So almost atnything the Bureau F.C11001 boards do gener-
ally is okay. But if there is a conflict between them and their
school supervisor, there is /I process in this law that allows them to
go ahead so that the Bureau has the final say.

So from a local control standpoint, what. I give you crosses all
that. out.. It does that also in other sections that deal with that.

The CIIAIRMAN. In practice, up until now, they have disregarded
your recon ne n d at i o ns?

Mr. BORDEAUX. Almost always-
] thicik in the long run if we gave Dr. Tippet:031111c a cluttice to

take oft- 1119 IkTartinent. of Interior hat and to take off his Bureau
of Indian Affairs hat and just give him his hat for the Director of
Office of lndiazi Education Programs so that he doesn't have to talk
for other people and can talk for himself, the majority of what is
recommended by the Department and the 13orean in not necessarily
what is being recommended by the Office of Indian Education Pro-
grams who by him xis a person.

It contradicts a lot of what we know in regards to educating chil-
dren. We are dealing with staff and everything else. Their recom-
mendations must la! taken with a grain of salt saying that it is not
them tidking, it is non-eduentors talking within the Bureau and
within the. Department and within OMB. Th (7 clearance process is
just crazy and doesn't. give anybody an opportunity to say what
they think should really happen.

So a lot of what is in here and what Carmen said earlier about
the tribal elerneutory and secondary institutes would eliminate
all that. We have a plan that is attached to our teatiMony in which
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tribal govoramenb; deal directly with Congress in determining
budgets and policies kind procediies as opposed to any other Feder
ai agency. I think in the true sense of history, that should be the
correct way to dea: with tribal governineT11.5. We could do it on apilot basis just with education, but we could also do it with every-
thing SO lhat you eliminate all other departments within the Pcd-
era Government and have a separate agency directly to Congress
and not a pa r t of the 1,ederal eXt!Clitive branch.

Th I! t !HA I RIYI AN A lot of ople disagree with you.
Mr. llnaiwett:x. They cer illy do, but that. is okay. That is why I

said 1 was an optimist. I tn.nk tribal governments will eventuallyget that
Thfl 0111er main thing I wanted to talk about was that in the dis-

cussion we had over 2 years ago on oversight hearings on friciliti es,
t he r C' was a large amount of discussion on the $500 million backlog
irk 1,1tkr.Tt projects, a need for $:)00 million in new school construc-
tion, and all this other stall. I remember at that hearing that. Sena-
tors Daschle, Simon, Reid, and others, including Congressman
Pastor, said, "Why don't you guys start working en something and
give it to its SO that. we ran make a difference?"

There is at least a need in Indian country of $3 billion and
nohnd a; doing anything about it. The Bureau has their Con
straiiirs, so they have zero blidp;et. for COTISLTUCti011 lir1d all theseother things So they are not going to do anything in the ,thort
term or the lortg term. We need a different ineefirknism to help fi-
nance schools, specifically school construction and capital outlay
funds.

We have worked with staff from Senator Da hle's office and
:gaff from Senator Siinott's of Senator 5iron office does have
a draft of some bonding legislation that would the ideal for us.
Again, the problem might be budget and appropriations, but at
(east it is sitting out. there.

Attached to my testimony are some possible alternatives fur the
Burvaki of Indian Affairs and the ill-flee of Construction Manage-rnent. Attachment C specifically says that. through fiscal year 1993
there are at lerist $123 million in x account funds, which arc funds
that. have been previously appropriated for education construction
bin are not specifically identified for allocation. So it is about $123
million through fiscal year 1993 that arc sitting there in x accounts
that nobody is actually using or specifically being spent anywhere.

Then also part of the attachments include a document from the
131A, dated April 1, which shows the tOtEd CUF1Struction LI1101.17Milt4
,grid ,athallotmen1s. It shows that there are $279 ntillion in various
ronstruction orojecrs that were appropriated and so far through
almost 10 months of the fiscal year they have only allocated 12 per
cent of that total amount.

Depending on how ytn1 luOk ;a those two different dollar
amounts. they PrOh ;lb ly have over $300 million right. now that is
~attire; somc,where. At least one-third of that. is not specifically
identified fin- some place.

So part of our recommendation is to use that money as security
ire a:lowing tribes and tribal organizations to go out and issue
bonds or work with the bank to do a purchase on a facility with
the' Federal Government signing off with security.

5 0
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Then the last attachment includes what we have received in

working with the Norwest Hank in the Ceara/ Area in regards to
a process of how to take a look at and actually fund $300 million to
$400 million worth of construction in working directly with the
bank 2111d handing and making sure there is security and every-
thing like that. The key to all this h some commitment front the
Federal Governmetit to either over time set aside separate funds or
something to specifically say thu4. they have a true commitment
and a legal and moral obligation to make a difference in providing
schools for all those students who are out there.

En taking a look at what was said this morning and this after-

noon, I think if the Office cif Indian Education Programs was al-
lowed 1.o testify on their behalf as opposed to being reprettented for

fiureau and Department of Interior (int.{ the rest of the Federal Ad.

To inistration, I think they would be saying different thing;. What
was discussed with rug IA rd Co partiairships, I think that is an inter-
im step to someplace where we should be, and that is where tribal
governments have management and control over Indian education
and not. Smites governments or tire Federal Governtnent.

So in till this, when you look at the ESFA reauthorivition. you
look at Goals 2000--if you COTTINire the State departments of educa

tion and tribal departments of educationeverything that is being
pushed an tribal governments is from a State and Federal sLincl-

point and most people I think MICOnsciousty say that it. is okay to
cipply State standards to tribal schools.

The association basically says that it. is the tribal gc.ivernments'
ultimate responsibility for providing education services to their
children so they should be tire ones that make the determination in

terms of standards, fin /A sice, and r.veryt.hing else. So our attach
meet about the institutes is something that 1 think needs to
happen, maybe not right now, but in somebody's time.

Thank you.
(Prepared statement of Mr. 13ordeaux appears in appettaix.)
The CamsmAN. Thank you very much.
Dr. 'fippecontiic, what (10 you have to say about l)r. Bard C X

stuteruucnt on the $1 billion in construction that. we have not pro

ceeded i th?
Mr. nerEcotmc. He is correct in terms of what the need is out

there. We have a tremendous backlog in terms of renovation and

repair of nor existing schools and a tremendous need ler new
school construction. is tie, question about that. The inability
of one efforts to meet that need are directly related to budget.
litalvet decisions and budget limitatiotis do not allow us at. this

poi nt. La T1 lea that need.
support what he says about looking at alter tiative ways to try

to meet that need. (t is ohvioli3 that the existing mechanism and
process is r tOt pi)Ig to meet that need, even over II long pc rics1 of

tints;. I think there Elitist be sonic alternatives. What he preNerited
is very interesting and I think we ought to look at that seriously
and look at other alternatives to try to make A. dent in providing

sa1c3 .arid %idequate schools fin- our students,
'Me I:it A Et MAN. 1 eon Se rise the frustration of Dr. Bordeaux be-

cause with this backlog and with the ,ern funding, nothing is being
done. So you TT111si. expect them to conic up with alternatives.

j.
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What sort of process is involved internally in the Bureau? Areyou called upon to make recommendations On such things as con-struction? Are you involved in that process?
Mr. TiesECONNIC. OIEP has responsibility for facilities O&M.tiell001 ruct3oo and the Majority Of the repair and renova-tion activity is (=ducted out of ?MCC in Albuquerque and theOffice of Construction Management. in the Department. Our in-volvemnt m that. is limited.
Do I have opportunity to rii;ike recoInmentiatiOnS and sugges-tions' Yes, I do. I do try to meet on a weekly basis with the Direc-tor tit- OCMand at times the Director of I.'MCC is a part of thaterticitlate our concenis, and to make recommendations to inr-prove the process. It is a difficult process at. Um present time.The CHAIRMAN. DOW; the office at Albuquerque hove educators?Mr. Trrnt7UNNIC. Plirdon me?
The CHAIRMAN Are there educators on the staff at the Albuquer-que Office?

TisKcoNtNIC, Within FMCC. I don't believe so, althoughdon't know exactly for sure. The majority of the people are prob-ably not educators.
The CAD MAN. So there is no one to tiPellik no for ethication,then?
Mr. Tirr Froni an edliCAtinnal pttrspective, that is cor-rect.
The CHAIRMAN. Maybe we need to change that. Do you agree?Mr. TilPECAMINIC. I think we ought tO look at it, yes.The CHAIRMAN- No; we ]hive been looking at things too often.That is n/l we have been doing. I suppose Dr. Bordeaux want--; us tostop looking, stop studying, and start. acting,.
Mr. ElintuEnux. Mr. Chl.ariThin, just 41 discuss what he talkedabout, the Aimciat ion of Community and Tribal Schools had theirmeeting a couple of years ago in lIonotiilu and that is where theycame up with the tribal elementary and secondary institutes. Bythe end of that. session, the .issociation more or less totd me thatone of my persona/ goals should be the elimination of the Office ofConstruction Managet ent. aind FMCC because they don't. meet theneerls of schools, eveit though 81) percent or more of the funds they:coinage are education-related. Those must be put directly under01EP and nobody else. That. is the only way it. is every going tomake a difference in the lo run.

'rho ClIAIRMAN. 'they are trying to help yo LI, Dr_ Tippeconnic.
Mr. T1I'l'ECONNte. I appreciate that. [Laughter.]
'I' he CHAIRMAN. Where is the repiirt by the Office of constructionManagement on school construction funding that was due on April1? W;o there a report tithe on April 1?
Mr. '1'w l'ECON N FroolOCM on collStrUctinn management?1 belieVe ;tit hough i can't speak for ()CM- they got an 4'3(-14:W4011 to that. This is the survey on the needs that exist outthe re?
The ClIAMMAN. On SO/l0C)1 COnArLICtital,Mr. Tii'VECONNIC. I think they Ea an extension and they ate inthe proces.; of collecting the information.
The CHAIRMAN. Wilt) gave them the extension?
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Mr_ Timeor; N1C. 1 think they got it through whoever the report

Wa2i corning to up here in Congress. If we are talking aboot the
right report, that is. I can't. mi.eak for 0CM.

The 0[4] kl tet A . It is usually SUppOSCa to /Cil thrnugli my ()MCC,

t I do not recall providirsg for an extension. Yo check it out.
Mr TT l'I'ECON N1C. It may have been the A,ppropii.itioiis Contrail:

tee that pr OV ided that extOCISi

'fl :HAIRMAN. Ms. Bahr and gentle') UM I thank you vary much

for your patience in waiting this long. I appreciate your travelling
long diaances to he with us. We will dri our best to study your pre-

pared :thittiments and make the appropriate charge:; where

change.; are necessary. We will do our best. 'I'hank you.

Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the critimilttee was adjourned to recu;i-

vette at the call of the Chair.)
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of the census AI 57r fif all lnrlian HAW Alteikt. Native people twin tim .Lp
f 25 do mit hare a iligh :sehtsol rr CC-HAL:RIC I '0.1 tleney Ftir t!IC ".11(.!.1`

that restd.t. ear rserval:..ort 'Ands the f.gure higher, oi . Further stet Judi
that r.r1111;1r3 SLUVICIItS :311TOXilnidely Ji lk)1111F. hVIOW the LiLitiun;11 .verrige

u n venial sc Lire!, Fur math, the nUt111.1V is hirher. Ill 31 mirth; the na

nuirL, l ern rwt nr. orlueatcr but r di; kHz that cur zurnmilcitieS s.11"4 rn
111.141 Or greater ussistanu 1 min rnrouraged .Ent /1 R r; .,rtr*.t.trits piedii.irlits that wi'.1
111:o the 111.1 :Ind IneNin Ktedonts to devekil"Ind ,1".hlflp the 1"1;11 thal
are embodied tn the (lords 200f Eilurrtte AnIt.WII Art. 1 ant iik.0 eucir.r;al rd sail
the pi tuels*itrits for incream.:1 trniamig and ret.earll that will iv InArlti;itikl. .1.11d fur
the 1..t.t)1111iLlIrtont of two centers fur gifted and Ialonied studuhi itt the iribal ['ern
mangy

While 1 ant aware many of thes prrwilins are betrip re:tut:WTI/Ali. 1 ant hopeful
that this will he Lie heginittur of FL greate: vernatitincat &Urn 014. 1141crrIl 1;01 t.rn
mere. 141 pi ovide greater education:II upportitaity to this otrittcy..: fiist American!:

ft,ownrd to trlitIr3lOrLy from who RR. iwri
you

PitremitAl S riarsis:;sy a3 1.7m. TIPFEL'ON*NLc. 10.011Ft. QE Flu?: qF 1NLIIAN

Ent:r.s-rrusr WA. lb:emirs:1 ENT f1.5* TILE INTERiroi

1.".ixx! rnorrii.); Mn. Chairruiva and Members of the rolltrOltle.C. 1 :awn 111 ix

here today lo preseni Iht. Ya-ws of tiC 1)..r::13":1111Ilt of lnienor on 11 H li "Ira
pi l'A'1:11? Ante riea's Schools Ac t of

ILI i
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%V rOngly s...rmant the ptripre of H.R. ri to eKtend i'ar rive yetilli the withal. :7.(1lion of pf oltrams hurler the Elementary and &.curulary Education Art of 1963 Vie
also support S. In El, the Administration's Elementary Mill Secondary Education re-
zraholization proposal. Iloweever. our (.0mtnents w:11 he directed rn 11.1i L passer!IA' the Hurise 1.ecause S lril3 dries lint include Elie react horiasitinn or Bureau of
Indian AffaIrt, :BIA1 etiLination pre:grain.,

Although we support FIB. 6, we have !ianie ragnificant ranerril* relative 1(1 Title
111, Port te of Car htll and wo 11.4 like to . L. r. Tr is ncrr strele.toy rE.c..um
mend t2int they he addressed to el.:ha:len the berieRts in he derived. from thrse !pro
grams and increa.e the in VO: ven lent And PO 311C1pFlt Ian Indian .seloal:, andthe Ireiari being sr !veci

Standards For the llasin 1...ducation a EndiEL:1 Children in Bureau or Indian Affairs

We rerogoire the nerd luid ngrnr with the requirement to r.omdirrate the tievrlop
merit rif nor ..tandards with tares. developed and implemented pursuant in thr
GOALS 2000 1&a -are America At of 1 9i1.1. We !relieve the MA should only deMop
content. performance. artei opportunity in Irani standards as prescrilxvi 111 GOALS
11411!

%mild rntplire that wr. publish 11112 titginciarels within tfi months enactment
and courd:nate them la'_1n State plans .iattei GOAl.f; VOW.] State plans eeraid take
over two ynars to develop We are rrineermal with [lir conflicting tirar frames con'Lined in the 'ail: It is naleosonabl to require the 111A ta s'atinnt as plus en Ju :y 1
1:195. indicating how it intends 10 meet standards that Etre no required to be final-until. emit-End today, November 1996. Instead. we should be given an nptinr.
to &AIME' LAE! an intef An Orin tor AChieving BIA standards until t.10A123 20C.0 stand
arils Jan' nyuilablu

%Yr Irdieve Lilgt1 the amino' reporting reqiurerneut may become burdensome. In
stead we proposP Ceport:ng on u twa year cyele 'is to how we p:irri to implement
all applicable standards.

Ve recurompoll requiring plans to bring. I...chards up to slip new, revised ] 1 IA mini-
Irwin !stritut.'sriis or 1.0 thr sedum's' stare d reiN which will be eaultasteut with
GOALS MOO *tat:dards wliva they are t.velilrit..11.. Alan. we recomaterai adopting a
process which will rrsult in 41 fewer: titurriber of bas's education standards fur 111A

FE.R. 9 prur.xfses that o tribal gewpr nir;g Laxly CIL 11 1.11bruit to the Seri etelry 41 prnpoii.
a: or 111 tPrnativri ssancl Li rds and such revised stalif!arJu ahall be riariblistied and tin-
p:ernenteti by the Secretary. To biiild n much !lexibility as possible for the trihs in
devoi!Jr.ini; and i Jr I tliArldards, we recommend rm1 i"^ Lhe language to in
d!cute that the standards could UN) be estahli(.11ed raid inl-ofeiriented by thn
Rover :ring any

Ff H. G also rolls for the ileve:oprireut of Stailduirds and p:nced TVS fur the rlov;ript.
comoilidatisat, or substantial clitt4silrnent of 1.tarols. Speen:les:1y. the hill propiases
tree: affected trihes siin:1 he ufrorded an opportunity to comment whenever clotaire.
trall*rer, corsalithlilUil. or RI1b11141211.7:11. rartntlenent of n scIntril 1!. under ELIALVE! con sid
C' 'Olt"... or NI' I, Pori 1Fie oppart um!), Fa] full arid act Lye tribal part:cipatTr..311
in .urn cases. hut reco:nrnanii that in cases when, the Fax:retary inav need to close II
srholil for reasotti. of health. safety. or declining mirullnients. she Secretary shouldIver. the author ity fu ti*

It H proposes gr yr 1.)C1`F.3: fur the approval o! an applaalEon for Flit awarding or n
cniltr:tes or a Knott, fur a school To ensure that the funding af net. *entails duns OAF
adver...e:y affect ortiktine....--ehmils. we ccecaurnend ilt1k irtr, the applleatiou prtszess with
Cal r Nudge procere...

National C'ritrria for Dorrnitur) .1111%

rt.SOFK:t to &VV.-6:1)131E national rritrriii fur dornlc alt. 4itorditins. OM" concerns
are similn: to those we expressed with respect to the rai num 'cadent!: stfoillards
regarding timEng. retairling, study. and Given that the MA has already
putilislled Criteria for doern dory samitinils. we recommend tiring the phrA4e revi
SiOn Ut t'XIMi:ig criteria
ricildirs t'amitruction

section on facilities cont:Luction would require the Serretroy to subunit 11 p;anIo t',Irriuris: 1. 1991), to bring schno:ti up to health and Lirritty strindards
.tel to publish. within six tnantl..* of eneadmeru. reollotions to itAntall:ill priardiel.
Inc rhrxll ccirstroctirial This ser!ion outlinrs procedures required to close schaols.
!hut ctrl not Mr.1 health and safety NtillItlarck Vie sppe.;:t She intent of this sect inner Ihl' Pall. Mn1)5. cif our !Ai:limn. nn in need of ri?.14111r Uri d renovatinn to bring thVtra
Ult ICJ iniminimittarety and shindords.
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Fur MA c4tionls that arr tetil pO rak r i iy closed or conpulidnted, or programs of a WA
cit[xl that are to be etartailerl due to plant conditions that constitute an immediate
Inmand to health and safety. we recommend inelerIthoT provision; IPLIt2FriciR the de
velnpmem and iinplementation of a plan to e3I. ne continuity iii the seevices being
teeriVed by the affected student:::
Allotment Formula

The retie for the Sec retnry to conduct to study to detecniale Lino fermi-Lid:1y
of rtiniteing from is Weighted Student Unit [WS1:1 to a schexillinsed budget system is
very lion:Ling. We believe it tiarrnws ihr options for chunglng the fur rmtla 10 a pre-
determined outcome 41 SCh0O1-1121I;ed Vidgei. We recommend that the scope of the
study be rlexible enough to EIXeltOille priSS/blu optionu ir. addition to the school-
based budget.

The INopartrient oppose* special funding fen Richfield, Utah. au would be provided
by If 11. G. VIe should not tet n precedent in 9115 care by funding iho basic Op1:t
Atinnl; rti a public school. No °thou state hit: te,:ted nor. or requires berh payments

F,Choot district ret:eivs Julin50:1 11'Whdley Act IL I Le. Import Aid fielding as well
I' state lend!.
Ifiidget I't rparai ion and Submission

We oppose this se ctiun of F{ R. El brcaus it wrt:el :Liter the budge' preparation
itiLd bohn,ission prices arid. in doing so. underinin the authority of thr Secretary
of the biteoinr. It is inapprer 3; 4111! For :egisIntion that tansfers the Sectetary of the
interior's authority to determine the adrspacy of the Department of the interior's
budget ON it telalrg to the study to undertaken by the National Cktiter For

Stat :tit icti
/LI effect, the Secretruy of the Interior's author:iv to deterintne funding priorities

would he curtailed The Secretary of Education. who has Jai [nit hnrity Co administrr
Interior programs. would he recommending funetir.g. levels for tin, Department of the
interim without /93-"it'titiing crimmoting prior:tie::

The bill specifirtilly rervires. National Cente for Education Statislies to condact
the study- The. Secretary of the Interior should have the flexibility 10 ethexase the
beat qualified entity to conduct the siudy, althongti the Secretary may wish to con
duct NUV1) I) study in consultation with the. Stare 4Lry of I.:due:Won In ildelition, it is
unclear vIttet the phrFuor: "achieve academic find 14:4;i11Pulttill prOgrallrf. r:IPOOS. 'Phis
Phrase needs to be elariftcd.

With tE!gard to t1u' pirproscd Division 01 lludgett Antolybioi, further study ib needed
to determine whet crention of <e scpruote office would be beneficial. Given the
Inwitninum rind educi iors taking place in the Deppotinent. the creation Al

svth an office could only Lake plme by ,educing 111A pe:monneil elsewhere We
uppon including ti LlCh to preivisinn in law
Uniform Direct Fundiom and Support

With regard to uniifrnnt direct funding and support- the FY 199 budget :Hamitic;
language that would aDow funding to he lisuus3 on a prim year student count. We
recommend that burl, language be included in the authorizing language WP contin
tie In support the. broad geld of this language: To pi Sehool3 infuriontion as to
their funding level at the tvginning nl the school year. IL is Our :relent inn to contin
1:4 to work with grIbMit0 deteruthoe on appruprinte implementation method.

Merl
We nppoix the methes1 of payments us f;pecifiral in this, neettor: of II I?

I 1 uv posced bI1 recto i the A tu rook e two payment/. to grantees. It he cost on
July 1 and the FrecUr;c1 ty DPC.Prober lt. Funds would riot become available for ohligre

PI pay nit, Ili to grantee:: on 1hrlion tintil July !. It would not be_pexiiblro to make
mime tiny the funds are obligated. We recommend that the language be modified so
t but the July payment is made no later then July 30 of VIA, year.

The hill st FLIC.5 t he provisions of ttie ktrOFTIpt 13E1.yr:omit Act shall Ip I y to the
pryreicrlla rt:(111111!ti to be ruudi under t-ectsin 114Nal. The Prompt Pnyrnerit Act ap-
riiiiq: to rontracts for the acquisitiun of property or servier and afire enter,' The
provisions do not apply to grants. Prunipt payment it, twekel on the invoice date form-.

the coiltractrir for gends or servIces already rei[die,P41 or for prugrerA pay
cf:orite: nu a rnristructton contract. Grunt sr l000ls receive paymrnt in tidy/II:cc of pro-
viding the servire II upProling the [4clinol for a senieuter% the:rerun% they should
nut be entitled to receive intereA On paymmits tier tiervierso that have not yet hero
provided.

More poubleintdic. the Prompt Ftaynicni Art states that "Auncirs shall pay any
bite payment interest penal-lies out of uniutints made available try t:Ftrry out the pro-
gram for which the pc [Bitty t incurred This nicana that Schaal Operatiurei !buds
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111V the so n ree of ilitereNt puynieuts. therefore. it woulti octiusar to 11 por-
tion of lit Seinol Operations funds to pay interest 1.er/cities. intlirr IhELZ1 6.1011nUL
rots /11) uvailablr rnrids io eligib]e ti4:hrio'L The PrOnlpt Pityrnenz' Art dPer not :M-
I hori 7A' the 41.1.1propriaiori of add:1101181 /I 41141111t1A LI) pay penaltieu

LeCULL1111011L1 1Leirlinr; n is ovisian to ;he bill that would allow schoo: lxionis to
establish ciliary sehecl alas al her than 1.414' lAiinirtmonl of 1)efen FA: (1)01)1 yChexlalemlw :1.1.0irect of ISIA-opeliited who'll, The DOD puy creak! 41 113.1: r 1:1PC1 purboGe
mid we also txilirve all MA-Hrided schools need the flexibility to determine their
1)WL1 schedules.

Finally Mr. WP strongly Sup pu rt 4111111y Or the prursions of 11 H.0 and
the recently passed 21100 legislation. We Firmly behove that provisions of
11./{ 1i cart kW Mimi 1: more etiective inclinEng ui the leNs.slatinn ri statement of
PlarPose 1t'r requiring ,411 children and youth to Attend schrull We believe that lr ucei El Pit riCrt rrfou w and choral i provrment TtiquiTer. rr.nununst:ec Lk itd parcels to
Like Active. 7t:le in ',et tinA Ilea. t:OZ/IS for their schools mill children. Fru ludiar:
country, this discus.sion and debate wort fully involve tribal It! vernments EIS well as
communities livid parents. The hiiito7 of sciino reform in America illostentet, that
:Past reit:rills have faded ryer.thoi:0111;ey have. Seen worthwhile because Ctirr.muni
ties nod parents have not !leen meaningfully involved in the design n1 their local
4`1111C41tion ogran:s.

Thu, conclude!: ray prep:Lied L would 1>e happy; to answrr tiouV.ions
the Committee rimy ha. e

5 i
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provides the common ground for us to successfully work together toward
reaching our education goals.

Our basic requests of the Clinton Administration are:

1) We request a formal acknowledgement of the federal trust
responsibility for Indian and Alaska Native education from preschool
through postsecondary.

21 We request that the trust responsibility be embodied in policies and
funding proposals which will empower Native people to adequately plan and
direct education programs for their people, including programs for the
teaching of Native languages and other culturally relevant curricula, and
issuance of an Executive Order as requested by the tribal colleges.

31 We request that legislative proposals recognize, respect, and further
the roles of tribal governments, Indian organizations, and the BIA school
system.

-11 We request increased funding for BR schools and higher education
institutions and other Indian education programs.

Because of the sovereign status of Indian Tribes, the existence of a
federal Indian education system (BR schools and higher education
institutions), and the large body of Indian law, it requires constant vigilance
and also consultation with those affected to design legislative and other
proposals which are legally and culturally appropriate.

IsibAlitsivjuseatacarian. The government-to-government
relationship between the Federal and Tribal governments is a Constitutional
relationship, and the U.S. recognizes 533 Indian and Alaska Native
governments. Tribal governments are separate from State governments, and
are not subsets of them. Many federal statutes provide for direct funding to
tribal governments so that Tribes can design and administer their own
programs. Among activities undertaken by tribal governments are the
administration of their own police departments, courts, schools, health
facilities. social service programs, and the development and enforcement of
environmental and other codes. Many of these are programs formerly run by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian Health Service, but now
administered by Tribes under the authorities of the Indian Self-
Determination and Education Assistance Act (P.L. 93-638) and the Indian
Education Act of 1988 (P.L. 100-297). Tribally chartered boards now- administer
88 BIA-funded elementary and secondary schools and 24 tnbal colleges.

Tribal governments administer an array of education programs--
Johnson O'Malley, Head Start, Child Care and Development Block Grant,

55
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Adult Education, vocational education, and scholarships - Additionally,
Indian parent committees have direct input into the Indian Education Act
program in public and BIA schools, and tribal governments have a statutory
role in the Impact Aid program. Many tribes, with community input, have
developed tribal education codes and standards. Tribes and tribal colleges are
active in development of curricula which embodies Native languages, tribal
history, tribal government and other courses of study specific to the unique
needs of their communities.

The Administration's Proposals Have Not Taken Tribes
Into A -coo t The Administration's legislative proposals for education have
not been sufficiently sensitive to the legal status of Indian Tribes nor of the
existence of the Bureau of Indian Affairs school system. This has left us in
the position of having to rely solely on Congress to amend legislation to
address our concerns, the outcome of which yields mixed results. To the
extent that legislation has already been proposed by the White House, we ask
for the Administration to support legislative changes which will further our
principles of tribal self-determination and community-based education.

.An an example, the school reform. the elementary and secondary
education reauthorization, and the school-to-work bills drafted by the
Administration would place greatly increased emphasis on state plans and
state responsibility with little or no accommodation or proposed
involvement of tribal governments or the BIA school system. These and
other bills carry the constant themes of development of state plans, setting of
state standards, review and comment by states on local plans, and funding for
State Educational Agencies and for Local Educational .Agencies but not for
Tribes or BLA schools. And under the guise of a streamlining process, the
Administration has proposed to eliminate some of the education
accountability systems which Indian people had worked long and hard to
obtain, such as a tribal grievance procedures under the Impact Aid law and

Indian parent committee signoff on Indian Education Act applications. These
bills as proposed by the Administration simply miss the mark with regard to
our goals of tribal self-determination and community-based education for
Indian and Alaska Native people. We have, and continue, to work with
Congress to add provisions to these bills to include tribal government and

MA school involvement and funding eligibility.

Because Tribal governments are legally distinct from States
governments, it is not appropriate for state standards and evaluations to be
imposed on reservation-based schools. Federally-funded education programs
need to allow room for tribal involvement. Tribes need federal funding to
help develop tribal departments of education which can engage in more
developmental work and put them in better positions to negotiate or enter
into agreements with state and local governments.

3116
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Funding. Despite the fact that we are in very tight budgetary times, the
Administration has a special obligation, based on the U.S. trust responsibility
toward Indian Tribes and on the financial need in Indian country, to make
funding of Indian education a priority.: This Administration has proposed
major financial increases for selected programs and initiatives including
Head Start, Chapter 1, Goals 2000, School-to-Work, and Even Start. We do
not disagree with emphasis on these programs, and indeed, Indian and
Alaska Native people will benefit from such increases. But we must not
overlook the fact that the Federal Government funds a school system for
Indian children. It is financially responsible for 184 elementary and
secondary schools and dormitories which serve 45.000 students on 63
reservations in 23 states and for a system of 29 tribal college and BIA
postsecondary institutions. These elementary and secondary schools struggle
with less money per student, with less money per transportation mile, and, by
and large, with poorer facilities than public schools:. Likewise, public schools
on Indian reservations. which lack a viable tax base, are in desperate need of
facilities construction funds. Proper facilities are an important part of a
student's learning environment.

The reservation-based tribal colleges operate on per student
expenditures which are much less than funding provided to other federal
higher education institutions or the per student amount spent by other

the pertent of tndsan 7n-7'e be:ow the poverty Ione Is 22. whsch
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colleges? Tribal college facilities are generally hodgepodges of trailers and

converted buildings that most colleges would not consider appropriate. And
while the tribal colleges are serving students who probably would not have
pursued higher education had it not been for their presence, and have
enviable success records concerning college completion and job attainment

'they are not able to reach anywhere near their potential due to lack of

adequate funding. As mentioned above, we ask that the Administration
issue the Executive Order requested by the tribal colleges, so that they may

more easily access various federal agency monies.

We need to keep in mind that the demographics of the Indian and

Alaska Native population is very different than the national norm. While
student populations for most schools have declined or stabilized, the Indian

population is young and fast-growings. The Administration needs to submit

budgets which are worthy of the school system for which it is directly

responsible. including construction of school facilities. Budget cut proposals

should. at minimum, exclude Indian education and health programs, as they

provide direct basic services to Indian and Alaska Native people.

Cultural aril Other bctraImp,1 t Ft_cSc,autan. Of paramount

importance to Indian and Alaska Native people is that education be culturally

appropriate and that it reflect our history Our survival as Native peoples is

inexorably linked to preservation of our languages. One of the National

Indian Education Goals established by the Department of Education's Indian

Nations at Risk Task Forte is that by the year 2000 all schools will offer Native

students the opportunity to maintain and develop their tnbal languages=.
Our survival as Native peoples is also dependent upon our ability to freely
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exercise our religions, and we strongly support enactment into law this yearof comprehensive amendments to the American Indian Religious Freedom
Act toward this end.

As proposals are put forward related to health, substance abuse,
counselling, family preservation, social services and other matters which
have an impact on a child's ability to become educated, we ask that you keep
in mind the rightful role of tribes and the BIA school system. The
Administrations health care reform bill, for instance, proposes school-based
health clinics, but as currently written, BIA schools would not be eligible for
assistance for such clinics. In the area of social services, we ask your active
support for pending legislation (Ii.R. 4162) which would provide a direct
allocation of funding to tribal governments under the Title XX Social Services
Block Grant. State and territorial governments, but not tribal governments,
receive this funding, most of which is used for child welfare services.

We reiterate our desire to have a closer partnership with the Clinton
Administration on education matters, and know we we each have much to
offer the other. We should seize the opportunity provided by the high profile
which education currently occupies on the nations agenda to help Indian
and Alaska Native people address their own education needs.
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ASTACIRMENF

SUMMARY OF NSA R.ECOMMENIDATIONS Ohl ESEA MADE IN THE MAY 4, 1994 TESTLMONY

BEFORE THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON NOLAN AFFAIRS

Request an Administration listening conference on Indianeduotton.

Bureau of birth', Affairs Education I
Support provisions m H It_ 6 regarding study of aneeds-based budget for BIA schools.

Support provision in H.R. 6 regarding the submission by the NCESof a BLA education budget.

Support provision ur H R 6 regarding establishment of a division of budget analysis in 01EP.

Support provision in H. R. 6 which would deem BIA hinds to be considered as non-federal

funds for purposes of BIA schools matching requirements.

Support addition of a Is weight for the ISEF formula for Native language programs

Support designation of personnel in 01EP to coordinateadult education services.

Indian Education Act.
Oppose provision in H R.6 regarding state review of Indian Education Act applications

Support provision m H.R. a which maintains thefellowship program as a scholarship

program for students. as opposed to an institution-based program.

Request tha . the administration of the fellowship program be contracted out.

Request that the ITAC centers be reauthenzed.

Request authonty for tnbes to apply for and administer LEA formula grant funds when LEAs

do not apply for them.

Request new grant program for tribes and tnbal organizations to develop education codes. to

coordinate education programs. to provide support services to schools, and to provide child-find

screening services for pre-school aged children.

Require parent committee approval for the use of IRA funds for schoolwide protects. require

that the school have a specified percentage of Indian students before !FA funds could be used for a

schoolwide pi-elect. and require that the schocilwide protect be consistent with the purposes of the lEA.

Support the provisions in H.R. n which require service payback for TEA fellowships and EPD

fiandtg

Support the comprehensive Indian education plan
required of IRA applications in H R. 6 but

ask that it be amended to allow utilization of tribal school reform. academic and assessment standards

(input Ant
Support funding diAnbution formula in H R. 6.

Request retnstatement of tnbal grievance procedure (H.R. ti would eliminate at

Request auction/anon for seht -I construction and the development of a systemic school

construction program for public schools un Indian reservations.

Oiltricu Al Education
Support the prevision m H R 6 which would provide preference for applications' hich

promote pronciency m English and another kulguige

SIC)
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Support provision in H.R. P which would authonze grants for the development publication
and chs.serrunauan of instructmnal materials for Native Axnencan. Native Hawaiian and other
languages for ',inch instructional matenals are not readily available.

Support provision in H R 6 which would require that readers of grant applications have
expertise in Native languages

Support provision m H R.6 which would broaden eligibility (or grants by including brlally-
sanctroned enr.tee which serve et:is:at:en purposes

Support the exemption in H R 6 tor Indian applications from the requirement that there be
SEA renew or bilingual appinations

Succor! the provisions m the Findings section regarding federal responsibility for provision
oi et:float:on :or Native people and the statement acknowledging the snportant role of a child s nativelanguage a the a.r:.mg process

Prcp-e Sat Indian Alaska Native languages have the same status with regard to the
Bilingtta: program as does Sparash .n Puerto :tiro

Ln adamon a sgpcortmg the reatithonzation in the LEA of the ensting e Indian education
technical 3V-tarce c.:nten, we support retention or he prooisions in H.R. 6 which would make the
frays me teatnternants of the proposed new comprehensive technical assistance centers.

rererences that service be provided to tnbes and BIA schools.
preterence :or fording app:azations for comprehensive canton servmg Indian students to

consortia thdt ::.!ode Indian educaton agences and garuzanons.
the requirement that the :omprehensne :enters maintain staff expertise in meeting the needs

of &khan. Asi,ka Name. and Carne Hawauan children
the prevision that at least as many resources now being devoted to the Indian education

test:goo, assistance centers be prov:disi i tbe new comprehensive centers.
-- the provision that the BLA to considered a state for purposes of serang BIA-system schools

throuch the Nat :nnal Diffusion Network

ECtaLE...dtw.atzOnal .Venoi ;T:anitU211

t-upport amending the denruten ci LEA to ensure that BLA schools are considered LEAs for
ail rederal :uniting purposes. except where the stature makesexpress provision for their funding rli R.
6 would BIA schools as LEAs for purposes of Department of Education discrehonar grant
pregtarst ordv

Support the pro. ratan H R maintains the allocation of Chapter I funds for
BLA cchool- and Temtones .The Adaumstraton has proposed to lower this to an unknown amount of
up to '

Re..ntet.t eint.btlity for BIA schnsls for Charge- I Concentration .:rants

Support pro; atom at HE 6 which require more Chapter 1 emphasis on cen mg
children who,e Native language s not Englisn

1/4LIP'.LiriliknicA
R -: -:vat authorization tor a pre-school piled and talented demonstration protect

R..1...no t t.asthitax sty tut an Indian Coated and Talented Academy
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NATIONAL INDIAN EDUCATION ASSOCIATION /

UAND DEL:WAY

May 9. 1994

The lionoraole lanais: S. :row e. Chairman
Senate Committee on :ndten Affairs
831 Pert Senate -;f -e Bcrldinc
Washington. r 4,

re. :r.dtan Technical Assistance Centers

;ear Chatrzan Inouye:

STRSE" NW SD "E sit
as.. DC 2n:nd

CriSasid'!

l'n:s letter Is helmc submitted in response to your request
made at the May 4 hearing before your Committee for more
information abort the purpose and need for the six regional Indian

Technical Assistance Centers II7ACs;. That request was made in

response to the National Indian Education Association's testimony
that the ITAqs should be maintained as free-standing centers.

Cur view is that the Indlan education centers should be

retained because :hey provide. through :ndran and Alaska 1.:srive

organrzat:ons. 41esis-sas *nista:we ta Indian schools and

ergaritzatitbs. --,hes parent commtteces, tribal colleges and
other insf,cmons ci h:cher education. This type of assistance
is not envisiened in the technical assistance titles in the

pending elementary and secondary education bills. S. 1511 would

For:vide en servings Li Indian tribes. Indian organisations, parent
agatteed or tribal caliappaa. S. 1513 certainly dues not
envieben a technical assistance center staff person literally

going to a school and wcrkicg with teachers and administrators.
something the 1TACs new routinely do. In fact. the Department of

iducat:om s Request fmr Prmpcsa2s for She campetftive bidding for

Ire :MAC contracts stares tnaz sty tenons not done on-site
through telephone/ most to ,ast:fied on the yz-ounds than an

on-site was not necessary. We would. however, support

statl.tor5( or other requirements that the Indlan centers and the
proposed new cations: !renters csordinate and work cooperatively.

We as the: tilt letter be made part of the o" ^el hearing

rectri
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Statutory Authority. The ITACs are authorized under Section
932) le) of the Indian Education Act of 1988 (P.L. 100-297) as
amended by P.L. 100-427 (102 stat. 1603). They are funded through
the Department of Education's Office of Indian Education, and
their appropriation is in the Interior and Related Agencies
Appropriations Act.

Statutory Mandate The statutory Mandate of the ITP.Cs is to:

provide information to LEAs. including BIA schools, Indian
tribes. Indian organizations, and parent committees, with regard to
strategies and techniques in evaluation that determine program
effectiveness and ob,edtivo aeseosrent of student educational
needs.

provide technical assistance, upon request, to IS-As including BIA
schools. Indian tribes, Indian organizations, Indian institutions.
and parent committees Sr. program planning. development. management.
implementation, and evaluation through materials and psi sonnel
resources, and

coordinate, develop and disseminate information. upon request, to
the parties described ,nave. concerning all Federal education
programs affecting the education of Indian children and adults,
including inforration on successful practices, medals and prefects
designed to meet the special educational needs of Indian children.
and inforration on Indsar. adult education.

ITAC LocaLt40.6. Listed below are the locations of the ITAC
centers, and other information about them.

ITAC Contractor N Y
8991sT CSATLASMOPtudentg

rY1993
Funding

Center I ORBIS Associates 158 57.295 5 447 501
Washington, Pk

Center It United tubes T UCZ 231 51,223 I 486,:C.
Collegn. RIsrark. NU

Center III Gonraga Univers..ti 186 49.900 5 :16.00:
Spokane, WA

Center IV NITRO 105 129,130 5 345.000
Tempe. AZ

Center V AZ:el' Inc Research
a Zee., Norman, nn

center VI cask Inlet Tribal Cnal

328 61,000

47 25,800

a 173,000

5 130.000
Anzhorags, AX

6 Cout,ors 6 AwARDS 1,265 394,748 $2,269,000

These are Fiscal Yea: -in from the National Advisory Co.:no:: on
Indian Fazcat:::..
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Work of the /TACs. The ITACS were established over 12 years

ago in response to needs demonstrated by education programs
serving American Indian and Alaska Native people- The purpose of

the Centers has been and continues to be provision of training and

technical assistance to schools, Tribes, and Indian organizations
serving Native students. the ITACs have been able to help schools

and educational institutions in areas including:

focussing on a holistic approach toward addressing the

needs of Native students, including holistic counseling

approaches;

development of culturally-based instructional materials for

teaching and tutoring;

employment of manipulative math and other research-based

learning techniques in classroom instruction and tutoring:

development of year=long courses of supplemental study

using cultural Curriculum resources developed with the Mee;

development of partnerships among Indian parents, parent

communities and community members to actively involve them in

education;

supporting efforts of state and tribal departments of

education to address Native education concerns;

planning /EA projects and development of evaluation

components for them;

Following the intent of the Indian Education Act, the six

TFACs serve Indian people 'where they reside.- Accordingly, they

arc specifically situated to be accessible and responsive to the

remote American Indian and Alaska Native populations. They are

unique in this regard. The rural isolation of many Tribes. Native

communities and schools serving Native students requires a

regionalized approach or technical assistance that is focused

exclusively on the broad spectrum of Native education programs.
The establishment of Megacenters is not likely to take this into

consideration.

The six /TACs are the only federal technical assistance

centers to offer assistance to grantees and parent committees in

the complex task of designing programs and completing

comprehensive application requirements. Because funds go directly

to local school districts without any intermediary agency
oversight or assistance, schools rely heavily on the ITACs for

operation and project design information. This task is unique to

these centers and outside the scope of the Megacenter concept.

It is important to point out that the ITAC staff members

address needs beyond those tf the Indian Education Act. The
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Centers exercise Indian preference in hiring for positions and
staff members are required to have knowledge and proficiency in
many areas of education programming which affect Indian people on
the federal, state, tribal and local level. Since Indian parent
committee members frequentli serve on Johnson O'Malley committees
as well as IEA committees, expertise is required to assist them.
Likewise, IEA project managers often are managing JOM programs and
IEA programs.

Unlike other Department of Education programs, i.e. Chapter
One and Bilingual Education, IEA projects are locally-based, need-
driven programs which are designed at the local level and not
prescribed in federal regulatory authority. Activities are
locally designed as arc objectives and evaluation plans. There is
no singular path to follow, no prescribed curricula, no singular
measurement of success. This unique flexibility allows for
creation, innovation and coordination of resources beyond the
scope of other federal programs.

Again, thank you for your interest in the work of the Indian
Technical Assistance Centers. Please let us know if we can
provide any further information regarding the ITACs

Enclosed is a newsletter of the Center 1 Indian Technical
Assistance center.

Enclosure

Sincerely.

6-

Ja4
?hit baird
President

9 :i
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NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON INDIAN EDUCATION

Surems by

Robert K. Chiago
EseCu toe Director

Oil

Fiscal Year 1995 Request for
the National Ads son Council on Indian Education

May 4. 1994

\Ir Chairman and Members it the Committee:

I IA1%11 ro cyres, ..pprecueltht tor lx:mg its ted to appear Isefore this distinguished
so:nun:tee to present kfannom pertaining to the reauthorization of the Indian Education Act and
IIle of other pros loon,. of the I:It:men:ars and Secondary Education Act of 1965
chichi inns :Mee: Indhin children and adults.

I:c er since the LIM r- niliortewon of the I.IemenDr) and Secondars Education Act of
:965. the National Ads our) council on Indian Education t NACIEJ has been making
recommeno.naths 6 6:Lb ate penmen( to the current reauthorization of the act. The majority of
these reauthorization recommendations arc contained in our 19th Annual Report to the Congress.
copw, of this report wen; [1:41' limbed In es en member of Congress prior in the end of the last
tissal sear We find that., feu of our recommendations are reflected in the II. R. 6 version of the
Indian I dm-alum Act. One sin it recommendation is the Comprehensoe Program Required under
hection o10411, p 6Ineh requires that applications submitted under Ins section include a program
ican lit income die needs of Ii di an chadren in the local educational agency. including language
and culturei need.

other NACU recommendations incorporated into II.R.6 include: removing the
%wain:men( th.it N\(11 ins mss Ms:Jen:mar% grant apphcations: the inclusion of a service
,, , ligation or pasha:if requirement for the Indian tellobship and Professional Development
programs. and the re. 011111101(1.1t[011 ill remose "other organired group- from the definition of

Ramer than resielk Ail In [Ile reauthorization recommendations made in our previous
annual reports to the Conm-ess. I .1111 herein reacting to the H.R. 6 ersami of the Indian Education
fat end It ns other pros is o s ct 11:ii max e an atteet on the education of American Indians
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The National Advisory Council on Indian Education recommends a modification to the
stated purpose of the Indian Educat Set in Section 6002. We recommend that the statement
of purpose include provisions for the physical and emotional education related needs of American
Inthans and Alaska Names to be written as follows:

Sec. 6002. PURPOSE.

(n) Purpose - II is the purpose of this title to support the efforts of local educational
agencies, Indian tribes and organizations, post secondaz institutions, and other entities
to meet the plusical. emotional, special education and culturally related academic needs
of American Indians and Alaska Natives. so that they can achieve to the same
challenging, State performance standards expected of all students.

Specific provisions for meeting the physical and emotional needs of American Indians and
Alaska Natives as well as-their special education and culturally related educational needs would
provide tor a more holistic- approach to learning It IS our understanding that unless specifically
inemioned in the law.. educational programs which provide sonic focus on the physical and
emotional educational needs of Indian students may not be allowed.

NACIE is opposed to the amendments made in Section 6102 which change front 10 to 20
the [(vat educational agene vhy,hilnc requirement for the minimum number of enrolled Indian
children needed for a formula gram program, Likewise the Council is opposed to increasing a
local educational agency's total mmimum Indian enrollment from 10 to 25 percent for a program
under this section. 'Fins would disqualif 13 local education agencies currently receiving grants.
NACIF is also opposed to the estaMishinem of a minimum grant amount. The establishment of
a minimum grant amount would eliminate 41 projects currently operating under the $4.000
threshold ur (NUM: that they hecome part of a consortium of local education agencies. The
proposal to establish a minimum threshold goes the impression That it is being done for the
admmistranse commence tit the Office of Indian Education and not to meet the educational
reeds of American ladian and Alaska Native students.

A subsection should Ix. added to Section 6102 to Arm Indian tribes to be eligible to apply
for Pan A Grants II the local education agency does not intend to do so.

NACIE supports Ser11011 010-1(11) wth some slight modifications. Subsection (01(3) should

he amended 10 Mehl& "undfundc"aaer the . surd 'puler:tins' Section 6104(b)(2)(B)(3) would
he written as follow s:

explains haw Federal. !awe, and local programs and finals, especially under Title 1 of
this trill meet the needs of such students.

Section 610401, should be amended to onl require that the application be submitted to the
Mate educational agenc) It should not require that comments on the application trout the State
education agency be the applIC:111011 a hreh the local educational agency submits to

97
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the Secretary. Such a requirement could delay the application, and force an unnecessary burden

on the state. The proposed subsection (2) should be eliminated and replaced with the following:

If at least 50 percent of the !Sian students seised by the localeducational agency are

members of a single tribe, or are members of a consortium of tribes, that the local
educational agency shall provide an opportunity for the tribe, or from consortium of
tribes to comment on the application before it is submitted to (he Secretary.

Such a provision would prin. ide for better program coordination since many Indian tribes

operate educational programs for the same Indian students served by the local education agency.

This would also facilitate Mc idea of partnerships. and the involvement of Indian tribes as

partners.

Any reference made to "other organized group" should be deleted from the Indian

I:OucailM Ad. While it is deleted iron) the definition of Indian in section 6601(0A) it is still

referred to in sections 61060m I 6106(b)( In): 6106 an(2): 6106(c)(2): and 6106(e). Any
reference made to the child's parents or erandparenr. for purposes of program eligibility should

also be deleted from the act Section 6 106 contains such references. It is NACIE's position that

a prerequisite for living an Indian is Itt be a member of an Indian tribe, and that only self-

gm crimp entities. nameh Indian tribes and bands: Eskimo. Aleut. or other Alaska Native

Villages. hinds. or tribes can define their membership. and that only members of these self-

gmen»ng entities should h: eh.ible for services under the Indian Education Act. The definition

proposed in I I.R. b tai Section 6601 is much too broad. It erodes the powers of self-governing

entities to determine their ow n membership by including in the definition of "Indian". a
descendent. in the lint or second degree, or on individual described in subparagraph (A).

These indg.iduals may or teas not be considered members hs the tribe in question and only the

mix ',mu Id lune the author t> to make this determination.

31c are also concerned about the federal acceptance of unrestricted state recognition of

inks or services under tederal programs such as the Indian Education Act. NACIE does

not ItUt-S11011 the COSMIC,: of legitimate slate recognized lilt or hands. many of which have a

historic a' relationship w ith states. their members may retain some semblance of tribal identity

m64111). language and culnuc. Unrestricted state recognition. howeCr, could

tic tic tint splainable distortion1/4 to the definition of Indian. To exemplify this predicament

o 'Wit thit m 1990. the Coitus counted 4.987 Indians in the state of Alabama betveen the ages

of Ind Is slide 1 1.385 Indian students were counted for purposes of the Indian Education Act

Suopart I program during the same year. These students generated $I .3 million for public

01°Ith in Alabama during that !car. but to Say that these funds were used to educate only

\BR rain Indian and Alaska Name students is questionable.

Ac ou are aware. the CCIISLIS Department's WOW for determining ethnicity is self-
nknut imam which would w-em to be the most liberal method tor defining who is Indian. Stale

tato at -tribes- can be accomplished in set eral ways such as by executive order,

nit orpor it on. and 11101tIgh the passage of state laws_ We recommend that the federal government
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establish minimum standards or at least the passage ot a state Ian for the federal acceptance of
state recognized tribes.

We are pleased and relined that the Indian Fellowship Program Is 'gain included in N.R.
lowever. to our dismay the Department of Education has decided to select high scoring Indian

Fellowship applicants from 1993 (or awards in 1994. This decision was made by the Department
nithout consultation with our Council. We object to this decision. In addition. tie do not believe
that the method being used the Department of Education to select applicants for awards is
consistent null the Code of Federal Regulations ICERL In particular. 34 ('FR 263.12 which
specifies the method M. ss hick fellonshy applications are to be evaluated. Since 34 CFR 263.8
requires that the applicant submit his or her most current if ani.cripts. and since the most current
transcripts of last sears applicants mas base changed. it nould appear that the "official academic
record" uouldalso change. It is our sins that any changes to the official academic record would
sequin a re-esaluatton 01 all applications being ecnsulered for purposes of proper scoring and
ranking. The Department does not agree that a new competition of applications is necessary asdiscs this Council it also appears that the decision to not solicit applications this year oats

anIICIIIMIOD 01 net. !el:who:on Nille passed that eliminated r . Indian (Ohm ship program
,wigethei No nest an aids in 15193 smith: haw phased out am continuation applications one year

earner.

\\ tide tie yitgpott inu,t1.1; Park G and C of the Indian lititIC:111011 : \t I In I1. R. 6. ne do
not support the elimination id the Indian Technical Assistance Centers i ITACsh We view the
cillnillat1011 of the Indian Toiletsal Assistance Centers as the possible beginning of a trend to
eliminate all Indian specific programs under the guise that hers ice integration %timid result in
better and more comprebensise wen ices tor all. Section 3806 of II R 6 creates categorical
cducanon centers Marie it eliminates Indian Technical Assistance Centers. Par of the reason the
Congress passed the Indian Lducation Act 'sat to remedy the consequences of past Federal
policies toward Indian nations I hthl these consequences are remedied. the need for Indian
specific programs. mduJinr Indian Assistance Centers. should remain m order to
pros ide assurances that Intl its are retels mg equitable federal educational services.

When the Department ot Education was created. the position of Commissioner of
Lducation stas eillthilaiCti And In the minds of many, elesated to the lesel of Secretary of
I dui-anon. Since that time. NACI I: has been recommending that the Director of the Office of
Indian LER:30M report directly to the Seereors of Education .coed the Deputy
imunissioner of Indian I dm anon had pro must) reported to the Commissioner of Education.

CALIF again recommends that the posmoo of DIE Director he des wed to a Its el commensurate
nab that of Assistant Seaetars or. I IL%P1 to ales el equal m stature as is the position of Director
ot ze SIitl e al Rthr 'al l dusanoi. and Mlitairit'" language Affairs 0131:141 -Al.

Con-owls. the Dimon' in the office of Indian 1.ducanon Is a career appointee in the
senior FACCUlne Seri. ne itihSi Hetrillinleni and SeleClitill nit the OIL director must be in
hail-thou sod) the Code ol I edehd Itegulamins gosenung the selection of nil:MIMS in the career
Annim Fseentise Senn e Al SI I )sirtng recent Wart:hes. Personnel Alanagetnent Services has
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estencled an utvtumon rn the Chairman ni NACIE to serve on the three person Executive
Resources Board (ERB). The other nso members of the ERR are already members of the career
SES. NACIE's primary involsemern in the process has been to identify three nominees from the
list of candidates referred to it by the ERB, and submit a rank ordered list for the position to the

Secretary of Education. The Director is not in the normal sense a political appointee. Duc to
s:WIE s unique involvement in the search process, the OIE Director is not appointed in the same
runner ac ssould be other members of the career Senior Executive Service. This creates a

dilemma cal sorts. To summanie. the Director is recruited by the Department of Education.
nominated by NACIE. appointed by the Secretary of Education, and reports to the Assistant

Scant in tor Henn:mars and Secondary Education. Through all of this. the OIE Director is a

insinixr of the career Senior Ex curse Nen ice. This process has been confusing, is most always

d/lascd out does not make sense fflt would be better if it were all political to nature, in which

Law N Wit would he responsth e Mr recruitment and nomination. with the Director being
ippritnitd In and reporting to the Secretary of Education. If i; is nut to be a political position.
Iwo it should be esclusn els non-pohtical and a career SES position only. This means that

\ \ should not he mittset( in the proce at all. A review of the tenure of past OIE Directors
It iris s o ts that st 11th the position was political tw Inch was when the position was known as the

!hoots ( oininissioner (0 the rite .)f Indian Education in the old Office of Education) it was

kid 10 i Irlager pent xt OT met its POWIC:111% appointed Directors than It was by acting directors.
\tat ii Pve one a saucer SI s position_ amine directors have held the positron longer than

pirpripoll eats:tors.

the respons,b,:thes In IJ1E Duet tor are at least equal to those of the Director of
OBI Sil \ In atli1111011 To hone tepoasible for administering the Indian Education Act and
Kstlopmp policies in the thlise to I lememars and Secondary Education. the OIE Director has

IMF 1 (lap car mental responsP)thoes as mdicaied by SCCItOnS W501thltni('1 and ID) respectively as
tfrovv

«atrdinate lite development of policy and practice for all programs in the Department
n taunt; to Indian penults:

mtot the .-icsournr Secretary of the Office of Educational &wealth and Improvonent

in Went ifvine research (Mottles related to (he education of Indian persons;

\n ilicrmoise cle),iong the positiop of DIE Director would he to reassign these illtra-

tIvp Krug responahtliatts to the vostanl Sear:tar) for Elementary and Secondary Education.
Inn won.), Clow for rcspoilv:Iltlat to be ettilimensurate pull autilorit.

I v National Athitor% (bunch oil Indian I ducation %sac created by the Congress of the

nned\'ats muter the Irdi.in I ducanon Ail l'UllITC law 92-3ISi. on June 23. 1972. The Indian

I rita. Won \ el has been reauttlowed the limes strut the but such action in 1985. wider Public

I its list 2o11. 11111e Air is Li:fiends ndergoni,) ifs out: reauthorization. Section o502 of II.R.
t. ss ill rIr is :calls reduse the tholes of NAC111. The following comparison shows the Council's

irrtit w sot :nand:tied :mistions and the protprivett lantelital> tinder

I I' 0
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COMPARISON OF NACIE MANDATES, PUBLIC LAW 100-297 and H.R. 6

Public Lan 100.297

I. Ads hes the Sternal-) of Education nigh n,pect
to the administration !including the des elopment
of regulations and administrathe practice. and
pokiest of an vagrant in ninth Indian children
or adults participate nr from nhich tires can
benefit. and math miner to adequate funding of
such programs and In include r..1 ice to the
Suntan of Education regarding the meaning of
the term "Indian" as set forth in section 535101
43( the Indian I:thermion Ace of 1955:

j.

Res tens applka Sons for assistance under time
Indian Education of IONS. and main
revommendations to tlw Neat-tars nab retie! to
their a pprmal:

saltiatt. proerams and protects car ritel out
uncicr ans program of the Department of
Education in .hirh Indian chddrun nr adults can
pa et lanai or from ninth the, can bentril. and
dissemina ins the roults 9r such ealuallons;

4 Proud. technical assistant, to total education
;inclines and to 111111.111 admailonal iteencith
rasing inns. and organirallon to assist them en

improem2 the education of Indian t [Mitten:

5 Asfil the ecrehirt in deliloping criteria and
regulations for the athilinistr.inall and etaluation
of grants made under the Indian Ellin-anon Act
of 1955:

6. Sidalitht0 the strrtian a as. of iminillen for the
position of the Director of the Office of Indian
fitlikillitM a hones er a ,cranes mice, es. from
whir h the Secret:10 makes his a ppOlnlinvilt in
acrOnLITICe s. nil section 534111m1i or the Indian
li(111/.111011 5a nr 1 995:

.thhthil In the Unn0rr,"" Lure thin 4,15r 3II 01
each Sear a report nn its in Me.. flinch skill
include ars hriliton n 310 dram

.a n fur literal
ishICatnin programs rat ninth Indian ihildren and
admits partesepare. ne ft nth nInds Pits can
bent fit. and dairymenn of the Coattail's
las 11131101.1lions 10 the 'steer tan nob resent( to
the funding (fans stub mot:rams.

101

11.11.6

\ tl% or the Stereo.) oil die funding and
.idEllinis1011011 inch:ding die destlopairm of
tegulannits and or administrative [Killen, and
phiethies. of ails 'migrant. abiuding prograuts
under dui ntk. for Si ich die Sec retaty is
responsible and in nitich Indian Cliddrcil 01 adults
pant:irate et from yamh dies call htherili

Medd ithannencaidaitines to the Seta out) for filling
die Dirthant n poi inn sthencscr a sa:ancs recurs
um midi position. and

Submit Is int Corinth, to hale ni razie Sear a
resit on tit 4.11. mesa mlu.11 .ball in.lude

AI Ails reaninmendatinns n tiads appropriate for
die inintioconent or Federal education prorarns iii
ninth Indult sliddr;ii or adult- participate. ot from

dies can hentlit. and

dim Mitt resister m We
pndmg rat .u+ sn.h plogrsian

tib
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The language i 6 could reduce the number of NACIE's duties from seven to three. The
remainma dunes include providing advice to the Secretaryy making recommendations to the
Secretary for filling the position of Director of the Office of Indian Education, and submitting an
annual report to the Congress. We agree with and support the elimination of the duty to review'
discretionary applications for assistance under the Indian Education Act. NACIE should.
however, review federal contract specifications and make recommendations to the appropriate
Secretary with respect to their content when such contracts have a direct impact on the education
of Indians. The provision requiring the Secretary of Education to select the OIE Director from
a list of NACIE nominee' would he eliminated as well. Whether or not t1 should be reinstated
would he contingent on whether the position of OIE Director is to be political or career. We do
not agree with the elimination of those other duties targeted for elimination in H.R. 6. In fact,
we recommend that NACU.. a responsibilities be expanded to pros the advice to the Secretary of
Interior as sell as to the Secretary oh Education. We also recommend dun NACIE serve as a data
colleemm center for all federal Indian education programs.

31 this unit'. I scald ike oi make sonic comments on other pros morn of 11.R. b. For
IttPOSCS 01 better soordination tat programs. a is re.commended that the local education agency
it considered an eiteible 'bud am-mit:ice area tot Indian students under Section 1 113 of

We nvommend that the tribal Lomplamt procedure ahuh is based on the special
relationship e..n .ind the l'imcd States be reinserted into the lay.. This should
tie reinserted as Section ilk 5 lie complaint procedures u (mid be written as
tollssss

any min% or in doience, which has students in attendance at a local education agency
MU. in ifs his cretins and with regard to the requirement% of any other provision of
the hoe, file a written comphiint with the Secretary regarding any action of a local
educational agency taAen puritan! M. or relevant to, the requirements of subparagraph
(11) of this paragniph.

Itithin ten wiahina days faun receipt of the complaint. the Secretary shall -

(ICS:lip:01 (I Mlle and place for a hearing oao the maven relating ai the complaint at a
location in clime pratimay to the local educational agency involved, or. if the Secretory
damnifies that Mere is good muse, at sonic other location convenient to both the tribe,
or its (IC5(1:flee, and the local educational agency;

doh:note a hearing examiner to conduct the hearaig; and notify Ow affected tribe or
tnbel and the local educational agency involved of the tam% place, and nature of die
beanie and tend copies if fhe complaint In the local educational agency and the
affected tribe or tribe..

1n2
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The hearing shall be held within Miry days of the designation of a hearing examiner
and shall he open to the public. A record of the proceedings shall he established and
maintained.

The complaining tribe, or its designee, and the local educational agency shall be entitled
to present evidence on matters relevant to the complaint and to make recommendations
concerning the appmpriate remedial actions. Each patty to the hearing shall bear only

own costs in the proceeding.

Within thirty dap of the completion of the hearing, the hearing examiner shall, on the
basis of the record, maker written findings of foci and recommendations concerning
appropriate remedial actions (if any) which should be taken. The hearing examiner's
findings and recommendations, along with the hearing record, shall be forwarded to the
Secretary.

Within thirty days of his receipt of the findings, recommendations, and record, the
Secretary shalt on the ham of the recorrd make written determination of the appropriate
remedial argon, tins. to he when by the local CdUallz.011 agency, the schedule for
completion of the remedial action, and the reasons for his decision.

(Pon compleuon a., In. final determination, the Secretary shall pnwide the complaining
tribe. cr its designee. and the hard educational agency with copied of the hearing record,
the hearing cvarniner's findingi and recommendations, and the Secretary's final
determination. I he final d, termination of the Secretary shall he subject to judicial
to view.

M all (ratans under this who:nano& the Secretary shall haw discretion to consolidate
complaints involving the same tribe or local educational agency.

If the local educational agency rejects the determination of the Secretary, or if the
remedy required is not undertitAcn within the time established, and the Secretary
determines that an ettension of time esti:Niched will not effective& encourage tire
remedy required, the Secretary shall withhold moment of all moneys to which such local
agents- is entitled under section 3(d)(2)(11) until rich time etc the remedy required is
undertaken. Creept where the complaining tribe Or its designee formal& requests that
such funds he released ta the bred educational agency: Pmtided, That the Secretary
nun not withhold With monel during Ow roan( of the school year if he determines that
it would suintantialtv disrupt the Hilltalill11(11 programs of the local educational agency.

If the brad educational agency rejea% the delerillIndli0/1 Of the Secretary and a tribe
exercises the option under scalar, 1101(d) of the Education Amendments of 1978, to
have education onices provided either directly by the Macau of indium Affairs or by

1''S
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contract with that Agency. any Indian students affiliated with that tribe who wish to

remain in attendance at the local educational agency against whom the can.plaint which

ler to the tribal action (under such subsection (di war lodged maybe counted with respect

to that local educational agency for Purposes ofreceiving funds under section 3(d)(2)029

of this Act. hi such event. Ands under such section shah not be withheld pursuant to

subparagraph (Wand no farther complaints with respect to such students may be filed

under subparagraph (OW.

Section 12105 cremes a National COMMISSI00 on Rural Education which is to be composed

to 12 members. The purpose of the commission is to conduct a full and complete study on the

Sc ne of rural education in America. Since the majority at educational programs providing

sirsices to Indians arc located in rural parts of America. there should be some consideration

pros idcd :o the appointment 01 Indians to the commission.and a requirement that Indian education

ix a tools of the studs In dddition..1 pros loon should he included in tlus section that requires

th t mins,: taeihite. eatlicd.

..iosing. I Ike Lontaluctl areation to the ctlCtholial needs of American

Intisms and . WS., Nantes I tu....1 lam lie happs to answer acts questions the committee may

li rev
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INDIAN TEciiNICAL ASSISTANCE CENTERS (ITACS)

Purpose Or Pronam: The Secretary of Education is authorized under Section D21(e) of the

Irdian Education Act of 19E8 (PT 100-297, as amended by Pl. 100-427 (102 stat 1043). to

establish regional Indian Technical Assistance Centers The Center:. are authorized to perform the

following functions

0 Provide information to local educational agencies (LEAs), including MA schools, Indian

tribes, Indian organizations and parent committees, with regard to strategies and techniques

in evaluation that determine program albeliveness and objective assessment of student

educational needs.

Provide technical assistance, upon request, to local educational agencies including MA
schools, Indian tribes, Indian organizations. Indian institutions. and parentcommittees m

program planning, development, management, implementation, and evaluation through

materials and personnel resources, and

0 Coordinate, develop and disseminate information, upon request. to the namesdescribed in

paragraph 2. concerning all Federal eduction programs affecting the education of Indian

children and adults, including information on successful practices. models and projects

designed to meet the special educational needs of Indian children. and information on Indian

adult education

the Ake or Indian Education contracts out cenain services to Indian Education Technical

Assistance Centers Dining the last reauthorization of the Indian Education Act the numbers of

contracts increased from live to sr\ The duties they perform are meant to augment the effectiveness

of primarily grantees under subpart I of the Act The list of Fl 1094 contractor s includes

ITV-% Slates Served

Indian Tech Ant. Center
OHMS Associates
1411 K Sr. NW, Suite Wm
Washington. I) (' 20005

Indian Tech Asst. Center 2
United Tribes Technical College
3315 linis may Drive
13ismarck, ND 58504

Al_ AR, CT, DE, El., CIA, II., IN. KY, I.A,
ME. MD. NIA. MI. MO. MS. NH. NE NY. NC. 01 I. PA.
RI, SC. TN, VT, VA, WV. DC

IA, KS, MN, NE, ND, SR WI

1 ci 6
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Indian Tech Asst. Center 3 CO, ID, MT, OR, UT, WA. WY
Gorwaga University
School Of liducation
102 East Shaw Street
Spokane. WA 99258.00001

Indian Tech Ant. Center 4 AZ. CA, DI, NM. NS'
NITR('
2121 S Mill Me, Suite 218
1 mite. AZ 85282-2195

Indian 1CCII Asst. Center 5 OK, TX
AIRD, Inc Suite 200
2424 Swinger Ott e
`onion, OK /too°

Indian Tech Ass' Center 6 AK
Cook Inlet Tribal Council. Inc
67u W Fireweed lane, Suite 2o',
.Anchocatte, AN gout

I lie Indian Education l'ecnnical :10m:dance Centerssole the states as listed and provide technical
awuance and training at no cost to the I When calling Ibr technical assistance or training, please
identify the nature and Is N of assistance needed so that sou may be referred to the appropriate
Centel Walt person

2
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Good Morning, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. I appreciate
the opportunity to appear before you this morning to make comment on
those provisions of HR 6 which pertain to Indian Education Programs
within the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The National Indian School Board
Association has over 90 schoc!s as members, including tribal contract and
grant as well as BIA-operak d.

Standards for the Basic Education of Indian Children. Currently, 60% of
the BIA-funded schools are accredited by .a Regional Accreditation agency;
80% are accredited by their respective states; and 45% are accredited by
both. Only 7% of the schools follow BIA Standards because the, are not
state or regionally accredited. However, some of these schools are
working on other forms of accreditation. With these kind of numbers, it
does not appear especially useful to go through a long exercise of revising
or costing out standards which are followed by so few. Not only that, but
after passage of 95-561, it took over five years to get the standards
regulations through the system.

Any studies should be done on applicable standards those that the
schools are following.

Goals 2000 requires national content, performance, and opportunity to
learn standards; and further require that states adhere to these national
standards. Therefore, it appears that BIA would be better off to follow
these national standards and supplement them With tribal culture,
la guage, and other standards which meet the unique needs of our tribal
communities.

Indian Education Functions. Central Office OIEP and the Education Line
Offices need to be "re-defined" in a way that supports school improvement
and reform as well as facilitate tribal control of education. Much has
been accomplished in terms of local control and improvement at the
school level; however, those two levels of bureaucracy are still operating
very much in the 'old mode". Efforts need to be re-focused in a way that
promotes participation, empowerment and becoming more service-
oriented. "When you flatten central administration ...without reorganizing
it just grows back again. The proposed changes must coincide with other
initiatives" (Education Week; 4/13/94). State Departments of Education
and large school districts across the country are having to respond to this
same change.

1i18
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Education Line Officers should also be subject to the contract educator
system, eventually phasing is the Central Office positions, as well.
Those line officers that deal with contract and grant schools have a
distinctly different role than those that have multiple number of BIA-
operated schools within their agencies.

After these years of implementing local control, it is time to relinquish
more control and decision-making to the school level. Except for those
specific actions which require action by a federal official, education line
officers should not have any supervisory authority over school
administrators.

Administrative support services, particularly facilities management
should be transferred to OIEP. We support the increase in the amount of
non competitive procurement, but would like to recommend increasing it
even more to $50,000.0- and to be applicable to all sources of funds.

NISBA recently held their annual conference (April 21-23, 1994). The
conference was attended by over 600 participants, including board
members, administrators, parents, students, teachers, education line
officers. and tribal leaders. During this conference, participants had an
opportunity to respond to questions and statements. Because many of
these could potentially be incorporated as part of these amendments, I
include them as part of this testimony:

f. Education Line Officer (Agency/Area) positions should be subject to the
Contract Educator system.

87% Yes 13% No

2 The function of the Education Line Offices should be primarily that of:
51.3% Providing Technical Assistance
15 5% Regulating and Assuring Compliance
6,3% Disseminating information
26.r, Facilitating sharing of resources

3 BIA/OIEP will establish educational standards and requirements
(proper certification, etc.) for all Educational Line Officers. (1993a
conference survey of participants):

77.4% Strongly Agree and 16.1% Agree

s
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4. OIEP Central Office should be downsized and any savings should be

transferred to schools:
86.5% Agree 13.5% Disagree

5. All OIEP Central Office positions should be subject to the Contract

Educator system:
87.7% Yes 12.3% No

6. The function of the OIEP Central Office should be primarily that of:

47.7% Advocacy
8.5% Policy Development
11.6% Budget formulation
7.3% Program Management
4.9% Decision makers for local schools
18.9% None of the above

7. The BIA-operated schools are currently required to pay the DoDDs

salary schedule. Should BIA-operated school boards have the authority to
establish salaries for their individual schools?

73.7% Yes 25.7% No

8. Should the Congress repeal the requirement that BIA-operated schools

pay the DoDDs salary schedule?
62.3% Yes 37.7% No

9. Should BIA-operated schools be "de-regulated_ so they can handle

purchasing and personnel matters like contract and grant schools?

85.3% Yes 13.5% No

10. Should responsibility for facilities management be transferred to

OIEP?
84.1% Yes 15.9% No

11. Bilk/OIEP will transfer facilities management to the Education

Agencies and Schools to improve facilities operations at the Schools Level
(similar question asked at the 1992 conference):

83.6% Strongly Agree and 11.1% Agree

12. Would a 525.000 local procurement authority (comparable to ISEF) for
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the Facilities O&M improve the O&M program?
52.3% Yes 20.8% No 25.4% Oon't Know

13. Sht..uld schools be able to provide space for social services and child
health clinics in the school building or on school grounds?

84.6% Yes 14.9% No

14. Where should responsibility for the education of Indian youth on
reservations be placed?

36.4% Remain under the BIA
42.4% Be a free-standing quasi federal entity with an advisory

committee selected by Indian tribes on reservations with
schools

14.5% Transfer to DOE
6.1% Be assumed by the individual states

15. Which of the below-listed factors are the biggest hindrance to
implementing cInge, including participation and empowerment of all
stakeholders and shared governance/decision-making?

26.0% School Administrator
17.6°k School Board
47.3% Teacher Attitudes
27.5% Teachers Union
32.8% Tribal Government
66.4% Bureaucratic paperwork and directives

(Percentages do no add up to 100% for questions15 because participants
could cast multiple responses)

We thank you for the opportunity to make comment and are willing to
provide further information if necessary.
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TESTIMONY OF
LORENA ZAH BAHE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE

ASSOCIATION OF NAVAJO COMMUNITY CONTROLLED SCHOOL BOARDS
REGARDING

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION PROGRAMS
AFFECTING INDIAN CHILDREN

SENATE COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS

May 4, 1994

Mr- Chairman and Members of the Commi' xe:

My name is Lorena Zah Babe. I am Executive Director of
the Association of Navajo Community Controlled School Boards, an
association of 13 Bureau of Indian Affairs-funded schools on the
Navajo Reservation in Arizona and New Mexico which are operated by
tribal school boards under contracts or grants from the BIA. My
testimony today will address Title III, Part F of H.R. 6 regarding
the BIA-funded school system, and will outline other changes we
propose in elementary and secondary education programs which
affect the BIA-funded schools.

anADShot of BIA_c,rded School System There are 184
elementary and secondary schools and dormitories in the MIA school
system. All these schools are totally federally funded. They are
not part of any state public school system. Enrollment today
stands at nearly 45,200 students, but about 11.100 of these
students receive both instructional and boarding services. Since
both services are funded from the same source, it would probably
be more accurate to say that an equivalent of 56,300 students are
being served by this school system.

BIA schools are scattered throughout 22 states. Arizona
has the most 54. And Arizona and New Mexico together account
for 99 of the 192 schools. The Navajo Reservation (which extends
into portions of Arizona. New Mexico and Utah) has more schools
than any other: 67 of the 184 schools.

P O. sox 2560 WINDOW ROCK. ARIZONA 86515
(tut) 129.58651 58E6

IEtECCPEl (602) 7294867
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Over half of the schools and dorms are operated bytribes and tribal school
boards under contracts or grants fromBIA. The rest of the schools and dorms are operated directly bythe BIA with administrators

and teachers who are federalemployees.

School enrollment ranges from 12 at Promise Day Schoolto more than 700 at Pine Ridge School; both are in South Dakota.Some schools are elementary
only, some are high school only, someserve K-12, some are dormitories,

only, and some are boardingschools which provide both instructional and residential services.The schools serve some 60 tribes. Almost all are in isolatedreservation areas, and, as such, are often the focal point oftheir communities.

Enrollment in this system has been growing at a fastrate. Since 5E89-90, the student population has increased by13.5% It was estimated
several years ago that this systemeducates approximately 11% of the Indian children who are enrolledin school, but this statistic has not been updated recently. MostIndian childreo are enrolled in public schools and some attendprivate schools. We do not have good statistics on the percentageof Indian children of school age who are not enrolled in anyschool. According to C.' Navajo Division of Education, however,that percentage could be as high as 25% for children in the NavajoNation.

In many areas, school and dorm facilities are indeplorable condition. More than 60 schools and dorms have appliedfor new construction. A few years ago, Congress demonstrated acommitment to replacing the old, outdated, unsafe buildings byincreasing the appropriation for new school construction for a fewyears. At its highest level, the appropriation enabled up to fournew construction projects to begin. Recent budget requests havenot maintained this effort, however. And the FY95 BIA budgetrequest seeks no funding for new school construction projects.

In addition, the backlog of facilities repair projectsreaches or exceeds about $550 million, according to InteriorDepartment estimates. It is hard to tell if this estimate is evenaccurate any longer, as many of the projects have been on the listfor so long that the
conditions may well have worsened and thecosts of repair are likely far higher.

Despite all this, many schools are bursting at theseams. Even those schools that are in good condition now need orwill soon need expansion assistance if they are to accommodate thegrowing ranks of
young Indian children in their communities.There is a high birth rate in Indian country, and we need schoolspace to accommodate them.

There is also a high dropout rateamong Indian students. The Education Department's Indian N 'Slnagaigic Task Force reports that in 1986, the dropout rate for
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Indian children in 10th grade was 16%, higher than for any other

ethnic group.

I point this out to illustrate what some BIA system

school directors have told me: The system depends on dropouts.
If all Indian children of school age enrolled in and stayed in

school, we would not have room for them because our buildings are

so crowded. And we would certainly not have the funds with which

to educate them, at least not from the budget requests designed by

the BIA for the past several years.

ri

Secretary Babbitt has said that this federal BIA school system

should be a model school system. Unfortunately, it is not. The

tribal school boards and federal employees who operate these

schools do a tremendous job, but they have always had to manage on

a shoestring budget. As noted above, enrollment has increased by

13.5E in just five years. A larger student population demands
funding increases just to maintain the current level of service.

But the current level of service merely enables most schools to

barely survive, never to thrive.

I

Unless and until the federal government sees fit to

properly fund this school system, it will not be the model
secretary Babbitt and all of us believe it should be. Having

assumed this educational obligation to Indian children, it is the

moral duty of the United States to discharge it in a first-rate

manner. Sadly, this has not yet been achieved.

What can be done to cure the chronic funding problem?

Last year ANCCSB had advocated on behalf of giving this school
system the status of an entitlement program. But because of our

country's overall budget problems. we were unable to generate
political support for converting our school system from a

'discretionary' program to an 'entitlements' program. Frankly, we

do not believe that education of our Indian children is a

'discretionary' activity. But that is apparently how the federal

government views it.

We are pleased, however, that the House has included in

H.R. 6 two new provisions whose objectives are to better identify

the level of funding needed to properly operate this federal

school system. ANCCSB supports these provisions and asks this

Committee to do so, also. I will briefly describe them.

School-based budget system. H.R. 6 orders the BIA to

examine whether the current weighted student unit funding method

should be changed to a 'school-based' funding system. This kind

of a system looks at the student population to be served by a

school, its particular characteristics and the program standards

to be achieved and determines the cost of funding such a program.
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'Buell q Budgets'. H.P. 6 also directs that for three
years, the National Center for Education Statistics shall prepare
a proposed budget for the BIA school system and submit that
recommendation directly to Congress. These budget submissions
would be in addition to the budgets submitted by ETA through the
Interior Department. The objecti'e here is to enable Congress to
compare a budget prepared by an objective, technical entity (NCES)
with the one prepared by BIA. We believe the BIAs budget has
never reflected the true level of funding needed to properly
operate these schools.

ANCCSB hopes that the information developed through
these two provisions will eventually lead to sufficient
appropriations to make this school system the model that we all
want it to be.

It is in our country's best interest to properly fund
and run these Indian schools. We all know that every dollar spent
to educate a child turns a 400-500% return in the form of a
productive, self-reliant, tax-paying adult who does not have to
depend upon society for such things as welfare and food stamps.
This often-repeated adage is still sound advice:

"If you think education is expensive,
try ignorance.

Recently,
BIA proposed language in the appropriations act to empower it to
take away funds appropriated for the BIA school system. We are
outraged by this effort. This policy has no educational merit.
It is, rather, a budget-driven policy. it is designed to keep the
BIA-funded schools on a shoestring budget, and to thereby hold
down enrollment. They recognize that if they make it difficult
for a school to admit more students, the budget needed for the
school system will decline. This is a direct betrayal of the
education obligation the United States assumed when it started
this school system.

We ask the Committee to insert language into H.R. 6 to
make it clear that all funds Congress appropriates for the school
system are to be made available to it without bureaucratic
interference. The funding distribution system Congress enacted in
1978 was intended to remove arbitrary funding decisions by BIA
bureaucrats. We need your help to assure that this sound policy
continues to be the rule.

Indian Educatior Demoaraohics Data. There is a severe
shortage of reliable, nationwide data on the demographics of
Indians of school age. The absence of a reliable. on-going data
collection effort hampers effective short- and long-range
planning, particularly in the BIA school system.
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Let me explain how. Now that the BIA school operations
budget is forward funded, the budget must be developed at least

two years in advance. Since funds are distributed on the basis of
the student population, accurate budgetary development requires an

estimate of the number of children who are likely to be enrolled

in these schools and dormitories. An underestimate will cause a

funding shortfall.

Thus. we support the H.R. 6 provision that establishes a

new Budget Analysis Division within the BIA's Office of Indian
Education Programs who will have the job of gathering education
demographics data on an on-going basis. and determine the amount

of funding needed to support these projections.

We suggest that this provision be amended to provide

that upon request of the OIEP, the National Center for Education

Statistics shall provide technical assistance to the new Division.

NCES is the federal government's primary education statistics
gathering agency and could have valuable techniques to offer.

Chanter 111 'oCation for BIA School System. Ever since

the Chapter 1 program was created in 1965, the law has provided

that a full 1% of the funds appropriated for basic grants are

allocated to for the BIA school system and the schools in the

outlying territories. We were shocked to learn that the
Administration wants to SIMI this allocation to 'up to .8%'.

We ask this Committee's assistance in restoring the
BIA:territories allocation to the full 1% level. our enrollment

is ever increasing 13.5d in the past 5 years. All children in

the BIA system are considered Chapter I-eligible. We do not
understand why the needs of these children are not by the
Administration, and why it proposes to be so stingy with these

schools.

H.R. 6 restores the BIA/territories allocation to the

full 1% level. and we hope you will encourage the Senate Labor &

Human Resources Committee to do likewise.

Atimuliattative Cole rirantaTjavj_sign. In P.L. 100-297,

tnis Committee proposed, and Congress adopted, a provision that
requires tribally-run schools to be provided with funds for their

indirect and administrative costs through the mechanism of an

Afi,ainistrative Cost Grant. 25 BSC §2008a. We ask that the words

'subject to the availability of appropriated funds' be stricken

from this provision.

The basis for this request is that no such limitation

appears in the companion provision in the Indian Self-
Determination Act which directs that tribal contractors be

supplied with incilre,L costs and contract support costs incurred

as a result of contracting under that law.
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The BIA must be held accountable to supply the needed
amount of funds for administrative operations at schools.
Otherwise, a violation of law and transgression of long-standing
federal policy occur. The Administrative Cost Grant provision
states:

'Amounts appropriated to fund the grants provided under
this section shall be in addition to, and alialLimt_igslurS.
"the. amourtrs aopronriated f t the D o rAm being administered
by the contract schools.' 25 USC 52008a(a)(2).

When insufficient funds are requested (and therefore insufficient
funds are appropriated( for AC Grants. schools have no choice but
to use their program funds to help make up the shortage. This
violates the statutory policy that the AC Grants shall not result
in a program funds reduction.

Shortchanging the AC Grant obligati-n also violates the
firm federal policy of encouraging exercise or self-determination
rights. These rights are -chilled' when the BIT is unwilling or
unable to provide school contractors and arantees with the
requisite funds for the costs they incur in the exercise of those
rights.

'.arch' Requirement f BIA System Schools. ANCCEB
supports the H.R. 6 provision that declares funds received from
the BIA to be 'non-federal' funds for purposes of meeting any
federal grant match requirement. AMCCSB has long advocated such a
provision. Many federal grant programs require the applicant to
supply a 'match' in the form of funds or in-kind contributions
from 11.40ziede-al sources. BIA system schools are placed at a
competitive disadvantage for these grants because all of their
funding comes from federal sources. We hope the Committee will
retain this H.R. 6 provision.

nclude BT' System Schools in Definition f cal
Educational Agent'. we ask the Committee to help BIA fended
schools achieve the same status as public schools with regard to
eligibility for federal education grant programs. In order to
achieve this, we seek an amendment to include BIA schools in the
definition of 'local educational agency'.

In H.R. 6. the House took a step foward but did not
grant full LEA status to BIA-funded schools. We ask the Senate to
finish the job

Most federal education laws make the 'local educational
agency' the entity eligible to apply for and receive federal grant
funds. The Department of Education says that the statutory
definition of 'LEA' does not include BIA-funded schools. Thus,
these schools are not eligible for many federal grant programs

11r
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unless Congress establishes in each and every law a separate

allocation for the BIA system.

We ask. therefore, that the definition of LEA be amended

to include BIA-funded schools in laws for which coverage has not

already been separately provided. (We only seek equal

accessibility, not double eligibility.) Thus, for programs such

as basic Chapter 1 grants, where an allocation is already provided

for BIA-funded schools,
the amendment we seek would merely

maintain the status quo.

But we hope that this amendment will finally make BIA

schools eligible for Chapter 1 Concentration Grants. This program

targets funding at schools in communities with high concentrations

of poverty families. Indian reservations contain some of the most

desperate pockets of poverty in the nation, yet federal schools on

these reservations have always been denied eligibility for

Concentration Grants. H.R. 6 proposes to distribute Chapter 1

Concentration Grants directly to LEAs (rather than to counties as

in the current laws. Our amend tent would, therefore. make BIA

schools eligible for Concentration
Grants for the first time. It

would also make them eligible for other federal grant programs for

which LEAs are the eligible applicants or recipients.

Our amendment also
provides that where an SEA is to

perform a function with regard to a BIA school as LEAs, the Bureau

of Indian Affairs would serve as the SEA.

If the final bill does not distribute Chapter 1

Concentration Grants directly to LEAs as proposed in A.R. 6, we

seek your assistance to
obtain an allocation for the BIA system, to

assure their eligibility.

.
Greater emphasis is needed on

training of Native Indian language speakers for bilingual

education positions to enhance the pool of professionals capable

of teaching non-English speaking Indian children. We believe both

certified teachers and teacher aids should be involved in

bilingual education activities.

We would also like to see more flexibility in the number

of years in which a student may
participate in bilingual programs.

At present, the Bilingual
Education Act limits a student to three

years, or, under
special circumstances. to five years. On the

Navajo reservation. a large percentage of children are in need of

teaching assistance in Navajo for several years. particularly

those older children who are encouraged to return to school after

dropping out.

ANCOSB also asks the Committee to extend the special

Puerto Rico provision in the
Bilingual Education Act to Indian

reservations. As you know, Bilingual grant
funds may be used for

both English and Spanish language training in Puerto Rico. (20
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USC 532911j1) This permission reccguIzes that Spanish is thenative language of Puerto Rico and that it -- along with English-- is the common spoken language there. The identical situationexists with regard to Indian native languages on many
reservations. including the Navajo Reservation. Proficiency inthe languages of Indian people, as much as the language of ourPuerto Rican citizens, deserve to be supported through Bilingual
Education Act grants.

agl-diti.la. AMP dm t. B 4 on Lave. ANCCSBseeks your support for some additional amendments to the B/Aeducation laws, including the Tribally Controlled Schools Act.Some of the matters for which we seek your support are already in
H.R. 6; some are technical correction- to H.R. 6 bill language;
others are amendments not included

i 1.R. 6. ANCCSB offers towork with the Committee staff on the .tails of these matters.
These matters are itemized on the attachment to this testimony.

Thank you Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee.
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Summary of Requested Amendments to H.R. 6

-Page E70-71: Provision requires BIA to increase
counselling servi-es for BIA-POCTAtesi boarding schools and
dormitories. CHANGE: Expand to include all BIA-funded boarding
schools and dormitories.

'Page 872: Add language to assure that training funds
are distributed pro-rata for the benefit of all sc "ool boards.

'Page 876: Endorse provision that allows both contract
schools and grant schools to determine whether tuition should be
charged to non-Indian students.

'Page 876-77: ANCCSB endorses the proposed study of
'school based budgeting", as discussed earlier in this testimony.

' Page 878: Subsection (i) is intended to allow BIA-
ppaiS schools to carryover 15% of their funds. The fact that
this provision is applicable to BIA-oneraad schools should be
made clear. The funds provided to contract and grant schools is,
Pursuant to appropriations act language. already available until

expended (no year' money).

' Page 879: ANCCSB supports the allowance of tuition
payments for students at the Richfield Dormitory.

'Page 878: Sec. 1128 sets out the requirements for
payment of Administrative Cost Grants to contract and grant
schools. ANCCSB asks that the term 'subject to the availability
of appropriated funds' be stricken from subsection (a) ill of this
section. This would conform the language of the Administrative
Cost Grant system to the language for supplying Contract support
costs to contractors under the Indian Self-Determination Act.
1SDA was one of the laws on which the Administrative Cost Grant
provision was modeled.

' Page 894-96: ANCCSB endorses the Sec. 1129 idea of
havino NCES develop and directly submit 81,4 school budgets for
three years. as discussed earlier in this testimony. TECRN:CAL

CORRECT:ON:. Page 395, line 6 requires that the first budget from
NCES be submitted by January 20, 1991.: we believe this should be
199fi in order to be consistent with lines 19-20 on page 894.

'Page 896-91: ANCCSB supports the need for on-going
demographics data collection, as provided in Sec, 1129(d), as
these data a vital to proper projections of enrollment under the
forward funding cycle. ANCCSB uagests that the subsection also
provide that the National Center for Education Statistics provide
technical assistance to the new 01E9 office, upon request.

' page 897-98: Sec. 2130 instructs on distriontion of
funds appropriated to the RIA school system. We ask that the
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language in this section assure that all funds appropriated by
Congress for school operations are used for that purpose.

Also, a TEcHN:CAL CORRE:7:00: The sentence on lines 20-23
should be amended to read:

'Amounts appropriated for distribution under this
section may shall be made available under paragraphs (2)
or- under-paragreph-431-,-as-provided-in-ehe
appropeig(Agmbi-Aet.)

The balance of the section has been revised by the House to
reflect the current forward funding practice. The existing law
contains the options of advance funding and forward funding: the
former is re longer needed and has been deleted by the House. The
above-quoted sentence should also be updated to reflect current
practice.

'Page 904: AUCCSB supports Subsection :130:4/ whicn
BIA-funded schools to give to students the products or

results of projects on which they have worked at the completion of
the project. We believe this can aid in extending and expanding
the learning experience.

'Page 904: ANCCSB supports Subsection 1130(h) which
allows BIA school funds to be used to meet 'match' requirements,
as discussed eorlier in this testimony.

(page 943: The additional section labeled as 'Section
1146 Payments' is incorrectly identified. Instead of appearing as
an addition to P.I. 95-651. it should be shown as an amendment to
Sec. 5208 of P.L. 100-297 (the Tribally Controlled Schools Act).

Thus, the following TECHNICAL CORRECTION IS NEEuED: On line
7. insert the following before the quotation Marks:

(a) Section 5208 [25 USC 525071 is amended to read:

'Page 944: Sec. 352 amends section 5209(a) of the
Tribally Controlled Schools Act to apply certain provisions of the
Indian Serf-Determination Act to the grants authorized under the
TCSA. ANCCSB supports this provision, especially the addition of
ISDA Sec. 105(f) which authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to
donate surplus and excess government property to ISDA contractors.

ANCCSB- REQUESTED AMENDMENT: ANCCSB asks that this
provision be amended to add mention of another ISDA provision,
section 106(f). This ISDA provision requires the Secretary of the
Interior to raise any questions regarding an audit within 365 days
after submission of the audit. This requirement should be
extended to the Tribally Controlled Schools Act.

Page 944: TECHNICAL CORRECTION: Sec. 351 is incorrectly
labeled 'Payments'. It should be labeled 'Disputes; Appeals'.
The purpose of this section to assure that the disputes and
appeals provisions applicable to ISDA contracts are extended to
grants issued under the Tribally Controlled Schools Act, and to
Administrative Cost Grants. The present law only covers disputes
and appeals regarding Lunging under those grants.
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THE NAVAJO AREA SCHOOL BOARD ASSOCIATION

EXECIALVE OCNR0 OFFICEAS
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TESTIMONY OF THE
NAVAJO AREA SCHOOL BOARD ASSOCIATION

LEONARD N. BEGAYE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

BEFORE THE
UNITED STATES SENATE

COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS

MAY 4, 1994

INTRODUCTION

yet EIKKINE

1506 111-5311, 25221

The Navajo Area School Board Association is for and about the education of
Navajo and Indian children. As an organization, we believe that we have the
unique insights and understanding of the needs of educating Indian children

within the Bureau of Indian Affairs educational system. We also have a keen
appreciation for the resources which Indian parents and community leaders
can be in an effort to improve the education of their children.

We firmly believe that the education of Navajo children is a trust
responsibility of the United States government pursuant to the Treaty of 1868
between the United Stalcs of America and the Navajo Nation. Therefore, it is
the responsibility of the government to provide the necessary resources to
provide the best possible education for the Navajo Nation.
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RcCOMMENDATIONS ON H. R. 6

STANDARDS

The Navajo Area School Board Association fully supports the use of
standards, using tribal standards where available and the bureau standards
when not available. However, Section 6701 requires the use of state
standards as the basis of tribal and bureau standards. This would result in at
least twenty-six (26) different sets of standards in use. We suggest that this is
both inappropriate and expensive and that instead the bureau should merely
modify its existing standards to meet the requirements of Goals 2000 -
Educate America Act, rather than attempting to meet all state requirements as
well. Tribes should not be bound by state or bureau standards unless they
choose to do so.

We do not feel that the Secretary should become involved in assisting school
boards in developing their own standards as this could become very
expensive and time consuming. The Secretary should provide assistance to
the tribe(s) in developing these standards and that the local school boards
should he able to receive assistance from their tribe(s). However, this will
he very expensive and we do not wish this assistance to adversely affect the
school or agency fundings, therefore, additional funding will be needed to
provide these services.

EDUCATION LINE OFFICERS

There have been attempts to modify the act and establish a single position for
the education line officer or the agency superintendent for education to
replace the existing agency superintendent for education and the area
education programs administrator. NASBA fully supports this concept and
strongly recommend that the two positions be consolidated into one type of
position with all functions of both positions. However, the bill is inconsistent
in applying the new term and continues to refer to agency offices rather than
education offices, and this should be corrected before enactment. Also, the
position should be subject to contract under 25 CFR 2011 (Section 6712 of
H R. 6) and the definition in this section amended accordingly.
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STUDIES

There are too rnzny studies required in this bill, primarily on funding methods,
needs and standards. Several of the studies seem to duplicate each other and

conflict and with differing time frames. We request that these be consolidated
into one study in one section, so tribes may more easily monitor the progress.
No actions should be required by this bill that might be changed by the results

of the study until the study is completed.

NASBA believes that ute National Task Force on the ISEP Funding be
continued as we believe that the recommendations of using a base weighted

student unit value of $3,499.00 would be adequate for the education of
Navajo children. This study should show the Congress that there is an urgent
need to increase the funding for ISEP to be in compliance with P. L. 95-561
so that the "cost of providing academic services which are at least equivalent
to those provided by public schools in the State in which the school is
located" may be met.

NASBA fully supports Section 1127 (j) of the Allotment Formula to provide
the needed fluids for "tuition for the out-of-state students boarding at the
Richfield Dormitory in Richfield, Utah, who attend Sevier County high

schools in Richfield, Utah, may be paid from the Indian School Equalization
Program finds at a rate not to exceed the amount per weighted students unit

for that year for instruction." While the Bureau has maintained that there is
not provisions for such within any regulations, history shows that this was a
common practice of the bureau in the 1950's and 60's in paying tuition for
students staying in the border town dormitories and attending the local public

schools, e.g., Holbrook, Winslow, Snowflake, Flagstaff and Gallup
Dormitories.

EDUCATION FUNCTIONS

The time has come for the Congress to mandate that the recommendations of
the Navajo Nation be implemented concerning the administration support
services. Where Indian tribes have recommended the transfer of
administrative support services to Education, the Bureau should be required
to implement these transfers, both of personnel and funding. This should be
reflected in the organizational charts and budget requests.
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We have a major problem here in the Navajo Area. The Navajo Nation
Council has recommended the transfer of administrative support services for
the education functions to the Office of Indian Education Programs, but the
Area Director has complied only partially. We want all facilities management
funds for Navajo Area transferred immediately to the Education offices on
Navajo, including housing funds, housing reimbursements, Major
Improvement and Repair funds, Facilities Improvement and Repair fluids, etc.
We want all Facilities Management personnel transferred to Education
immediately, including those physically located at the Area Office. Only
about 5% of facilities, including housing, on Navajo are non-education
facilities, allowing the Area Director to control approximately 20% of
funding, all Area Facilities positions and all housing funds, including the
reimbursements, is ridiculous and seriously hampers the operation of the
facilities management program.

Despite, the recommendations of the Navajo Nation Council and various
committees of the Navajo Nation Council, the Area Director has refused to
transfer any administrative functions to education or to the agency offices.
The Congress should immediately act to ensure that the Bureau shall transfer
the funds, functions, and personnel to Education when such an action is
requested by the tribe(s) concerned. The current wording allows the Area
Directors to refuse to comply, since it requires only coordination, regardless
of tribal preference. Tribal preference should be determinate in transferring
the administrative support services to Education to meet the needs of the
students and schools.

PROCUREMENT

Under Section 6710 of H. R. 6, it is proposed to raise the non-competitive
procurement authority of school supervisors to $35,000.00. We would
strongly recommend that this be raised instead to $50,000.00 and that this
provision be applicable to all funds received by a school or education office,
regardless of source and that the purchase of training be permitted in this
section. We would like, for example, to be able to purchase our Chapter I
supplies and equipment under this authority, since we are mandated by
Chapter I requirements to purchase exactly what is in the project and that this
Chapter I requirement has on occasion resulted in major conflicts with the
procurement staff. We would also like to be able to purchase facilities
supplies needed often on very short notice.
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This provision of the Act as currently written has been of great benef
assuring that critical supplies are available when school starts. We would
to improve school operations even more byexpanding its scope.

PERSONNEL

As previously discussed, we would like the position of Area Ethic;

Programs Administrator and the Agency Superintendent for Education t
combined into one all inclusive position to be titled either Superintenden
Education or the Education Line Officer. We would also like this positii
be subject to the contract educator personnel system, to assure I

involvement at this level.

We feel that the need for a national level list of qualified and intent
applicants for educational positions is no longer needed. Such a list has I
into non-use and the Central Office routinely refers inquiries about educ

positions to the field. Deletion of this section wou'd allow Central Offi
devote its time to assuring that the field is operating its personnel 5)
correctly rather than maintaining a list which is never used. The requiter
for conditional appointments for applicants who haw applied at both I

should also be deleted.

Currently, the Act requires that educators be notified of contract renew
least sixty (60) days before the end of the school year. This ill turn n
that the school supervisors must make their recommendations to the s
boards at least ninety (90) days before the end of the school year,
February 1st in most cases. After only a little more than half a school y
supervisor cannot necessarily make a good recommendation for renev
contracts. We would like the date for notification of contract renewals
thirty (30) days before the end of the school year, thus providing ade
notice to employees while allowing supervisors and school boards an
month to review the performance ratings.

The sections on teacher and counselor pay should be modified to delete
provisions which have already been completed, such as the three year
in of the new pay scales.
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We would like to see the section prohibiting re-employment of an educator
who voluntarily terminates employment to be modified to reflect that the
section applies only when the school board does not approve the termination
and for the prohibition to apply not only for the year in which termination
occurs but for one allitional year. We have had cases where employees
resign late in the school year after being told their contracts were not being
renewed solely to avoid having to meet state certification requirements, and
immediately being hired at another school for the next school year before any
action shows on the official record. The addition of a second year ofnon-
eligibility would eliminate this practice.

We also believe that the school board should be allowed to notify the state
departments of education to recommend that the teaching certification be
revoked for teachers who "break" their contracts by abandoning their
positions or leaving their position even when school boards refuse to release
the employees from their contracts.

We also recommend that the bureau should eliminate the "status quo" system
and put all educators on education contracts. This current system protects
incompetent administrators and teachers thereby denying Indian children a
decent education.

BUDGET PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION

We strongly support the concepts embodied in Section 6709 of the bill, which
establishes a Division of Budget Analysis within the Office of Indian
Education Programs. We feel that the office indeed needs its own
independent budget office for preparation of budget requests as well as
budget analysis and report generation. This is a definite improvement for
Indian education at the local schools as well as at the Central Office level.

CONCLUSION

NASBA recommends to the Congress of the United States to require that the
Bureau meets the mandates of Public Law 95-561 fully and to implement the
whole law so that the concept of local control by the school boards can be
fully realized and that the funding for Navajo children be adequate to meet the
needs of the Navajo Nation.

The Navajo Area School Board Association appreciates the opportunity to
testify before the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs and the support that the
Honorable Senators of the Committee has consistently show to the children of
the Navajo Nation by providing assistance to ensure that funds are allocated
for the education of these children.

Thank you.

tu

Ngen
Leonard N. Begaye

Executive Director
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TESTIMONY
FOR THE

SENATE COMMITTE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS

REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY

EDUCATION ACT OF 1965

INDIAN EDUCATION PROVISIONS

ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY
TRIBAL SCHOOLS INC.

DR. ROGER BORDEAUX
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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My name is Dr. Roger Bordeaux, representing the Association of Corrununity
Tribal Schools Inc. ACTS represents tribally controlled elementary and/or secondary
schools. Our member schools have the majority of the total student population (18,000)
enrolled in tribal schools. The MISSION ofACTS is:

To assist community tribal schools toward their mission of ensuring that when
students complete their schools they arc prepared fur lifelong learning and that

these students will strengthen and perpetuate traditional tribal societies.

I would first like to discuss Title VI-Sections 6001 through 6602 of RR 6.

1. Section 6103.

Assurances must be included to guarantee the WA will not add guidelines, etc to
the administration of this program. Can these funds be put into an existing Grant. Is the
Secretary of Interior-131A-01EP a state for purposes of this act.

2. Section 6104.

Are the DIA funded schools considered LEA's. Is the Secretary DOEd or Interior.
Is reference to state plans and state education agency the BIA or state plans. Also state
standards.

3. Section 6106.

What about those students not eligible for B1A but eligible Ibr Title 1V.

4. Section 6107.

Are payments to BIA funded schools done by July I. HOW.

5. Section 6402.

Is the 131A-01EP the slate education agency.

I would now like to discuss Sections 351, 352 and 353 of Pert F-Amendments to
Statutes Pertaining to Indian Education HR 6 (1 have given a committee staff person
a marked up version of recommended changes to these following sections).

19
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Part B-Bureau of Indian Affairs Programs

Section 1121.
Section 1125. FACILITIES CONSTRUCTION

"(b) [ADD to lint 5, page 863) This report will also include carryover
balances in WA Education Construction Accounts, unobligated funds from the
Distribution of Allotments and Sub-Allotments, a list of schools who have applied
for new school construction and their estimated costs, and the total backlog, listed
by school, In the Facilities and Improvement Repair.

Section 1126. BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS EDUCATION FUNCTIONS

ADD to fine 15 after "...personnel." The Director of the Office will have final
authority in all matters relating to any appropriations directly benefiting schools
funded per Section 1127 including all Education Construction Accounts.

Section 1127. ALLOTMENT FORMULA
Need separate finance and distribution formula. (REFER to Attachment A)

Section 1128. ADMINISTRATIVE COST GRANTS
Section 1129. BUDGET PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION
Section 1130. UNIFORM DIRECT FUNDING AND SUPPORT
Section 1131. POLICY FOR INDIAN CONTROL. OF INDIAN EDUCATION
Section 1132. EDUCATION PERSONNEL
Section 1133. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM
Section 1134. BUREAU EDUCATION POLICIES
Section 1135. UNIFORM EDUCATION PROCEDURES AND PRACTICES
Section 1136. RECRUITMENT OF INDIAN EDUCATORS
Section 1137. ANNUM. REPORT
Section 1138. RIGHTS OF INDIAN STUDENTS
Section 1139. REGULATIONS
Section 1140, DEFINITIONS
Section 1141. VOLUNTARY SERVICES
Section 1142. PRORATION OF PAY
Section 1143. EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Section 1144. EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Section 1145. TRIBAL DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION
Section 1146. PAYMENTS (Is this for the Grants School Act)

1 :1
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SECTION 352. APPLICATION WITH RESPECT TO INDIAN SELF
DETERMINATION AND EDUCATION ASSISTANCE ACT

Section 5204. GRANTS AUTHORIZED

ADD a NEW (a) (4) All federal agencies may use this grant authority for
funds appropriated for services provided at a tribally controlled school.

Section 5205. COMPOSITION OF GRANTS

ADD to (b) (4) Funds received from these accounts may also be used to r
any facility needs Identified by the tribe or tribal organization and approved by
Director In lieu of the specific purpose for which they were appropri fled. All fu
will be distributed to the tribe or tribal organization according to Section 5208 c

this Act.

Section 5211. Regulations

ADD the following: The term regulations includes guidelines, procedure!
directives and any other administrative rule

SECTION 353. PAYMENTS
SECTION 354. ENDOWMENT FUNDS
SECTION 355. HIGHER EDUCATION AMENDMENTS 01: 1992

1 would like to discuss the attachments.

ATTACHMENT A. RATIONALE FOR A INDIAN SCHOOL EQUALIZATION
REVENUE GENERATOR

ATTACHMENT B. TRIBAL ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
INSTITUTES

ATTACIIMENT C. OCM-REPORT OF FY 1993 CARRY OVER BALANCES

ATTACIIMENT D. B1A-FY 1994 DISTRIBUTION OF ALLOTMENTS AND
SUBALLOTMENTS

ATTACIIMENT E. LETTER FROM JEFFREY SEIDEL, NORWF.ST BANKS,
OUTLINING SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION FINANCING

131
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4IA

RATIONALE FOR A INDIAN SCHOOL EQUALIZATION REVENUE GENERATOR
(ISERG)

Since the passage of Public Law 95-561, which included
authorization for th? Indian School Equalization Formula, the

Bureau of Indian Affairs Office of Indian Education Programs has
never requested an amount for basic school operations that wag
close to the actual need of the 8IA funded elementary and secondary
schools. After a review of the budget justifications over the last
10 years it is clear the Office of indian Education Programs either
does not have the desire to develop a budget based on need or the
actual budget process does not allow them to develop a budget based

on need. Either way, the schools have lost ground.

THE INDIAN SCHOOL EQUALIZATION REVENUE GENERATOR (ISERG)

This formula is based on the national public school per pupil
revenue and expenditure report from the Department of Education's
National Center of Educational Statistics (Dec., 1991)a. The

premise is "DIA funded schools should have equal revenue as
compared to public schools".

Definitions

1 National Per Pupil Revenue (NPPR) total public school
revenue divided by the total number of students served.

2. National Per rupil Expenditure (NPPE) - total public school
expenditure divided by the total number of students served.

3. Consumer Price Index (CPI) the inflationary cost of goods
and services for a given year.

4. Department of Defense Teacher Salary Increase (DODTS) - the
required teacher salary increase for BIA teachers.

5 Administrative Cost Grant (ACG) funds generated by tribal

schools for administrative services based on legislated

formula.

6 Total Revenue (TR) total revenue received by BIA funded
schools through the BIA.

7 Facilities Management (FM) - funds generated by BIA funded

schools for facilities operation and maintenance based on
individual school inventories and technologies.

8 Transportation (T) funds generated by schools for
transportation costs based on miles driven.

9. Need per weighted student unit (N/WSU) - revenue needed based

on identified need through national per pupil data.

10 Federal Share of National Per Pupil Revenue (FSNPPR)

32
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THE FORMULA

This formula would be used to project revenue needs for two
years down the road. As an example, for the 1993-94 school year,
you would use 1991-92 school year data.

NPPR + (NPPR X .35 X CPI X 2) + (NPPR X .65 X DCDTS X 2) - (NPPR X
FSNPPR) (NPPR X ACG/TR - (NPPR X FM/TR) - (NPPR X T/TR) N/WSU

EXAMPLE 1. REVENUE

5529 + (5529 x .35 x .03 x 2) + (5529 x .65 x .03 x 2) - (5529 x
.048)
(5529 x 16,963,786/122,053,708)
(5529 x 15,171,745/122,053,708)
(5529 x 6,662,700/122,053,708) -

5,529 + 116.10 + 215.63 265.39 - 767.98 687.25 - 301.33 °
5,860.73 - 2,021.36 - $ 3,839.37

EXAMPLE 2. EXPENDITURE

5096 + (5069 x .35 x .03 X 2) + (5096 x .65 x .03 x 2)
(5,096 x .48) -
(5096 x 16,963,786,122,053,708)
(5096 x 15,171,745/122,053,708)
(5096 x 6,662,700/122,053,708)
5096 + 107.01 198.74 244.06 708.27 -633.45 278.18 =
5,401.75 1,863.96 - $ 3,537.79

Sources used for examples.

United States public school year 1991-92 (estimate)

a. total students 41,838,871
b total revenue $231,343,420,000
c, total expenditure $213,237,595,000
b/a ° $5,529
c/a $5,096

Source U.S. Department of Education, National Center of
Educational Statistics, Dec., 1991

a administrative cost revenue = $ 16,963,786

b total school revenuo e $ 122,053,708

c. facilities revenue a $ 15,171,745

d transportation revenue $ 6,662,700

Source U.S. Department of Interior-Bureau of Indian Affairs-
Office of Indian Education Programs, April, 1992 (fax 4/3/92
10.58)
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TRIBAL ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION INSTITUTES

RATIONALE

The Presidential "Response to the recommendations of the

Report of the White House Conference n Indian Education (1992)"

Stated that the Bush administration "Sc ,e that tribes should have

a major role in deciding how the children in their communities are

educated". The summary statement said that the president continues

to emphasize the Importance of close ties between Tribal

governments and the Federal government.

1
The Report of the White House Conference On Indian Education

(U.S. Government Printing office, 1992) identified 115

resolutions that were adopted by the delegates who attended

the conference on January 22-24, 1992. Among these

resolutions were:

Topic 1. Governance of Indian Education/Independent Board of

Education.

1-3. Therefore, be it resolved, that federal legislation

be enacted to authorize all tribes that have developed the
capabilities to exercise tribal authority over all federal

education functions, programs, and services on their

respective reservations and in Indian communities. The

legislation shall provide adequate fiscal support, in

accordance with P.L. 100-297, to develop, implement, and

maintain tribal departments of education.

Also, that tribes have the prerogative and option, in

accordance with their sovereignty, codes, and plans to receive

all federal funds generated within the respective tribal

jurisdiction and territories.

This authority would allow for the development of a

planning process whereas tribal members would be consulted to

develop codes and standards which reflect the cultural values

of the respective tribes.

Other resolutions (1-4, 2-3, 2-4, 2-5, 2-7, 3-1, 3-3, 3-4. 3-

5, 3-10, 3-12, 3-13, 4-1, 4-2, 4-7, 4-8, 8-1, 8-5, BR -2, 8R-4

10-1, 11-11) expressed the desires of the delegates to have

tribal sovereignty, federal trust responsibility, U.S.

government to government relationship
with tribes, and U.S.

commitment to local tribal control of schools, They also

expressed a desire for tribal leadership, direct stable

financial support, uniform funding, religious freedom, local

determined needs, parental participation, alternative

assessment, access to relovant native language and culture

instruction, and direct tribal control over educational

systems.
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Tho Executive Summary Analysis states "...the rights o:as sovereign nations whose relationship is with theStates first...." and that The Federal governmentgovernment-to-government, political relationship withthat is rooted in the Constitution and further strengttcongressionally ratified treaties, Executive Orders, cand specific and general statutes to assist Americanand Alaska Native communities and individuals."
2. The Indian Nations At Risk: An Education Strategy for(U.S. Department of Education, 1991) letter of tranamithe Secretary expressed "four important reasons theNations are a risk as a people: (1) schools have fa1educate large numbers of Indian students and adults(2) the language and

cultural base of the American Nat:rapidly eroding; (3) the diminished lands and rresources of the American Native are constantly underand (4) Indian self- determination and governance righChallenged by the changing policies of the administtCongress, and the justice system."

The report recommended the federal government "plegislation that will require schools to inclucparticipation of tribes,
Native communities, and pare.Native children In the development, Implementationevaluation of local, state and federal plans."

The report recommended tribal governments and Icommunitios "promote tribal/community responsIbilit!accountability for the education of all students."establish tribal/community education plans that <strategies necessary to carry out those purposes."

The Task Force recommended five strategies for imp;schools:

1. Develop comprehensive education plans,2. Develop partnerships,
3. Emphasize four national priorities,4. Create mechanisms for accountability, and5. Foster understanding of relationships between tribeall levels of government.

The Task Force review of research and good practice revthe following:

1. Emphasize early childhood education and trainingparenthood,
2. Encourage Language Development,3. Ensure a school

environment conducive to learning,4. Improve the quality of teachers and teaching,5. Provide a challenging and culturally appropicurriculum,
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6. Implement partnerships between schools and pare
social service agencies, and business and industry,

7. Inotitute systemic change and provide °ducat.
leadership, and

B. Ensure accountability.

The conclusion stated that "Tribal groups must de'

educational structures built on their cuflural prioritii

These two recent reports along with P.L. 93-638 (as time]
and P.L. 100-297- Title V-Part B (as amended) cli

reinforce Congresses declared policy of:

1. U.S. obligation for Indian self-determination,
2. Congressional commitment to Indian trust responsibi
3. Congressional goal of providing tribes and commun

with resources to achieve self-determination,
4. congressional affirmation of special and u

educational needs of Indian people,
5. congressional commitment to federal relations with f.

Nations, and
8. Congresses iejectiOn of unilateral termination of fe

relations with Indian Nations.

PROPOSED PLANNING PROCESS FOR TRUE
GOVERNMENT-TO-GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

The Association of Community Tribal Schools review of
recent reports and statutes conclude that it is time to star
planning process which will lead to direct government- to -gover
relations with the tribal nations and the Untied States Gong
The proposed planning process is within the ACTS mission
Organizational Information Packet, 1992) of:

"Assisting community Tribal schools toward their miss'
ensuring that when students complete their schools the
Prepared for lifelong learning and that these students
strengthen and perpetuate traditional tribal societies.

This planning process has these key guiding principals:

1. The tribal governments that have elementary a

secondary schools funded by the Bureau of Indian Af
will determine final implementation.

2. The tribal governments that have elementary a

secondary schools funded by the B.I.A. will be inv
in all aspects of the planning process.

X96
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Tho key elements of the planning process are:

1. An advisory panel will be appointed to oversee and manage the
planning process. The panel will include representatives from
tribes and schools who have children funded by the BIA through
the Indian School Equalization Program. (appoint 5 president,
5 house, 5 senate, geographic from tribes, school board and
school staff). The panel will control the final vote.

2. An independent agency, knowledgeable in school finance, will
determine the revenue needs of tribal elementary and secondary
schools based on the special and unique needs of the Indian
students in the schools.

3. A mandatory contract, to national and regioial organizations
knowledgeable in tribal school operat17-:,, will be let to
determine the maximum education standards required for the
tribal schools based on tribal codes of education. Those
standards will be used to determine revenue needs of the
schools.

4. In the event the BIA does not implement 2 and 3 above, the
advisory panel will develop an independent agency reporting
directly to congress for budgets and assume responsibility for
monitoring of schools and hiring necessary minimal staff for
the agency. The independent agency will be managed by
Trustees comprised of 15 people, of which 6 will be from
schools, 6 tribal government appointees, 2 from the house and
senate (ex officio and non-voting), and 3 others. The
trustees will be geographically distributed.

The initial decision to implement the independent agency will
rest with all schools currently funded by BIA-01EP Indian
School Equalization program funds. The schools will have one
vote and the vote must be authorized by tribal resolution.

6. In the cent the initial vote does not pass, a second vote
will be conducted with only the schools who have a contract or
grant for the operation of elementary and/or secondary schools
iron the BIA. The schools will have one vote and the vote
must he authorized by tribal resolution. The tribes/schools
that vote in the affirmative will be allowed to transition
Into the independent agency.

TIMELINE:

October 1, 1993 - Decesber 30, 1993
The advisory panel will be appointed.

October 1, 1993 March 30, 1994
The school finance study will bo conducted.

October 1, 1993 - June 30, 1994
The mandatory contract will be completed.
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July 1, 1994 - June 30, 1996
The DIA will be allowed time to implement recommendations from
the study and contract.

July 1, 1996 - Juno 30 1997
The advisory panel will develop independent agency and conduct

the vote.

July 1, 1997 June 30 1998
The independent agency will be transitioned into existing

federal budget cycle.

July 1998
Tribal schools will bocome part of the independent agency.

WHY THIS IS NOT THE BUREAU OF INDIAN EDUCATION OR THE
INDEPENDENT BOARD OF INDIAN EDUCATION

We are aware that the delegates to tho White House Conference

on Indian Education rejected the establishment of an independent

Board of indian Education that would have assumed the

responsibility for all existing Federal programs relating to the

education of Indiana.

We are also aware that the DIA Reorganization Task Force has

rejected a Bureau of Indian Education within the Department of

Interior that would have assumed the responsibility for all

existing BIA education programs.

THE PROPOSED AGENCY WOULD NOT ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR ALL

EXISTING FEDERAL PROGRAMS RELATING TO THE EDUCATION OF INDIANS.

THE PROPOSED AGENCY WOULD NOT ASSUME THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR

ALL EXISTING DIA EDUCATION PROGRAMS.

THE PROPOSED AGENCY WOULD NOT BE FORMED IF THE DIA PROVES
COMPETENCE IN BUDGET FORMULATION BASED ON SPECIAL AND UNIQUE NEEDS

OF INDIAN CHILDREN IN TRIBALLY CONTROLLED ELEMENTARY AND/OR

SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

THE PROPOSED AGENCY WOULD ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR ONLY THOSE

TRIBALLY CONTROLLED ELEMENTARY AND/OR SECONDARY SCHOOLS THAT

APPROVE THE FORMATION OF THE AGENCY.

THE PROPOSED AGENCY WOULD PROVIDE A DIRECT GOVERNMENT TO

GOVERNMENT RELATIONSHIP FROM TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS TO THE U.S.

CONGRESS.
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NovAps4 Invaller*Matntrit
IntyrSTUMI Pokes reeds WHOA
IdInna'S 1400 Norval! tante

Atnneepotn Idimesont 0047,0146
612/557d242

Apdl 20, 1994

Mr. Don Weinn
Lac Coune Orailles Ojibwa School
Route 2, Box 2800
Hayward, WI 54843

Dear Don

I with to extend my thinks to you for taking lime out of our schedule to speak with Bob de
Ia Vega and me about the current legislation introduced in H33 6, for the purposes of creating
anemic% opportunities for tribal schools though federal grant money: and patentees. We
believe that the program, as outlined by you to us, has the potential to result in a great deal of
ft:unclog tbr the vedette capital needs of the tribal SCheell.

You had asked that we describe to you the mechanism by which a tniaal school could obtain
financing through Norway, Banks and Norwell Public Finance we believe the mechanism
would be fairly straight forward and would consist of the foliouing.

I. A tribal school identifies the need for a new facility oran upgrade of an old thcihty

2 The tribal school contacts a representative at its regional Consortium ofTribal Schools
or another approved representative to establish a budget and proceed with preliminary
drawings for the facility.

3. The tribal school and its !einem:dative present to the Bureau of Indian Affairs CldlAl
the preliminary budget and drawing,.

C The BIA approves the project. Its drawings and the budget for the project, and
releases to the area representative the amount of the approved financing

5. The area representative contacts Nored Public Finance to secure FAMICing for the
piojcia

6. Norwest tOkr Fiance secures the moneys for the project using the structure
approved by the DIA, which hat been established in prior negotiations with Norwest
Public Finance and area representatives The moneys are deposited with a central
financial trustee, such at Wonvest Cos pui ate TILe or alocalNorwest Bank

7. As work It performed on the project and a draw request is sic en, the trustee or local
bank will visit the project to determine construction prowess and will disburse Ands ones
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satisfied that the work has been done (this is quite common in the bonding world, to have
what we call a Disbursement Agent for proceeds).

Z. Upon project completion, the trustee will sign a cenificate that the construction has
been completed. Arty excess proceeds derived from savings on the construction budget
would be returned to either the BIA, the area represanstive or possibly the tribal school
for disbursement on future projects

With regard to the structure of the Bnaacing, we believe you had mentioned that the BIA has
made available for these projects an amount of 332 million pet year fur debt repayment on this
program This money would be appropriated on an annual basis by the Treasury. In addition,
an amount of $300 million is held in trust as further security for the issue. For this analysis,

we have assumed that a "AAA" rating or hond insurance, which earring a "AAA' rating, may
be obtained for the financing. Based on our projections, we believe that the 532 million per
year will make about $345 million available cuts tinily ibr projects. TN, amount should go a
long way toward the 5500 million of the tribal schools' needs. We have assumed that
finincing would be for thirty years, but this may be shortened if necessary.

It is expected that the initial documentation would establish the financing mechanism and the
repayment provisions for the program. Hopetbily, she ensuing issues would laquite very little

change in the basic r icing template, which should keep the costs of issuing the bonds to a

minimum

We at Norwest Investment Services, Inc. arc very excited to assist the various Consortiums of
Tribal Schools and the BM in providing financing for this program Many of the its= and
issues mentioned above will need to be refined. A suggestion might be to meet with
representatives at the BIA in Washington as soon as possible to determine if additional
language might be needed in the appropriations bills or if they may have alternative structures
in mind which may be presented to Congress before the bills pass. I will tell you in a few days
to get an update on the legislation and to see if you need additional Information

In the meantime, if you have any questions about the financing program, or if you wish to have
Norwest Government Relations (Bob de bl Vega) assist in effort: to pass the legislation

please do not hesitate to cell meat the number below.

We look forward to meeting with you

Sincerely,

At4
Seidel

Vice President
(612)667 514$

79-510 ( 152)
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